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PRINTED CIRCUIT /CIT. Containing 8 sheets
of Bin x 4in single sided laminate, a genemna
supply of etchaut powder, etching dish, etchant
measure, twee-ers, etch resistant marking Den.high quality Pump drill with spares. cutting
knife with spate blades, Stn metal ruler, plus
full easy -to -follow instructions. 17.80p.

3 FOR THE PRICE OF 2
Buy 2 x COO cassettes for 72p per pr. GET

..711 x C60 absolutely FREE. Buy 2 x C90
cassettes for 96P per pr. GET 1 x C90
absolutely FREE.

S.C.R.
BUNDLE

2 x 0 BA 100V 2 x 1A 400V
2 x 1A 50V 2 x 3A 50V

2 x 5A 400V
PLUS FREE

2 METERS OF ISSWG MULTI -
CORE SOLDER ALL FOR ONLY

£1.50
OFFER WORTH £300

BARGAIN BUNDLES
Send to: BI-PAK SEMICONDUCTORS,
DEPT. EE 2 P.O. BOX 6, WARE, HERTS
Bi-pak bring you, for 2 months only a fantastic
inflation beating offer designed to help you, the
customer. With every Pak comes a useful FREE GIFT.
In addition to this, our star attraction is the D.I.Y.
Printed Circuit Kit. With every kit sold during this
offer comes a voucher to the value of LI .50 to be
spent on any items from our Retail Catalogue.

DIODE -i- RECTIFIER BUNDLE
20 GERM G.P. DIODES DIRECT REPLACEMENTS FOR (0A91-85,

0A91-95)
2 x BY100 4 x IN4004 4 x 1-5A 400V
4 x IN4001 4 x 1.5A 50V 4 x IN4148

PLUS FREE BOOK
No. BP9 "38 PRACTICAL TESTED DIODE CIRCUITS

FOR THE HOME CONSTRUCTOR"
ALL FOR ONLY 1.50

OFFER WORTH £3,00
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WATCH THIS SPACE FOR THE GREAT BI-PAK CHRISTMAS COMPETITION WITH A FIRST PRIZE OF
A COLOUR T.V. PLUS 52 OTHER PRIZES

1

BURKE )

11 Cools
soothes
and heals
minor
burns

Burneze unique aerosol first aid
cools instantly. Contains
fast -acting local anaesthetic
plus antihistamine to conlrol
swelling It deals with the
lingering pain of a minor burn or
scald and reduces the chance
of a blister
From Boots and other chemists. S.A.E
to- Potter & Clarke Croydon CR9 3LP.
for intriguing leaflet

ENGINEERS

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB WITH

Go you want promot.an, a better job,
higher pay? "New Opportunities" shows
you how to get them through a low-cost
home study course. There are no books to
buy and you can pay-as-you-lcarn.

 CUT OUT THIS
CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE!

Tick or state subject of interest. Post to the address below. I
Electrical

Engineering

Electrical installations
and Wiring 0

Electrical
DranghtsmanshiP 0

This76page
N

FREEbook
Shows howl

MORE PAY!
This helpful guide to eucoeoo should be

rBe'l
be

end WheYonf'u'iltr4a7=E book
now. No obligation and nobody will call
on you. it could be the best thing you
ever did.

COUPON MIN

Colour T.V. Servicing

C 3 G Radio, T.V. and
Electronic Mechanics

General Radio anti
TV Engineering

Electrical Radio Servicing,
0 Maintenance and

Electronic Repairs
Engineering V Transistor

l'on, put.,
To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE

Mathemati.

CITY AND GUILDS I
installations and
Wiring

CITY AND GUILDS
Electrical

O Technicians

CITY AND GUILDS
Telccommunica-
corn

Radio Antateure'
Exam. etc. etc. 0

0

DEPT. EEV 12 READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue
Moorgate, London EC2Y SEJ. Tel: 01-628 2721.
NAME (Block COMOPi....0

ADDRESS

Other subjtct,
POSTCODE

I EEV 12

Accredited by C.A.C.C.

I

Member of 11.B.C.C.11

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY



As you may already know, the front cover of the Home Radio
Components catalogue features a colour picture of the
striking modern sculpture "Theme on Electronics" by the
late Dame Barbara Hepworth. The original sculpture,
incidentally, was commissioned in 1957 by Mullards for
their Electronics Centre showroom.
If you asked me for my theme on electronics I'd say that
experience has taught me that the simplest and most
satisfactory way of getting electronic components is to
buy them from Home Radio Components-either over the
counter at their shop in Mitcham or by Mail Order. Ninety
nine times out of a hundred they can supply just what you
want immediately from stock-at very keen prices too. If
you're likely to require bits and pieces fairly regularly it will
be worth your while to make use of their Credit Account
Service. This is a fairly new service provided by Home
Radio Components, but they tell me that already about a
thousand customers are using it. That doesn't surprise me.
I for one have found that it saves me time and money in

Today's finest Components
ST

Catalogue 85p plus 45P 2nit,

POST THIS COUPON
with cheque or PO for 11.30

The price of £1.30 applies only to customers in the
U.K. and to BFPO Addresses.

I

I

I

several ways. No space to give details here, but full informa-
tion and an application form are given in the catalogue.
Whether or not you use the Credit Account Service, you'll
certainly need the catalogue, and at £1.30 (85p plus 45p
post & packing) it's a real bumper bargain. Its 240 pages
list about 6000 components with nearly 2000 illustrations.
What's more the catalogue contains Vouchers worth 70
pence when used against orders, so you can soon recover
a good slice of your investment.
Send the coupon below with your cheque or P.O. for £1.30,
and before long you too will be harping on the same theme
on electronics!

Please write your Name and Address in black capitals

NAME

ADDRESS

I HOME RADIO (Components) LTD., Dept. EE,
234-240 London Road, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HD London

HOME RADIO (Components) LTD Dept EE, 234-240 London Road. Mitcham.CR4 3HD Phone 01-648 8422
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Marshall's
A. Marshall (London) Ltd Dept: EE
42 Crickicwood Bro-aliway London NW2 3ET-Tel: C1-452 0161/2

Telex 21492
& 85 West Regent St Glasgow G2 20D Tel: 041.-332 4133

& 1 Straits -Parade Fishponds BristOl BS16 2LX

Tel- 0272654201/2 -

a. 27 Rue Danton issy Les Moulineaux Paris 92 Te1.644 2356

Catalogue price 25p Trade and export enquiries welcome

Our range covers over 7,000 items. The largest selection in Britain
Top 200 IC's TTL, CMOS & Linears
CA3020A £1 -80;CD4050 66p; N E556 £1.30 S147446 95pJSN74153 85p

CA3028A 79p 003 I 30 88p.NE560 i4 -48 5N7447 95p;SN74154 LI-50

CA3035 £1  37 CD4510 El -25 NE565 44 -485N744/3 90p1SN74157 95p

CA3046 70p; CD45Il El 94 5L4I4 LI 805147450 16p SN74160 LI -10

CA3048 £2-11 CD4516 El -25 SL6 I OC £1.70 SN7451 16p SN74161 II  10

CA3052 El .62DC4518 £ I -87 SL6 I IC £1-70:5147453 16p SN74 I 62 41.10

CA3089E 41 -961004520 LI -87 SL612C LI -70 SN7454 16p SN74 1 63 LI  10

CA3090Q 44 -23' LM301A 48p SK620C £2  60 SN7460 16p SN74164 42.01

CD4000 36p; LM308 42-50 SL62 I C £2.605147470 33p SN74165 42  01

C04001 36p1L005TL El  505 5L623C £4.59 147472 26p'SN74167 44  10

C04002 36p!LM380 I -1015L640C 43 -10 SN7473 36p SN74174 £125

004006 fl 58 LM381 42.20 SN7400 16p 5147474 36p SN74175 90p

CD4007 36p; LM702C 7595N7401 16p 5147475 50p SN74 I 76 LI -44

CD4008 LI -63.LM709 SN7401AN38p SN7476 35p SN74180 El -40

C04009 £ I  18 T099 38p SN7402 16p SN7480 501SN7418 I LI 95

004010 41 -18-BOIL 459-SN7403 160 SN7481 LI -25 SN74190 42  30

C04011 36p 14DIL 311p5N7404 19p 5147482 75p5N74191 £1-30

004012 36p 1.11710 47p5N7405 19p SN7483 95p5N74192 £1  15

00401 66p LM723C 9012;5147406 45p SN7484 95p5N74193 LI-IS

C04014 El -72 LM741C 40p5N7407 45p SN7485 LI .2.55N74196 LI -60

C04015 41 -72 BOIL 40pS117408 19p SN7486 32pISN74197 LI .58

004016 66p 14011- 33p;SN7409 22p £2. '25

CD4017 41.71 LM747 41 .055147410 16p SN7491 859ISN74199 42 25

CD4018 £2-55; LM748 1514741 I 259 SN7492 45p SN76,0031442.92

C04019 86pI 8DIL 60p.5N74 I 2 28p 5147493 45p SN760131441.95

004020 LI -91; 14DIL 73p5N7413 35p SN7494 820,5N76023 N 41.60

C04021 -721LM3900 70piSN7416 35p SN7495 72p 5N760331442.92

004022 66; LM7805 t12 00 SN74 I 7 35p SN7496 75p TAA263 El  10

CD4023 36p' LM7812 42-5015N7420 16p SN74100 £1 -25 TAA300 LI .80

CD4024 LI -24 1.117815 £2508147423 29p 5N74107 36p TAA350A 42-10

C04025 32p,LM7824 £25015N7425 29p 51474118 CI .00 TAA550 60p

C04027 439; 1101303L 41 -50iSN7427 2.90 SN741194 I 92 TAA611C 42 -18

CD4028 El -5*.1-1013109 42.505147430 16p 5N74121 37p TAA621 £2.03

CD4029 45 50;11063309 90p5147432 28p SN74 I 22 50p TAA661B LI -12

DC4030 870111013519 80p;SN7437 35p SN74123 60p TBA64IB 42-25

004031 45 -19MC14553 1.40715N7438 350 SN7414 I 9.5p T15A65 I LI -69

CD4037 41.93 11C1466L 43 -501SN7440 16p SN74145 909,TBA800 £1 -40

C04041 41 -86;MC1469R 1:2 -75;SN744 I A1185p 06474150 El -50 TBA810 El 40

C04049 81pINE555V 70pSN7442 S5p 51474151 85pITBA820 L1-15

GLASGOW ANCI NOW

BRISTOL
IT'S OUR SERVICE THAT MAKES US GROW

POPULAR SEMICONDUCTORS
214696 22p 12143906 27p AF I 39 6Sp BD I 39 7I0 MPSA56 3Ip

214697 16 ; 2144037 42p AF239 65p 80140 87p 0C28 76-ip

214698 82p 2144036 67p AF240 90p BFI 15 36p 0C35 60p

214699 39p 2N4058 lap AF279 70p 89117 55p 0C42 50p

2N706 14p 2144062 15p AF280 79p 8E154 200 0C45 32p

214708 17p 2N4289 34p AL102 El -00 8E159 274 TIP29A 49p

214916 28p 2144920 £1  10 80107 149 139180 3 TIP29C 58P

714918 32p 2114421 830 BC108 14p 8E181 36p TIP3 IA 62p

2N1302 15+-p 2N4923 £1 -00 BC109 14p 8E184 30p TIP32A 74p

2N1304 2.6p 2145245 47p BC1478 14p 06194 11p TIP33A LI -01

2N1306 3Ip 2N5294 443p BCI48B 13p 8E195 lip TIP34A 41-51

2N1308 47p 2145296 48p BCI49B 15p 8E196 13p TIP35A 42.90

2N1711 45p 2N5457 49p BC157A 16p 8E197 15p TIP36A £3-70

2N2102 60p 2145458 46p BC158A 16p 8F198 18p TIP41A 74p

2142147 78p 2N5459 49p BC167B 15p BF244 21p TIP42A 40-90

2142148 84p 2146027 45p BC1686 ISp 8E257 47p TIP2955 98p

2N221 8A 22p 314128 73p BC1698 1Sp 13F153 53p 1193055 50p

2N2219A 26p 311 I 40 £1.00 BC182 lip 8E259 55p 11543 28p

2142220 25p 314I41 alp BC182L 12p BF561 27p ZTX300 13p

2N2221 18p 314200 E2-49 BC183 12p 8E598 259 ZTX301 13p

2142222 20p 40361 40p BC183L 12p BE539 24p ZTX500 I SP

2N2369 20p 40362 45p 0C184 13p BER79 24p ZTX501 13p

2142646 55p 40406 44p 13C184L 13p BFX29 30p ZTX5O2 lap

2142904 22p 40407 35p BC2 I 2A 16p 8FX30 27p N914 7p

2N2905 25p 40408 50p 13C212LA 16p BFX84 24p N3754 1Sp

2142906 19p 40409 52p BC2 1 3LA 15p 8FX85 30p N4007 10p

2142907 2.2p 40410 52p 8C2 I 4L13 18p BFX88 25p N4148 7p

2142924 20p 40411 0.-00 802378 16p REV50 22+p N5404 22p

21429260 12p 40594 74p BC238C 15p BEY51 23p N5408 30p

2143053 25p 40595 84p BC239C 15p BEY52 2041, AA1I9 8p

2143054 60p 40636 £1.10 8C257A 16p BRY39 48p BAI02 25p

2143055 7Sp 40673 73p 802588 16p ME0402 20p BA145 lap

2143391 28p AC162 20p 1307.595 17p ME0412 I 8p 8A154 12.0

2143392 15p ACI 27 20p BC301 34p ME4 102 I 1p BAI55 12p

2643393 15p AC128 20p BC307B 17p M1480 95p BBIO3B 23p

2143440 39p AC151 27p BC308A ISp 14148 I L1.20 BBI 045 45p

2N3442 £1 -40 ACI52 49p BC309C 2.0p 111490 £1 -OS BY126 12p

2143638 15p A,:153 35p BC327 23p 111491 LI-45 BY127 15p

2143702 lip AC176 30p BC328 Zip 1112955 41.00 BYZ/ I Slp

2143703 13p ACI87K 35p BCY70 17p 111E340 48p BYZI 2 51p

2143704 ISp AC I 88K 40p SCY7I 22p MJE370 65p 0A47 6p

2N3706 15p A0143 68p BCY72 ISp 1119371 75p 0,481 18p

2143708 14p AD 161 50p BD I 21 LI  01 MJE520 60p 0A90 6p

2N3714 L1-38 ADI62 50p BDI23 82p M19521 70p 0A91 6p

21437 1 641 .80 AFI06 40p 80124 67p M1E295541.20 0A200 Sp

2M37714220 AFI09 40p BDI 31 40p MJE3055 75p BY164 57p

2143773£2.65 AFII5 35p 80132 506 MEW 13 478, ST2diac 20p

2113789(2.06 AF116 35p 130135 43p MPFI 02 39p 40669 LI  DO

2143819 37p AFI 17 35p 130136 47p INPSA05 25p TIC44 29p

2143820 64p AF I 18 35p BD 137 55p MPSA06 3Ip C106D 65p

2143904 27p AF124 30p BD I 38 63p MPSA55 3Ip ORP 12 60p

Prices correct at November 1975, but all exclusive of VAT. P. & P. 75p
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QUALITY' STEREO SOUND"

ALm4sT iPRICE OFFER! SOLENTil

*41* down
40r.4ftter

00000
'Stereo Tuner Amplifier chassis with AM/FM radio cover-
,ng long medium short and Stereo FM wavebands. Separate
Base and Treble controls. 30 watts total power output
;frequency response 25-20,00 Hz) Tape record and playback

facilities. Dimensions 18" x x 3k'. The very latest
BSR automatic record deck with cue and pause control.
Two matching elliptical speaker units.

Order early limited stocks available cash price £59-95:

Credit Sale £595 deposit 9 monthly payments of £7.00
(Total Credit price £6895). P. & P. f3-00. Send £895
today.
Chassis only available for cash at £42 PO.

Full 12 months Guarantee.

CALLERS WELCOME.

Stereo headphones supplied with every complete order. Q
EE112(75 100 CHASE SIDE SOUTHGATE

1.081130N N14 5P1 Telephones: 01-982-1644

TRAIN for SUCCESS
ICS, the world's most experienced correspondence college, has
helped thousands of ambitious men to move up into higher paid
jobs - they can do the same for you.

Start training today and make sure you are qualified to take
advantage of the many opportunities open to the trained man. ICS

can further your technical knowledge and provide the specialist
training so essential to success.

Fill in the coupon below and find out how!
There is a wide range of courses to choose from, including

CITY &GUILDS CERTIFICATES
Telecommunications
Technicians'
Radio TV Electronics
Technicians'
Electrical Installations
Technicians'
Electrical Installation work
Radio Amateurs'
M PT RadioCommunications
Cert.
EXAMINATION STUDENTS -
GUARANTEED COACHING
UNTIL SUCCESSFUL.

TECHNICAL TRAINING
ICS offers a wide choice of
non -exam courses designed to
equip you for a better job in your
particular branch of electronics,
including
Electronic Engineering
& Maintenance
Computer Engineering
& Programming
Radio.TV &Audio Engineering
& Servicing
Electrical Engineering,
Installations & Contracting.

POST THIS COUPON OR TELEPHONE FOR FREE PROSPECTUS

II am interested in

Name
Age

IAddress
Occupation

To:AA

Accredited
by CACC

International Correspondence Schools,
Dept. 250D, Intertext House, LONDON

Member of ABCC SW8 4UJ 01 'phone 01-6229911 (all hours)II
imummom mono gm Elm En me amilimmid

Everyday Electronics, December 1975



LOPIETS FOR CHOICE
CS _VC
PANEL

METERS
STOCKED AT

481 Oxford Street 311 Edgware Road
42 Tottenham Court Rd. 3 Lisle Street

branches or by mail order.

USED EXTENSIVELY BY
INDUSTRY, GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENTS, EDUCATIONAL
AUTHORITIES ETC.

Over 200 -ranges in stocked) -other ranges to
order. Quantity discounts available. Send

:for fully illustrated brochure.

Items with asterisk are Moving Iron
type, all others are Moving Coil

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL SD830
10x 83m

50uA £476
100:4 Ea 65
200uA £4 60
SONIA . £4 55
50-0-50u3 E4 65
100.0.100uA E4 60

tOrnA E4.60
50crue £4 60
100mA C4.50
50OrnA f 4 50
IA DC Ca .50
SA DC E4.50
10A DC 04.50
5V DC £4.50

OV DC .. £4.50
20V DC .. £4.60
60V Dc £4.60
300V DC . £4.50
ISV DC .. £4.60
3000 AC £4.60
VU Meter £5.60

BAKELITE MODEL S80 Enlarged Window
Sin: 80: 80mm

106.18 £4.90
500uA £4.130
600100A .. £4.80
100440044.. £455
lrriA £4.60
IA DC £4.60
SA DC .. £4.60
20V DC £4.60
50V DC .. £4.50
300V DC .. £4.60
3000 Ac.. £4.75
VU Meter .. £696

BATTERY/LEVEL PANEL
INDICATOR
18mrn

18mrn Panel
mounting.
OUR
PRICE
05Epip

8. MI .3.-biscou ma for au

CLEAR PLASTID MODEL 50640
Scar 85: 64mm
613oA . 04.20

00vA . £4.15
200v3 £4.10
5071.13 £4.05
50-0.50:4 £4.15
1040-700uA .. £4.10
1mA .. £4.05
SmA
19-Tu8 .. £4.05
50mA .. £4.06
100rnA .. £4.05
500mA £4.06
1ADC
54 DC C4.06
10A DC £40S
SV DC CAM

IOV DC
20V DC
25V DC
50V DC
300V DC
ISV AC
MN LC
VU Meow

£405
et 35
£a ZS
e'

:-i
- S

Ca "E
Ea SS

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 45P
Size: SO: 5Ornin
6043.. . £3.5.6
100u3 £3.50
20046 .. £3.45
500u £3.30
50.0.60uA .. £3.60
100.0-100:A.. £3.46
600.0.5004A.. £3.25
1mA._ £325

10mA E3.25
50mA -- £3-25 1 VAC
100mA ..  .. C3.26 gogy AC
500mA _ £3.25 s Mctee 10.*
IA DC .. £325 VU Meter
SA DC - - £3.26 IA AC
10V DC - . £3.25 SA AC
20V DC £315 ISAAC
500 DC . £325 204 AC
300V DC £325 30A Ac

Elea
C340
£3_75
ta.so
£326 
£325 
E126 
C3 -2S 
f3.25 

CLEAR PLASTIC MODELIAR 52P
Size: GO 60mre

100uA £3.85
SOOmA £3.70
50-04043 £3.86
100-0-100uA £3.70

E3.65
100.3 . £3.65

£3.65
100.6 £3.65
5000.3 .

/ADC £3.65
SA DC £3.65
10V DC £3.65
20V DC . £3.65
50V DC .. £3.06
300VDC .. £3.65
ISV AC £3.75
300VAC .. £3.75

5 Meter 1 ma. _ £4.20
vu Meter . £4.85
1A AC . £3.66 
5.4 AC . £3.66 
10AAC ._ £3.6
20A AC .. £3.6
30A AC £3_65 

VU METER. TYPE 3
250 oK. size:33mm 20mm.

f1.55 P/P & Ina 1 5p

BAKELITE MODEL MR 65 Size: 80 x 80rern

ORCLEAR PLASTIC
MODEL SW1111

. WI INftme
Sawa

601%.4.
604-
03-0-100.1
mA

'ADC
SA DC
200 Dc
SOV DC
3000 DC

CIS
£4

Ea 55
Ca X
C.t.

CA 75
ft 75
£a75
£4 75
L4 75

1500 AC
30CV AC
VU Motor

£4.90
£4.90
£826

MODEL ED107 EDUCATIONAL METER
Vas: 100x 90 x 160ml Including terminals
A rime of high quality
snoring coil instruments
Amid tor trhool exPwi-
ment5 and other bench
Applications. 3" mirror
scale The meter move-
ment it easily accessible
to demonstrate internal

501A £9.36
100uA 08.70
50-0-5004 £8.70
1mA. £6.40
1-0-1mA . £8.40
to DC . £8.40
5A DC £8.40
SV DC £8.40
10V DC £9.40
15VDC . E8.40

20V DC .. 03.40
SOV DC . £3.40
300V 13C £8.40
5000,3/158 DC £9.50
SV/50V DC .. £9.50
SV)15V DC ._ £9_50
1A/15A DC . £9.60

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL IIR 3SP
Sow 42 s 42was
54.8 £3.46
3C4 C100

Ea%
£146

51 -0 -60v -A MIS
- vs-. mart
5.1C-1- 530-A M.%

Citt15
.015

C3.95
£316
C3.06
£305

. £105
C3.05

&vs.
1 Ow,
20m -A
SOvnA
10OrnA
1SOrnA
200mA
300.11A
5000.3
750mA
lADC
2A DC
SA DC
10A DC
3V DC

. £3.06
.. £3.05
. C3-06

10V DC £3.05
15V DC . E3-05.
20VDC . £3.05
SOV DC . £3.06
100V DC £3.05
160V DC.. .. C3.10
300y0C £3.10
500V DC £3.16
750V DC .. 03.15
16V AC . £3.16
50VAC t3.15
1500 AC .1 £3.15
3000 AC 43.16
500V AC . £3.30
5 Meter 1 rnA.. £3.60
VU Meter .. £4.10

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL S0460
Size: 59 x 46min

50.13. E3.85
100uA . £3.80
200., .. £3.76
500.3 £3.70
50.0-5043 .. C3.60-
100 -0-100a, .. £3.75
lmA £3.65
50., __ £3.66
10,04 E3.66
SOmA £3.65
100mA .. C3.66
500mA .1 C3.65
1A DC .. £3.65
5A DC £3.65
10A DC . . £3.65

A

DC £3_66
10V DC .. £3_65
20V DC .. £3.65
wv DC . E3.65
300V DC .. £3.65
15VAC £3.80
3000 AC .. £3.80
VU Meter .. £4.65

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 85P
Size: 130 x 110mm

100uA

50-0-504A
1000-100u3 .
500.0.6000A.

10mA ..
50mA £5.76
100mA £5.75
500m4 £5.76
IA DC .. £5.75
5.4 DC . £5.75
15A DC  £5_75
30A DC . £6.95
10V DC . C5.75
20V DC £5.76

£6.00
£5.65
£6.90
£5.80
£6.95
£5.30
£6.65
£5.75
£6.75
[6.75
£5.75

tioy 667. .. £5.76
150V DC £5,75
300V DC .. £5.76
15VAC . £6.85
300V AC  vE6.55
6 Meter 1 mA £6.65
VU Meter .. £7.10
1A AC .. E6.761
511 AC .. £5.75 
10A AC . . £476
20A AC £5.70
30A AC . C5.75'

100uA £4.36
SOOmA £4.05
60.0-50uA C4_36
soo-o-soows_. £4.30
500-0-500uA.. £3.55
1mA T.3.56
I -0.1mA . £3.95

10mA C3-35
500.3 E395
100rnA £3.96
500mA . E3%
1A DC . £3-95
2ADC £115
SA DC £3.95
10A DC . £3.95
ISA DC __ £3.115
30A DC . £3.15
50A DC £420
6VDC 0395
10V DC .. £3.95
15V DC £3.66
20VDC £3.95
60V DC £3.96
160V DC £3.95

300VDC £3.36
30VAC .. £3.96 
50V AC ..
160V AC ..
3000 AC
NOV AC ..

Meter .. £5.20
IA AC .. £3.95 
SA AC .. £335 
10A AC
20AAC
30A AC .. £3.95 
50A AC .

500mA AC .. £3.95
fiOrnV DC .. £4.15
100mV DC .. £4.15

REDUCED TO CLEAR
NAMABISHI VARIABLE
VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

23E quelleeent .7k ieipr 00221k0 r.P
MODEL Si60 BENCH MOUNTING

P & .
1A £7,30_-_£1.56
2.5ACJQ36 -£1.50
SA £12.95-11.60

-13A 09.45 -CI.50
10A £23.76 -f1:60
128 £25.90 - El SQ.
20A £60.45 -£1.60

_25A £64:76-£1.60
1404 £73.44-£7.50

MODEL C7202EN
20.000 o.p.v. DC.
10.000 o.p.v. AC
Mirror Scale.
6/26/50/260/600/
1000/2500 V. DC.
10/50/100/500/1000
V. AC. DC Reelatance
x10. X1000 (300
centre scale) DC
Current 50uA/
2-5rriA/250mA. -20
to +68 d13.

OUR PRICE f7.50 P 105 300

CLEAR PLASTIC MODEL MR 65P
Maw 136 x 78mrn

100u3 . . £4.25
200uA f4.20
%WA £4.15
504/4044 _ £4.25
100-0.100:8.. £4.20
500.0.5120u4.. E4.10

1-0-1111.4 £4.10
SmA _ C4.10
10m4 £4.10
SOmA £4.10
100mA
SOOmA
-IA DC
SA DC
10A DC
ISA DC
20A DC
30A DC
504 DC
5V DC

'10v DC
15V DC
20V DC
80V DC
1SOV DC.. £4.10

300V DC . E4.10
15V DC £4.20
50V AC .. £4.20

£4 10 150V AC .. .. £4.20
£4.10 300V AC._...£4.20
E4.10 500V AC. E4.30

.. C4.10 5 Meter 1 mA .. £4.85
£4.10 VU Meter .. £5.20
£4.10 lA AC .. £4.101
£4.20 64 AC E4.10°.
£4.25 ,OA AC C4.10 

. £4.10 20A AC .. CATO*
£4.10 30A AC £4.10
£4.10 508 AC £4.10
£4.10 50mA AC .. _ £4.101
£4.10 100mA AC .. £4.101

200mA AC -- C4.10 
500mA AC .. £4.10 

U4323 MULTIMETER
20,000opy. Simple
unit with audio/IF . ;

oscillator. Suitable '

for yens% receiver

rlaiing2soi 1

600/000 DC.

610,0 100,6 1.000,5 10,000 (50f1.`
00}1.5k(3, SOkfl centre scale)

Battery opwited. Siair 160 x 97 x
40mrn. Supplied In carrying case oXIS
plate wrth test leads.

,OUR PRICE -f8.50 P/P & Ins 60P'

EDGINISE MODEL PE70
Size: 90 x 34rnm

100u3 £4.60
200uA £4.46
500,18 £4.30
50-0.5004 .. £4.50
100-0.100:8.. £4.45
1mA... £4.25
10V DC . £4.25
300V DC .. C4.35
VU Meter £5 50

240° Wide Angle
1mA METERS
MW1-8.80 x80 mm

-f7.45P & PIns.15p

HIOKI 730X
30.000 am, Over-
load protection.
6/30/60/300/600/
1200V DC.12/60/
120/600/1200VAC.
60/9A/
30mA/300mA.
-2K/200K/
2 Meg Ohm.
-10 to -0346.
OUR PRICE E8.10
P/P & Ins 30p

(MODEL C7208FM
30.000 opv DC.
15.000 opv AC.
6/3/15/60/300/600/

1200 V. DC. 8/30/
120/600/1200 V. AC
DC Resista 1.
x10,x100, x1000
(60Q centre scale)
DC Current 30uA/
3/30/600rnA. -20 to + 63d 8.
OUR PRICE f9.65 P/P &Ins 30p

POSTAGE / PACKING a INSURANCE 1Sp

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

BARCLAYCARD F-7311,L <Y/IF, give you tied4ilc
Cheques to the value of £30 accepted from personal

its
Drafts ft:d

of
bankers card. I n other cases and for amounts & ACCESS Phone liroarstm544

Your order to
0: Pelhe:geemLlIzatnivonveetk,Ore c.leserapnzde.fB,anmkzriaorde,.. 01,-,20,

branchoany
0 1321or
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IT MAKES SENSE TO
TMK 200 MULTIMETER KIT
Budd yourself a
quality 20000 ocri,

ultirneter and
serve moey.
Complete kit with
meter scale.
moement and
rotary range
selector ready
bzuunted in
cabin,. All parts,
batteries, test prods and
instructions. Ranges: 0/0.6/6/30/
120/600/1200V D.C. 0/6/30/120
600/1200V A.C. Current :0/0.6/8:
60/600mA. Resist...n:010/
100K/1;10 Meg ohms. Decibels:
-2010 +63db. Size:9031603
35mm

OUR PRICE f9.65 PIP & Ins 300

TMK MODEL T1N5OK
46
scale.
50k /V AC.
DC Volts, 0.125/
0.26/1.25/26/5/10/
25/501125/250/
500/1000. AC Volts
15/3/5/10/25/50/
125/250/500/
1000. DC current
25/50u A/25/5/25/
50/250/50OrnAf5/
10A. Resomince:
16k/1001e/1 Meg/
10 Meg ohms. -20 to 481.501.
OUR PRICE f13.50e/e

MODEL 500
30.000 opy with
overload protect-
tion. Mirror scale.
0/0.5/2.5/10/25!
100)250/500/
1000V DC.
0/2.5/10/25/100/
250/500/1000V
AC. 0/50,1A/5/50/
500mA. 1 DC.
Of60k/5 in2Aeg/60 megohms

OUR PRICE f15.05e P 6105 60p

SWR METER Model SWR3
Handy SWR meter for
transmitter antenna align.

e
strength

with built-in field
strength meter. Accuracy
5%, Impedance 52' Indic-
stor 100uA DC. Full
cale 5 section collaprible

antenna. Site 145 x 50xIC
60mm.
OUR PRICE f4.55 Pi P & ini 600

LB4 TRANSISTOR TESTER
Tests PRP or NPR
transistors. Audio
indication. Operates

two 1.5V
batteries. C.omplete
with instructions m.
OUR PRICE
4.85 P:P & Ins 71..,

U4324 MULTIMETER
High sernetwity,

6r172.201GOr2
D0/1/65/600VC. 316/0150/
300f600/900V AC.
Current, 0.06/0.5/
6/66/800mA/3A DC.
0.3/3/34.,300mA/
3A AC. Resistance,
25/500 ohms .5/6/50k ohms/5
Moluns. Decibels: -10 to +12dB. Size
167 x 98 x 63mm. Supplied cony
late with test leads, spare diode and
instructions.
OUR PRICE 110.60pe & los sop

U4313 MULTIMETER
High sensitivity
(20.000 opt on
DC end 2,000
opv on AC)and
accuracy of 1.5%
on DC and 2.5%
on AC. Ranges:
DC and
AC
urrent:

0.8 mA!
3:15/60/
300/1.5A:

 DC and AC
Voltage:
1.5V/3/7.51
16/30/60/150/300/800: DC resin-
tance1kohm/10/100/1.000.-10 to

12d6, etc. Complete with steel
carrying case and leads. manual.
OUR PRICE E14.90

p/p & Ins. 60P

MODEL AS.1000 VOM
100,000 opv.
Mirror scale.
Built-in meter
protection. 0/3/
12/60/1201300/
600/1200V DC.
0/6130/120/300/
600V AC. 0/10pAl
6/00/300isiA/
12 Amp. 0/20/
200K/2M/200 Meg
Ohm. -20 to 1748.
OUR PRICEf18.90P/P&I..GOP

HIOKI 750X VOLT -OHM.
MILLIAMETER

;3.5117271'2&101010/
300/600/1,200V DC.
0-3/6/15/30/60/120/
300/600/1,200V AC.
Current: 0-313/60uA/
1.5/3/15/30/150/300
rnA/6/12A. Resistance:
0-3/3001t/3/30Mohms
Decibels, -10 to 417413. Output: -
0 -3/6/16/30/60/120/300V. Accur.
icy 3 3%0C, 3 4% AC. Sensitivity,
60,000 opv DC, 5.000 opt AC.4 inch
1star. Built in protection. Size: 57

02 x 153mm.
OUR PRICEE12.90eie &Ins6Op

U4312 MULTIMETER
extremely sturdy
instrument for
geneeal electrical
use. 667opv.
0/0.3/1.5/7.5/30/
60/160/300/800/
900V DC & 75enV.
0/0.3/1.5/7.5130/
60/150/30D/600/
900V AC. O/300eA/
1.5/6/15/150/60/
600mA/1/1.516A.
DC. 0/1.5/6/15/
60/150/60OrnA/
1.5/13A AC. 0/200/3k/30k ohms. DC
accuracy 1%. AC 1.5%. Knife edge
pointer, mirror scale. Complete with
sturdy revel carrying case. leads and
instructions.
OUR PRICE f11.611e,e & inosop

KAMODEN 360 MULTIMETER
sirnsentthivA

AC 10kohm/V
5" mirror scale,
Overload peonacti

2.5 70150/250/
1000V DC. 5/10/
50/250/1000V
AC. Current
0.01mA/055/501
5001nA/10A.
Resistance: 0.1/
1/10/100 ohms/
1/10/100k ohms!
10/100M ohms.
Decibels -20 to
,8246. Battery operated. Size: 180 x
1400 BOrmn. Supplant complete with.
test leads etc.
OUR PRICE £18.90 P. P & Ins SOF,

Model HT100B4 MULTIMETER
Overload Protected.
shock proof circuits.
9.5nA Meter with

or scale. Sensitivity
100kV. Polarity change
switch. Ranges: 0.5/2.5/
1450/250/1,000
Volts DC. 2.5/10/50/
250/1,000 Volts AC.
DC resistance' 0-20/
200k/2/20 Meg. ohms.
DC current:- 10/250uA/2.5/25/250
mA/10A. AC current: -0- 10A. -20
to 46248. Operates from 2 x 1.5V
batteries. Size: 180 0 134 x 711mm.

OUR PRICEE21.50e P&Ins60P
KAMODEN HM72013 FET VOM
Input impedance 10

rIgn-.C/13ini
1000V DC. 0/2.5/10
50:250/1000V AC.
0/29.01./2.525/250
mA DC.
0/5%/50k/500kf5
500 Megohms

OUR PRICE
f24.30 P P Ins 609.

U4315 MULTIMETER
Sturdy 43 -range
rnultimeter for
current and
voltage In DC
AC circu Its with
f req. 45-20kHz
and DC resit-
tanie,caPaci-
mince.
etc.
Ranges,
DC 50
siA/10011A/
0.50A/1Th/25/ -
100/500/2600r DC 76mV/1V/2.5/5/
10/25/100/250/500/1000; AC0.5
mA/1 /5/25/100/600/2500: AC 1Vi
2.565/10/26/100/250/600/10001 DC
3000. DC Sk51/50/500/6000: -15rib
4-2dB. Complete with steel
carrying case and leads, manual.
OUR PRICE E10.80

a/o & Ina- 60P

U4317 MULTIMETER
High sensitivity
instrument for Odd
and laboratory work.
Knife edge pointer. ; PIP
86nun. mirror male.
Overload protection.
Ranges

510/25/V10/100/250/500/1000
V DC. 0.5/2.5/10/25150/100/250/
500/1000V AC. Currant: 50uA/0.5/
1/5/10/50/250mA/ane1 /5A DC. 025/
0.5/1.

.5/10/100/2
/5110/50/250mA/100

ohrredl
R/31as

in 0
30/300k ohms. Decibefs: -5 to 410d8
Battery operated. Size: 210 x 115 x
90rnin. Supplied in carrying case cam.
pee with leads.
OUR PRICE E18.35 efe &Ins6Op

U91 Clamp VOLT
AMMETER
For measuring AC volt-
age -and currant without
break( it Ranges:
300/6000V AC. Curren.
10/25/10/250/50A.
Accuracy 416,5i. 283 x
94 x 35mm. Complete
with carrying case, leads
and fuses.

OUR PRICEE15.10e.o&ins60o

S100TR MULTIMETER
TRANSISTOR TESTER
100.000opv. Mirror
rale. Overload
prommion. 0/0.12/
0.6/3/12/301120/
000W DC. 0/6/30/
120/600V AC.
0/12/600uA/12/
300mA/6/12A DC
0/10k/1 Meg/
100 Meg.
-20 to 450dEt.
0.01-0.2
Transistor tester measures Alpha, Beta
and ICO. Complete with instructions,batteries

and leads.

OUR PRICE f22.65orro &
CI5 PULSE OSCILLOSCOPE
For display owave-f pulsed
and periodic
forms in electronic
circuits. VERT. AMP.
Bandwidth: 10MHz,
Sensitivity at 100kHz
VRMS/mm: 0.1-25:
HOR. AMP. Band.
width: 500kHz.
Sensitivity ey 100ktie
VRMS/rnm: 0.3-26
Preset triggered sweep
1-3000usec. Free running 20-200
kHz in nine ranges Calibrator pips.
220 x 360 x 430mm. 115-230V AC.
OUR PRICEf47.50 5VPE1.50

370WTR MULTIMETER
Featur. AC current

0/0.5/
ranges.2.5/10/50/20 000.opv

250/500/1000V DC.
0/2.5/10/50/250/
500/1000V AC.
0/50uA/1/10/100
mA/1/10A DC.
0/100mA/1/10A
AC. 0/5k/501d5001d

50nels. Mgto +62413.
OUR PRICE f21.50o 'P & Ins 600

MODEL AF.105 VOM
50.000 opv. Mirror
scale. Meter
protection.
0/3/3/12/60/120/
300/600/1200V DC
016/30/120/
30D/800/1200V DC
0/30srA/6/
60/300 mA!
12 Amp. 0/10K/
1 m/10rn/100
Meg Ohms. -20 to 17 dB.

OUR PRICEE13.50e & Ins 600

U4341 Multimeter &
Transistor Tearer
27 rcnges.16.700opv.
CNerload protected.
Rangiec 0.3/1.5/6/
30/60/150/300/900V
DC. 1.5/7.5/30/150/
300/750V AC.
Current: 0.0610.6/
0601500A DC.
0.3/3/30/300mA AC.
Rossi -tan.: 0.06/
0.6/2/6/20/60/200k ohn2 Mohrns.
Battery operated. Supplied complete
with probes leads and steel carryong
case. Size, 115 x 215 x 9Orrun.

OUR PRICEE11.85P,P & Ins bop

KAMODEN 72.200 Multi -tester
High sensitivity
tester. 200,000 opv
Overload protected.
Mirror scale.
Ranges: -0/.06/.3
3/30/120/500/
1200V DC. 0/3
12/60/300/11200
V AC. 0/13uA/
1.2mALI2OrnA/
600mA/12A DC
0/12A AC. -20 to
463413. 0/2k/200k/
2 Meg/200 Megohms
OUR PRICE E24.30pie & Ins 60u

SINCLAIR DM2 DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

Will measure AC and DC volts. AC
and DC current, and resistance in a
total of 20 ranges. The large light
emitting diode display will read up
001999 and automatically indicate
polarity. Indication of positive and
negative overload is also provided.
The instrument is fitted wither
nom bined carrying handle and
bench stand and sockets are
rarmided for the con notion of an
external power aupply.
RANGES:
DC VOLTS: 1v,10,100v, 1000v.
AC VOLTS: 1v,10v,100Y.1000v_,
DC CURRENT: len/L.10mA.
1000tA.1000mA.
AC CURRENT: lmA.10mA.
100mA.1000mA.
RESISTANCE: 1k.101,100k,1000k.

OUR PRICE E63.70.e/e &Io.ssop
TRANSISTORISED L.C.R. A.C.
6R/8 MEASURING BRIDGE

A new port.*
bridge °Penne
excellent range and

1 accuracy low
Resistance:

ranges: 0.1
ohm -11.1 megohm + 1% Induct-
ance: 6 ranges: 1' microhenry-111'
henries 3 2% Capacity, 6 ranges:
1001110 odd 2% Turns Ratio:
.6 ranges: 1 :1 /10004:11100 ± 1%
Bridge Voltage at 1.000eps. Opera-
ted from 9.volt battery./ 00 micro -
amp meter indication. Size 7g"
5- ?-0UF1 PRICE £29.714:60%

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

KAMODEN T135
TRANSISTOR TESTER
moo qualify
insuuntent to
test reverse leak
current and DC
affront. Ampli.
f Cation factor of
NPN, PRP, diodes,
transistors. SCR's
etc. 4" square
ale r scale meter.
Operates from
Cternal bananas
omplete with

instroctiotes, leads
carrying handle.
OUR PRICE ft 8.90

&
ins 60p

GE R0 TO SIGNAL
GENERATOR
Accurate wide range
signal generator as
covering 120 0112-500
MHz on 6 bands.
Directly calibrated.
Venable R.F.
attenuator audio output. Xlalsoda
for .libration. 220/240V ao.
Brand new with instructions.
Sim 140rrim x 215mm x 170rron.
OUR PRICE E24.30 & Ins 600

ARF 300 AF/RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR
An transistorised
compact fully
portable. AF sine -
wave 181-1z to 220
kHz. AF scalene
wave 18110 to 100k
+U. Output Square/
Site wave 10y.
P -P RF 100kHz to
200MHz. Output
1V maximum.
220/240V AC operation. Complete
with inetnicnons nod loch.
OUR PRICE f48.50Pie & lo,eop

TE22 SINE SQUARE WAVE
AUDIO GENERATOR
Sine

Hz
on 4 harids.
Square 20
cps to 30
kHz. Output
impedance
5000 Ohror.
200/260V
AC operation_ Supplied beard new
guaranteed, with Instruction manual
and leads.

OUR PRICEf26.90 pie 8.1..60o

MODEL 7E20 RF SIGNAL
GENERATOR
Six bands. 12010-R-
260MHz. Dud output
RF terminals Sep to
reelable audio output.
Accuracy 3 2%. Audio
output to BV, Power rertaliremenkr
105-125V, 220-240V AC:Size:193
l285 x 150mm. Complete with tar
eads etc.
OUR PRICE f20.45eie asoseop

NEW GOLDRING 6102 KIT

Belt -drive 2 -speed turntable in kit
form complete with pick unarm
and head shell. &
OUR PRICEf21.15.1mti.00

ike Ira a service that

makes sense!

EXPORT Personal exports arranged tor
overseas visitors. Goods specially packed.
insured and despatched to all parts of the
world at minimum cost exclusive of VAT.
Payment by bank transfer. certified Cheque,
postal order or money order in any currency.

CUSTOMER SERVICES our
Customer Services Division at Head
Office will answer all your enquiries

lust ring 01.2001321
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BUY AT 11411

BIL1YE1Trjasc
AUDIOTRONIC HEADPHONES

LSH2O Individual
volume controls.

Mono/stereo switch.
4Q-19,00 Hz. 8 ohms.
OUR PRICE £6.50

P/P & Ins 500

LSH30 Individual
else and volume
mairtrols/Mono;
Mao. switch.
120.000 Hz.8 ohms.
OUR PRICE £10.50 P/P &ins 30,

LSH40 Two-way
speaker System. -

Individual volume
controls. 20-20,00011z.

Bohms.
OUR PRICE £12.95

P/P & Ina 30P

AUDIOTRONIC MODEL ATMS
Jews! movement
attractively moulded
cese with edgwise
ohms adjustment
Resgep 0-3/15/150/
300/1200V AC,
12500012W. 0-8/30/
300/600V DC.
(5000 °psi. 0-300
uA/0-300inA DC.
Resistance: x 10 &
x 100. -10 to +16d8.
Supplied with battery
test leads and date
booklet Sizes 121 x 73 x 29inen.
OUR PRICE £5.40 P/P Ine25p

MINIATURE ORGAN
MUSIC MASTER AM100

Spanning
nearly tvvo

octaves,

sem
!ones.

This instrument
will give hours of enjoyment
to all the family. Beautifully

finished. The Keyboard range can
be adjusted to be in tune with any

instrument. Operates from
internal 9V battery. Fitted with
on/off switch. vibrato switch,
earphone socket and external

9V D.C. socket.
Size 229mm x 127mm x 64mm

OUR PRICE£9.95 P/P 151M 50o

011010TRONIC AGO 7700

Estta

Deck with Dolby.
VU meters, program counter,
erd phono input/outputs.=er controls. in sleek black.

aluminium, and teak
Fp_ response:40-12 kHz on
Mama tape and 40.16 kHz on CrO'
sopa W iF 0.2%, end with the Dolby

/Moe Reduction System in. a
!Amato noise ratio of 57d B.

PRICE f79.95

ADC22
24 -hour
clock radio,
covering MW/FM wave -
be ds. -minute sleep timer.
timer. Choice of Gray or White
cabinet. P/P &
01111 PRICE £17.50 en. £1.o0

A!JOIOTRONIC AHA10)
Stereo Headphone Amplifier
All silicon.
transistor
amplifier owe,
atno.,

ceramic e.m from meg-iix tttfuner
with

twin stereo headphone oulputs and
seuarste volume P041?041 for each
channel. Operates from 9V battery.
INPUTS: Sm1/ and 100mV.
OUTPUT: 50enV per channel.

OUR PRICEf10.651,..P&In.3o,

ELECTRONIC CALCULATORS

7111,_

We carry  tremendous range of
both pocket and desk calculators
by Sinclair, H en irtlfeX, Texan,
Hewlett. Packard, Novas, Casio,
Un,trne. Litronie. etc. etc.
Owing to the demand it is not
possible to include them in this
advertisement, so send for our
latest price list or call into any
branch.

SINCLAIR Project 80 Modules
WO Power Amp. £5.60 P/P alas. I is
Z90 Power Amp. E6.95 P/Pa leg. IN
Stereo80Pre-Asna E13.10 PIP a i.e. Oa
Active Filter Unit Cr .1.a kr. tin
FM Tuner 61310 P/P fi tin
Sten. O.. or £6AOP;Pa Ip. ISs
pZSPpsuut Supply Ca 65 Pori. no We
P26 Power Surely £0-49 PTa ice 309
P28 Power Supply 0_90 PIP& W. Loa
Transformer for P28E5109/91, Ns. we

SINCLAIR
PROJECT
805
Now available
at special low *-0.111
LASKYS prices WASP)

the famous
project 805 no- n t r
solder amplifier kit. Included are
all necessary wires. push -on

ct P80 pre -amp. two 240
Power boards gluing 12w trim. P25
power supply, and a
comprehensive manual.
List Price £48.93

OUR PRICE E17.50 c(V.,°,4

FANTAYOX FMT1 STEREO
FM TUNER
to Battery operated FM Sterpo
Toner with A.F.C. FIV1156-108 MHz.
Seven section telescopic aerial.
Edgewise Tuning and volume
controls. Sire only 151066x1Olinun.
Socket for external power supply.
Simple connections.
OUR PRICE f12.40 fi'ss Ins.

AUDIOTRONIC Model ATM)
Temealse 1.000
wool:kat multi -=a=
wok AeC and Dd.
DC MAWR 0.1mA/
gam& Rewsterce:
NAM ohms.
IIINMMIP -10 to
MEM. Mae go
Mx 28mm.
CmpleN wN
meeMods.
in PRICE. £4.60 P/P & Ins 25p

AUDIOTRONIC
LOW NOISE CASSETTES
MODEL 5 10 15
C60 £2.05 £3.88 £5.50
C90 £2.81 £5.34 £7.67
C120 £3.59 £6.80 £9.64

AUDIOTRONIC HIGH ENERGY
LOW NOISE CASSETTES
MODEL 5 10 16
C8OLN £3.59 £6.80 £9.64
C9OLN £5.13 £9.72 £13.77
C120LN £6.15 £11.66 £16.52

0/p & Ins. 150 per order

your nearest store
=TAAL LONDON (01)

3atord Street. WI 493 6641
JITIMenham Court Rd. WI 637 2232
-isietranham Court Rd WI 63626135
C-15tottenham Ct. Rd. WI 636 0845
---.'8Tottertham Cl Rd. WI 580 0670
.: _me Street. WC2 437 8204
 Ecgware Road. W2 723 9789
 Eviere Road. W2 723 6211
_71- Eds. re Road. W2 723 3271
....Ere Road. W2 262 0387

-.AP Edgware Road. W2 723 4453
3E Ethrrare Road. W2 723 4144
OE Peet Street. EC4 353 5812
V Net Street. EC4 353 2833

IMINIGNAM
'LE:sweat/on Street 021-2363503

2.3?enn Street 20421

=NOON
LAS MICR Centre 681 3027
IBB6T081 38 /40 Eden St 5461271
AlaSIEI l5 Market PI 537678

LEWISHAM
29 Riverdale. Lerusham Centre Opals Seri
NORTHAMPTON
78 ANngton Street
NOTTINGHAM
5-7 Lower Parliament St 48987
OXFORD 16 Westgate Centre 722870
RfAIXIM
6 Friars Walk. Friar Street 0734 595459
RICHMOND 32 Hill Street 948 1441

ROMFORD 86 South Street 20218
SLOUGH
Unit 65. QueensmereCentre 0811 151
SOUTHEND
2°5,2°6 churchdi west 612241
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
53/57 Camden Road 23242

VIOLVERNMWTON
30 wuttrun Way 23384
CIMTIWL DARTFORD. SWINDON OPMNII Sam

All prices correct at 3079/75 but subject

to change without notice E. & 0. E.

35753

SPECIAL OFFER!
SINCLAIR 4000 AMPLIFIER
AND FM TUNER
Slintline elegance and great
performance front SINCLAIR -the
4000 amplifier gives 17W RMS per
channel (both driven) into 8 ohm.,
phones jock. active 'washable
scratch filter. tow noise end
distortion. end much more.
List Price £74 95 pip & Ins.
OUR PRICE £33.95 £1.65

A perfect match for the 4000
amplifier is the 4000 FM tuner.
which beasts a capture retie of
3dB. sensitivity of 3uV for 30dB
quieting. stereo beacon, etc.
List Price E62.43 p/p & lea.
OUR PRICE £29.95 £t.65

WALKIE TALKIES
SKYFON NV7
Super low cost
transmitter/
receivers. 100MW
with call bureerand
on/off volume
control. 7 tronsistors.
Telescopic rod
antenna.

OUR PRICE £43.60
vier PAIRP/P & Ins
NOT LICENSABLE
IN THE U.K

SENN -SO UND 4-CHANN EL
ADAPTOR
Simple couple this unit to your
existing stereo amplifier and add a
pair of speakers. and enjoy the
realism of the concert hall.

OUR PRICE f4.95

BELTEK C6260 CAR AM; FM
RADIO & 8 -TRACK
CARTRIDGE PLAYER
12v Neg. earth, has tone and
balance controls. cartridge
programme Indicator. automatic
head cleaning.and comescomplete
with Installation kit. suppressors.
and instructions. (No cartridge
included).
OUR PRICE £22.50 ViP.8"

ELIZABETHAN 8/LZ-1
8 -Track Stereo Player. Home
8 -Track player with automatic and
manual programme change and
Illuminated channel indicators for
use with your hi II system. Size
71'w x 12'D x 'h. List Price
E28.90.

OUR PRICE £14.90 Piss Ins"

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT

W,
VAP,-4411r,

A.A0

HI -Fl
BROCHURE

ABSOLUTELY FREE and available
from any branch of LASKYS or by
post (complete coupon below).
Our brochure includes a complete
price list. list Of components.
Calculators. Tapes, Cassette
Decks. Tuners. Amplifier,
Televisions, Record Decks.
Electronic Kits. Video. and a host
of other accessories. A must fur
every hifi or electronics
enthusiast.
COMING SOON/ DON'T MISS
OUR BUMPER 48 -PAGE
NOVEMBER/DECEMBER
CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE,
STUFFED WITH GREAT
BARGAINS AND GIFT IDEAS!

LASKYS CUSTOMER SERVICES DIVISION (Dept EE 12
Audiotronic House. The Hyde. London NW9 6JJ. Tel : 01-2001321

Please send me the following items

Name

Address

Signature

Re gine, ed En.,znel 50 34/941 as

TOTAL

PURCHASE PRICE line. Pi P.& Ins.'

Please send me your Free 32page HiFi catalogue price list
I enclose cheque El postal oder a money crow°

I wish to pay by Barclaycard:Access and nve number is

wer Geoswnor Place. London SW1 02%

Everyday Electronics, December 1975
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SUNINFila 11111N3
.041111

The tried, tested, proven, reliable, complete,
professional, capacitive discharge,

-Spararit voted OM Of 8 systems tesfad by Popular Motoong Maputo. E I 12 la rein IC Ignition

0 RD
To ELECTRONICS DESIGN ASSOCIATES DEPT EE I2

82 Bath Street. Walsall, WSJ 3DE
Phone 33652.

From Name
Address

Qty
Sparkrite Mk 2 DIY Ass. kits @ 110-93
Sparkrite Mk 2 Ready Built Negative

earth 413.86
Sparkrite Mk 2 Ready Built Positive

earth £13.86
Ignition changeover switches ,61 £2.79
R.P.M. Limit systems in the above units

E242
I enclose rhea ue/P.O.s for £

Cheque No.
(Send SAE if brochure only rectuired)

Sparkrite MK2 is a high performance, high quality.
capacitive discharge electronic ignition system.
Because of the superb design of the Sparkrlte
circuit it completely eliminates problems of the
contact breaker. There is no misfire because
contact breaker bounce is eliminated electronic-
ally by a pulse suppression circuitwhich prevents
the unit firing if the points bounce open at high
R.P.M. Contact breaker burn is eliminated by
reducing the current to about 1/50th of the norm. It
will perform equally well with new, old, or even
badly pitted points and is not dependent UpOn the
dwell time of the contact breakers for recharging
the system. Sparkrlte incorporates a short circuit
Protected inverter which eliminates the problems
of SCR lock on and therefore eliminates the
possibility of blowing the transistors or the SCR.
(Many capacitive discharge ignitions are not
completely foolproof in this respect.)
Sparkrite can therefore give you: up to 20% better
fuel consumption, Instant all weather starting,
cleaner plugs-they last up to 5 times longer with-
out attention, faster acceleration, higher top
speeds, longer coil and battery life, efficient fuel
burning and less air pollution, smoother running,
continual peak performance.
THE KIT COMPRISES EVERYTHING NEEDED.
Ready drilled pressed steel case coated in matt
black epoxy resin, ready drilled base and heatsink,

El].
UBE

OFF ON SPIN
BRITISH PATENT MADE IN ENGLAND

DIGITAL READ OUT DICE KIT
* East to Build-Only 2 I.C.'s
* Bright Minitron Readout
* Runs from PP3 (included)
* Small, only 3" x x 1"

KIT ONLY £5'85 ---15p post.
Two Kits for £11-00 post free.

Parts List & Instructions 50p, refunded if kit bought.
Send now to

LRS ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES
3, CLIVESWAY, HINCKLEY, LEICS.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

626

top quality 5 year guaranteed transformer and
components, cables, coil connectors, printed
circuit board, nuts, bolts, silicon grease, full
instructions to make the kit negative or positive
earth, and 10 page installation instructions.
OPTIONAL EXTRAS
Electronic R.P.M. limitation. This can be
Included in the unit to prevent over revving, an
advantage to most companies, hire firms, high
Performance drivers etc.
Electronic/conventional ignition switch. Gives
instant changeover from "Spar'srite" ignition to
conventional ignition for performance compari-
sons, static timing etc., and will also switch the
ignition off completely as a security device.
Includes: switch, connectors, mounting bracket
and instructions. Cables excluded.
PRICES
D.I.Y. assembly kit £10.93 incl. V.A.T. post and
packing. Ready built unit £13-88 incl. V.A.T. post
and pacidng. (Both to fit all vehicles with coil/
distributor ignition up to 8 cylinders.)
Switch for instant changeover from "Sparkrite"
ignition to conventional ignition £279 incl.
V.A.T. post and necking. R.P.M. limiting control
£242 incl. V.A.T. post and packing. (Fitted In
case on ready built unit, dashboard mounting on
kit.)
CALLERS WELCOME

become
a RADIO -AMATEUR !

learn how to become a radio -amateur
in contact with the whole world. We give
skilled preparation for the G.P.O. licence

free! Brochure, without obligation to:

BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS
SCHOOL Dept EEC 125 P.O. Box 156, JERSEY

NAME

ADDRESS -

Mai
BLOCK CAPS please

Everyday Electronics, December 1975



Videomaster
urgeall good electronics

enthusiasts to play the game
The best thing about the Videomaster

Home T.V. Game Mk. III is that the sheer
pleasure of building it is immediately followed
by the excitement of playing three fascinating

games.
The famous Videomaster is now

available for you to make. It plugs into any
standard UHF 625 line TV set, and it shouldn't
take you longer than a few hours to build.

POST TODAY TO:

In detail . . . The Videomaster Mk. III has eleven
integrated circuits . . . four transistors . .

eleven diodes . . . is easy to build . . . with no
alignment necessary because with ready -built
and tested transistorized UHF modulator, is
complete with ail parts . . . including fully
drilled and prepared p.c.b. . . handsome plastic
box . . . control leads . . . complete step by step
assembly instructions . . . Runs on a PP7 9 volt
battery . . . and has logic and analogue "state
of the art" circuitry all with National Semiconductors
CMOS devices . . . with full specification.

The cost? Only £19.95 (+ VAT)

Videomoster Ltd
1197120 Chancery Lane, London WC2A 1QU

Please send me (insert no.) Videomaster Mk. Ill kits at £21.55 ea. inc. VAT. P & P

I enclose my cheque/money order for £
Tick if VHF Modulator required 11 --£1 extra

NAME

ADDRESS

EE 1

L ALLOW 14 DAYS FOR DELIVERY
eg. No 1115532

=101 M=i MENEM .10 MIMMO dMIP MMOR 1
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IN-PAK
COMPONENTS

CARBON RESISTOR PAKS
These Pats contain a range of Carbon
Resistors, assorted into the following groups:
RI 50 Mixed 100 ohms -820 ohms

I/8th W. 0.60
11.2 50 Mixed 1K ohms -8.2K ohms

1/8th W. 0.80
R3 60 Mixed 100 ohms -81.0 ohms

1/8th W. 0.60
R4 50 Mixed 100K ohms .':'OK ohms

1/8th W. 0'60
R5 30 Mixed 100 ohms -820 ohms

W. 0-80
R6 30 Mixed 10 ohms -8.20 ohms

W. 0.60
Ft7 30 Mixed 100 ohms -$2K ohms

W. 080
08 30 'Mixed 1000 °Inns -8'20K ohms

W. 0.80

THESE ARE 131111F7EATABLE PRICES

LOW COST CAPACITORS
500 /IF 501' Elect 0'09 each

4004 0.03 each

REPANCO CHOKES & COILS
RF Chokes CHI 2-5tull

0113 7.60511
CH5 1-5m11
C112 5.0mH
CH4 10m11

0.27
0.29
0-28
0-28
0-31

COILS DRE1 Crystal set 0.29 DRR2 Dual
range 0-42

CARBON POTENTIOMETERS
fog and Lin
4.70, 100, 220. 470, 1000. 2200. 4700,
12d, 251.
VC 1 Single Less Switch 0.14
VC 2 Single D.P. Switch 0'28
VC 3 Tandem Less Switch 0-43
VC 4 10 Less Switch 0.14
VC 5 1000 Leg anti -Log 0-43

HORIZONTAL CARBON PRESETS
0-1 Watt 0.06 each
100, 220, 470, 1K, 2.20, 4.70, 10K, 220,
47K, 1000, 220K, 4700, 1M, 2M, 4751.

REPANCO TRANSFORMERS
24017. Primary. Secondary voltages available
from selected tappings 4V, 7Y, 817, 10V, 40V,
50V and 25T -0-25V.
Type Amps Price P P
31T50/4 t 01-79 0.459
MT50/1 1 22.24 0.48p
81T30!2 2 43.06 0.609

COIL FORMERS & CORES
N1ORMAN le&" 0" Cormore,me a Forme, 0.07p

0.089

SWITCHES
DF/DT Toggle 0-28p SP/ST Toggle 0.22p

FUSES
le and 20mm, 100inA, 200mA. 250mA,
500mA, 1A, 1 -SA, IA QUICK BLOW

0-059 each
Anti -serge 20mm only 0.089 each

VEROBOARDS
FBI containing approx. 50 sq. ill. various

sizes all 0.1 matrix *0.80p
VB2 containing approx. 50 eq. ins. various

sizes all 0-15 matrix *0-809

DECON-DALO 33PC Mark*,
Etqh resistant printed circuit marker pen.
Full instructions supplied with each pen

*0-92p

BATTERY HOLDERS
Takes 0 H.P. 7e complete with terniinal
clip and lead *0.31p each

CABLES
CART FS Per Metro
CP 1 Single lapped screen *0'08
CP 2 Twin Common Screen *0.11
CP 3 Stereo Screened *0-12
CP 4 Pour Core Common Screen *0.21
CP 5 Four Core individually screened

*0.28
(7 6 Microphone Fully Braided Cable

*0-11
CI' 7 Three Care Mains Cable *011
CP 8 Twin Oval Mains Cable *0.08
CP 9 Speaker Cable *0.06
CP 10 Low Loss CoSialal *0-14

INSTRUMENT CASES

(In 2 sections. Blies Vivyl cos creel top and
skies and bezel)
No. Length Width Height Price
Evt 8" or x *21-25
llV2 Ir. a 6" x 3" *21'82
111'3 6" s 40" a If" 092
BV4 9" x 55" x 24" 01.39

ALUMINIUM BOXES 1*
No. Length Width Height Price
BA1 54" X 2r 14" *0-4.5
BA2 4" x 4^ x 14" *0.45
BA3 4^ x 24" x 14" *0 45
BA4 54" x 4" x 14" *0.54
BA5 x 24" x *0-45
BA6 3" x 2" x *0.30
BA7 x x 24" *0-79
BA8 x x 3" *21.02
0A9 6" x 4^ x *0-65
(Each complete with 4" deep lid a ecrews)
PLEASE ADD 20p POSTAGE AND PACKING
FOR EACH BOX.

COMPONENT PARS

Pat
No. Qty. Description Price
Cl 200 Resistors mined values approx.

count by weight 0-60
C2 150 Capacitors mixed values approx.

count by weight 0-60
C3 50 Precision Resistant mixed

values 0.60
C4 75 1/8th width Resistors mixed

preferred values 0-60
C5 5 Pieces assorted Ferrite Rods 0-80
C6 2
C7 1

CS 10
C9 3
CIO 15
Cll 5

C12 30

C13 '20
C14 1

C15 5
C16 20
C17 10
C18 4
C19 2
C20

Tuning Gangs, MWILW VHF 0-60
Pak Wire 50 metres assorted
colours *0.60
Reed Switches 0-80
Micro Switches 0.80
Assorted Pots a Pre -Sets 0.80
Jack Sockets 3 x 3.5m, 2 x
standard Switch Type 0-60
Paper Condensers preferred types
mixed values 0-90
Electrolytica Trans. types 0.60
Pack assorted Hardware-Nu/a'.
Bolts, Grommets. etc. *0.60
Mains Slide Switches. 2 Amp 0-60
Assorted Tag Strips a Panels 0.60
Assorted Control Knobs 0-60
Rotary Wave Change Switches 0.80
Relays 6-24V Operating 0.80
Sheets Copper Laminate approx.
200 sq. I.. *0-60

Please add 20p post and packing on all
component packs, plus a further 10p ou
pack nos, CI, C2, C19 a C20.

AVDEL BOND

SOLVE THOSE STICKY
PROBLEMS!
with

CYANOCRYLATE C2 ADHESIVE
The wonder bond which works In
seconds -bond plastic,rubber,transistOre.
Components permanently, Immediately!

OUR PRICE ONLY 60p
for 2gm phial

ACCESSORIES
BIB HI-FI

Ref. Price
B Stylus and turntable cleaning kit *31p
J Tape head cleaning kit *889
P Iii -F1 cleaner *309
9 Wire stripper/Cutter *940

31 Caesette head cleaner *589
32 Tape editing kit *21.84
32A Stylus balance *01.24
36A Record stylus cleaning kit *32p
42 De Luxe Groov-Kleen *01'84
43 Record care kit *02-88
45 Auto changer groove cleaner *982
48 Spirit let -el *689
56 Ri-FI stereo hints A tips *380
80 Chrome finish as above *0170

PS 23
PS 24
P925
PS 26
PS 27
PS 28
PS 29
PS 30
PS 31
PS 32
PS 33

SEMICONDUCTORS
AUDIO LEADS IANTEX EQUIPMENT

SOLDERING IRONS
125. 25 watt
Model G. 18 watt
CCN 240. 15 watt
502. Soldering Kit

*42.45
*22.70
*22'90
*23-90

BITS AND ELEMENTS
Bit No.
102 for model CN240 3/32"
104 for model CN240 3116^
1100 for model CCN240 3/32"
1101 for model CCN240 3/8"
1102for modelCCN240 4"
1020 for model G240 3/32"
1021 for model G240 1/8"
1022 for model G240 3/16^
50 for model 125 3/32^
51 for model 125 118"
52 for model 125 3/16"

*42p
*42p
*42P
*420
*42P
*42p
*42p
*429
*44p*9
*4444p

ELEMENTS
Model ECN 240
Model EG 240
Model ECCN 240
Model EX 26

*0110
*01-35
*21.55
*0120

SOLDERING IRON STAND
ST3 Suitable for all models *41.10
Antex beat shunt *109

PLUGS
P'S 1
PS 2
PS 3
PS 4
FS 5
PS
PS 7
PS 8
PS 8
PS 10
PS 11
PS 12
PS 13
PS 14
PS 15
PS 16

D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
D.L.N. 3 Fin
D.7.0. 4 Pin
D.I.N. 5 Pin 180"
D.I.N. 6 Pin 240.
D.I.N. 6 Pin
D.I.N. 7 Pin
Jack 2.5nun Screened
Jack 3.5mm Plastic
Jack 3.5mm Screened
Jack 4" Plastic
Jack 5" Screened
Jack Stereo Screened
Phono
Car Aerial
Co -Axial

Price
0-10
0.11
0-14
0-15
0-15
016
0.17
0-1"
0.11
0-17
014
0-20
0.33
0-09
0.14
0'14

INLINE SOCKETS
PS 21 D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
PS 22 D.I.N. 3 Pin

D.I.N. 5 Pin 180.
D.I.N. 6 Pin 240*
Jack 2.5mm Plastic
Jack 3.5mm Plastic
Jack 5" Plastic
Jack 5" Screened
Jack Stereo Plastic
Jack Stereo Serse..1
Phono Screened
Car Aerial
Co -Axial

0.1a
0-19
0-19
0.19
0'15
0-115
028
0-82
0.28
0.35
017
020
0-20

SOCKETS
PS 35 D.I.N. 2 Pin (Speaker)
PS 36 D.I.N. 3 Pin
PS 37 D.I.N. 5 Pin 180*
PS 30 D.I.N. 5 Pln 240*
PS 39 Jack 2.5mtn Switched
PS 40 Jack 3.5mm Switched
PS 41 Jack 0" Switched
PS 42 Jack Stereo Switched
PS 43 Phono Single
PS 44 Phono Double
PS 46 Co -Axial Surface
PS 47 Co -Axial Flush

0-07
0-09
0-09
0.10
0-11
0-11
0.19
0-28
0,07
0'09
0.09
019

P.C.B. KITS & PENS

PROFESSIONAL D.I.Y. PRINTED
CIRCUIT KIT £7.80
Containing 6 sheets of 6" x single sided
laminate, a generous supply of etchant
powder, etching dish, etchant measure,
tweezers, etch resistant marking pen, high
quality pump drill with spares, cutting
knife with spare blades, 6" metal ruler,
plus full easy to follow instructions.
Spare container of etchant for above *80p
PCB Pens 2 x Quality marker pens specifi-
cally designed for drawing One line etch
resistant circuits ou copper laminate. Com-
plete with full Instructions. *01.53 per pair

LOW NOISE CASSETTES

C60
C90
C120

*33p
*440
*560

S221 5 pin DIN plug to 4 phono plugs
length 1.5m 11.08

5222 5 pin DLN plug to 5 pin DIN socket
length 1.5m 68p

S237 I pin DIN plug to 5 pin DIN plug
mirror Image length 1.5m 11'20

S238 2 pin DIN plug to 2 pin DIN socket
length lint 88p

5268 5 pin DIN plug to 3 pin DEN Plug
I S 4 and 3 a 5 length 1.5m 0100

S270 2 pin DTN plug to 2 pin DIN socket
length 10m 80p

9271 5 pin DIN plug to 2 phono plugs
connected to pins 3 S 5 length 1.5m

70p
0275 5 pin DIN plug to 2 phono sockets

connected to plus 3 & 5 length 23cm
881,

0318 6 pin DIN socket to 2 piton() plugs
connected to pin 3 a 5 length 23cra

5404 Coiled stereo headphones extension
cord extends to 7m 01'40

S217 3 pin DIN plug to 3 pin DIN plug
length 1-5m 80p

9219 5 pin DIN plug to 5 pin DIN plug
length 1-5m 80p

5474 3.5mm Jack to 3.5mm Jack length
1-5m 889

0600 5 pin DIN plug to- 3.5mm Jack
connected to pins 3 i 5 length 1.5m

80p
8760 5 pin DIN plug to 3.5 jack connected

to pins 1 h 4 length 1.5m 803

CROSSOVER NETWORK

K 007 1/P Impedance 8 ohms. lnsert,on
(2 way) Loss 34.111. Crossover Frequeney

3 KR.. PRICE 91.12

H/PHONE JUNC. BOX

111012 Enables change -over from lend -
(3 way- speaker to headphone listening.
stereo) Also has a centre position for both

outputs. PRICE 81-73

ALL PRICES E
PLEASE ADD VAT
ITEMS EXCEPT'

GIRO NUMBER
388-7006

Postage & Packing
Add extra for airmail.

HANDBOOKS
TRANSISTOR DATA BOOK
DTE 1 227 Pages packed with information
on European Tra.istors. 11111 specification
Including outlines. Price S 12.95 each
TRANSISTOR EQUIVALENT BOOK
BPE 75 256 Pages of cross references and
equivalents for European, American and
Japanese Translators This is the most
comprehensive equivalents book on the
market today and has an Introduction in
13 languages. Price £2.68 each
DIODE EQUIVALENT BOOK
DE 74 144 Pages of cross references and
equivalents for European. American and
Japanese Diodes, Zeners, Thyristora
Triscs, Discs and L.E.D.'e.

Price 5 11.98 each
THE WORLDS BROADCASTING
STATIONS
CUBS 75 An up to the minute guide for those
Interested in DX-ing. Contains all the
world's broadcasters on SW, MW and LW,
as well as European FM /TV stations.

Price :!: 3.56 each
TTL DATA BOOK
DIC 75 Now complete Data book of 74
series TTL (7400-741321. Covering 13 main
manufacturers in the C.S.A. and Europe,
this book glees full data as well as equiva-
tents. Price I; 13.74 each
A full range of technical books available
on request.
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PO BOX 6 WARE HERTS
AL 60

50w. PEAK (25w. R.M.S.)

VISIT OUR COMPONENT SHOP
18, BALDOCK STREET, WARE, HERTS

Open Mon -Sat, 9-5.30 p.m.
Late night shopping till 7 p.m. Fri.

ONLY £3.95
 Max Heat Sink temp 90-C.  Frequency Response 20Hz to 100K Hz.  Distortion better than 0.1 at
1KHz.  Supply voltage 15-50 volts.  Thermal Feedback.  Latest Design Improvements.  Load -
3,4,5 or 16 ohms.  Signal to noise ratio 80dB.  Overall size 63mm x 105mm x 13mm.
Especially designed to a strict specification. Only the finest components have been used and the latest
solid state circuitry incorporated in this powerful little amplifier which should satisfy the most critical
A.F. enthusiast.

STABILISED POWER MODULE SPM80
SPM80 Is especially designed to power 2 of the AL60 Amplifiers, up to 15 watt (r.m.s.) per channel
simultaneously. This module embodies the latest components and circuit techniques incorporating complete
short circuit protection. With the addition of the Mains Transformer BMT80, the unit will provide outputs
of up to 1-5 amps at 35 volts. Size: 63mm x 105mm x 30mm.
These units enable you to build Audio Systems of the highest quality at a hitherto unobtainable price. Also
Ideal for many other applications including: -Disco Systems. Public Address Intercom Units, etc. Handbook
available 10p. PRICE £3.00
TRANSFORMER BMT80 E266

STEREO PRE -AMPLIFIER TYPE PA100
Built to a specification and NOT a price, and yet still the greatest value on the market, the PA100
stereo pre -amplifier has been conceived from the latest circuit techniques. Designed for use with

the AL50 power amplifier system, this quality made unit incorporates no less than eight silicon planar
transistors, two of these are specially selected low noise NPN devices for use in the input stages.

Three switched stereo inputs, and rumble and scratch filters are features of the PA100 which also has a
STEREO/MONO switch, volume, balance and continuously variable bass and treble controls. PRICE £13.20

MK 00 AUDIO KIT
Comprising: 2 x AL60, 1 x SPM80, 1 x 11T5180, I x PA100, 1 front panel.
1 kit of parts to include on -off switch, neon Indicator. stereo headphone
sockets plus Instruction booklets.

TEAK 60 AUDIO KIT
Comprising: Teak veneered cabinet sire 161" x 111" x 3C. other parts include
aluminium chassis, heatsink And front panel bracket, pins back panel and
appropriate sockets. etc.

COMPLETE PRICE: £27 -SS plus 45p postage KIT PRICE: E.9-26 plus 45p postage

CLUDE VAT
IS 25% TO ALL

irADD 8%
NIO VAT

pa overseas
-:mum order 75p

M.P.A. 30

Enjoy the quality of a magnetic
cartridge with your existing
ceramic equipment using the new
Ea -Pak M.P.A.30 which Is a high
a-ality pre -amplifier enabling
asa gnetic cartridges to be used
ernere facilities exist for the use of
ceramic cartridges only.
Used in the construction are 4
ICW noise, high gain, silicon
iransistors. It is provided with a
scandard DIN input socket for
esse of connection.
S,_oplied with full, easy to follow
.4a:ructions. PRICE £2.65

STEREO 30 COMPLETE AUDIO CHASSIS
7 -i- 7 WATTS R.M.S.

The Stereo 30 comprises a complete stereo pre.ampliffer, power amplifiers and power supply. This with
only the addition of a transformer or overwind. will produce A high quality audio unit Suitable for use
with a wide range of inputs, i.e. high quality ceramic pickup. stereo tuner, stereo tape deck. etc.

imple to install, capable of producing really first class results. this unit is supplied with full instructions. black front
panel, knobs, mains switch, fuse and fuse holder and universal mounting bracket, enabling it to be installed Ina record
plinth, cabinets of your own construction or the cabinet available.
Ideal for the beginner or advanced constructor who requires III -Fl performance with a minimum of installation difficulty
Can be installed in SO mins.) PRICE: 216-76 plus 45p postage and packing. TRAN8FORIffER: 1245 plus 45p postage
and packing. TEAK CASE: 13615 plus 45p postage and packing.

AL 10/AL 20/AL 30

The ALIO. ALSO and ALSO units are similar in their appearance and in their general specification. However. careful selection of flay plastic pow. r
devices has resulted in a range of output powers from 3 to 10 watts R.M.S.
The versatility of their design makes them Ideal for use In record players, tape recorders, stereo amplifiers and cassette and cartridge tape players

in the car and at home. A7.10 rase, ALSO 93-135, AI.30 1215.

STORAGE/CARRYCASES

RECORD CASES
7 in E.P. 18 ith in x 7 in x 81n
(50 records) `£2.48
12 in L.P. 13fin x 7/ in x 12f In
(50 records) `£3.30

CASSETTE CASES
Holds 15. 10in x 3fin x 5ln. Lock
and handle. M -50

8 -TRACK CARTRIDGE
CASES
Holds 14. 13in x Sin x 6in. Lock
and handle £2.20
Holds 24. 13iin x 8in x 51in Lock
and handle "£3.20

CARTRIDGES

ACOS
GP91-1SC 200mV at 1.2cmslitec
GP93.1 28OmV at leintaec
GP96-1 100mV at lcmjser

91.11
11-43
22.31

TTC
J-2005 Crystal/Ili Output 97p
J -2010C Crystal/Hi Output Compatible

11.11
720068 Stereollli Output 11E2
J-2105 Ceramic/Med. Output 1181
3-2203 Magnetic 5m17/5cmfsec.

Including stylus 14,713

7-23038 Replacement stylus for above
2288

AT -55 Audio.technica magnetic
cartridge 4mV/5cm/stec 13.06

r DYNAMIC MIC'PHONE

TYPE 81223. 200 ohms Im-
pedance. Complete with stand,
on/off switch and 2.5mm and
3.5mm plugs. Suitable for cass-
ette tape recorders. PRICE £1.67

JUST OUT!
STEREO FM TUNER

WRITE NOW FOR FULL DETAILS

GUARANTEED
Satisfaction or your

money refunded
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Now.. the most exciting Sinclair kit ever

The Black Watch kit
At £17.95, it's
*practical -easily built by
anyone in an evening's
straightforward assembly.

*complete -right down to
strap and batteries.

* guaranteed. A correctly -
assembled watch is
guaranteed for a year. It
works as soon as you put the
batteries in. On a built watch
we guarantee an accuracy
within a second a day -but
building it yourself you may be
able to adjust the trimmer to
achieve an accuracy within a
second a week.

The special features of The Black Watch
Large, bright. red display -easily read
at night.
Touch -and -see case -
no unprofessional buttons.

Smooth, chunky, matt -black case.
with black strap. (Black stainless -
steel bracelet available as extra -
see order form.)

The Black Watch by Sinclair is unique.

Controlled by a quartz crystal...
powered by two hearing aid
batteries...using bright red LEDs to
show hours and minutes and
minutes and seconds... its also
styled in the cool prestige Sinclair
fashion: no knobs, no buttons,
no flash.
The Black Watch kit is unique,
too. It's rational -Sinclair have
reduced the separate
components to justfour.
It's simple -anybody who can

use a soldering iron can
assemble a Black Watch without

difficulty. From opening the kit to
wearing the watch is a couple of

hours' work.

Runs on two hearing -aid batteries
(supplied). Change your batteries
yourself -no expensive jeweller's
service.
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The Black Watch -using the unique
Sinclair -designed state-of-the-art IC.
The chip...
The heart of the Black Watch is a
unique IC designed by Sinclair and
custom-built for them using
state-of-the-art technology -
integrated injection logic.

This chip of silicon measures only
3 mm x 3 mm and contains over
2000 transistors.The circuit includes

a) reference oscillator
b) divider chain
c) decoder circuits
d) display inhibit circuits
e) display driving circuits.

The chip is totally designed and
manufactured in the UK, and is
the first design to incorporate
all circuitry for a digital
watch on a single chip.

Batteries

Take advantage of this no -risks,
money -back offer today!
The Sinclair Black Watch is fully
-;Jaranteed. Return your kit within
'2, days and we'll refund your money

thout question. All parts are tested
and checked before despatch -
and correctly -assembled watches
are guaranteed for one year.
Simply fill in the FREEPOST order

rm and post it -today!

Price in kit form: £17.95 (inc. black
strap, VAT, p&p).

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs., PE174HJ.
Tel: St Ives (0480) 64646.

...and how it works
A crystal -controlled reference is used
to drive a chain of 15 binary dividers
which reduce the frequency from
32,768 Hz to 1 Hz.This accurate
signal is then counted into units of
seconds, minutes, and hours, and on
request the stored information is
processed by the decoders and
display drivers to feed the four
7 -segment LED displays. When the
display is not in operation, special
power -saving circuits on the chip
reduce current consumption to only
a few microamps.

LED display

Trimmer

Complete kit

£17.95!
The kit contains
1. printed circuit board
2. unique Sinclair -designed IC
3. encapsulated quartz crystal
4. trimmer
5. capacitor
6. LED display
7. 2 -part case with window in

position
8. batteries
9. battery -clip
10. black strap (black stainless -

steel bracelet optional extra -
see order form)

11. full instructions for building
and use.

All you provide is a fine soldering
iron and a pair of cutters. If you've
any queries or problems in building.
ring or write to the Sinclair service
department for help.

Quartz crystal

2000 -transistor silicon integrated circuit

ro: Sinclair Radionics Ltd, FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE17 4BR.

Please send me

(qty) Sinclair Black Watch
kit(s) at £17.95 (inc. black
strap, VAT, p&p).

(qty) black stainless -steel
bracelet(s) at £2.00
(inc. VAT, p&p),

Name

Total £

1

 I enclose cheque for £
made out to Sinclair Radionics Ltd
and crossed.

* Please debit my *Barclaycard/Access/
American Express account number

Address

FE-; 699483 England. VAT Reg. no: 213 8170 88. Please print. FREEPOST -no stamp required.
E E 12

*Delete as required
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everyday
electronics

TO AID THE PARTY
Time flies. Indeed, it seems but yesterday we

were anticipating the coming of autumn and the
delights that come in its train, not least the
opening of the new constructing season. Now
we are a mere four weeks from Christmas. That
means time we got down to some serious think-
ing about projects for use during the festive
season.

So right here and now we present for our
readers' edification, amusement and pleasure-
a novel flasher for decorative lights and an elec-
tronic version of that traditional game heads or
tails. Both are quite easy to build and will help
create the party atmosphere in the home.

And incidentally, what finer opportunity to
show off one's own skill as a constructor than
that once -a -year occasion when family relatives
and friends are suddenly brought together? It
may make them sit up and view you in a new
and different light! "Oh, I just knocked them
up in a couple of evenings" our hero non-
chalantly replies as admiring relatives and
friends utter words of astonishment and praise.
"Now let me show you that amplifier I built."

But watch it. Be real canny or else you'll find
yourself committed to building a baby alarm for
cousin Sue, an egg timer for Aunt Judith, or a
car intruder alarm for Uncle Jim. Even worse,
saddled with the repair of innumerable radios.

PROJECTS
THEORY...

NEW ENTRANTS
Now a word or two to our latest class of

students who are following Teach -In 76. How is
it going? Well, we trust. In any event, be sure
to keep up the good work despite varied distrac-
tions which may appear around this time of the
year. But should you succumb for a while, put
your copies of EE in a safe place and then catch
up with the series as soon as you are able. Don't
skip an instalment.

Also, remember your "course tutor" will be
pleased to help with any particular Teach -In
queries if you write to him. It's just part of the
EE service-a service we extend to all our
readers through the several specialist contri-
butors who make up our advisory team.

SPECIAL OFFER
We started this month writing about the con-

structor's contribution to the domestic scene
this Christmas. Since charity begins at home,
we close with the following thought.

Why not drop a gentle hint or two on your
own behalf in the right quarter? Mention that
a soldering kit would prove a most acceptable
gift and casually deposit your copy of EE in
some conspicuous place at home, open at page
651. Best of luck.

Our January issue will be published on Wednesday, December 17

EDITOR F. E. Bennett ASSISTANT EDITOR M. Kenward TECHNICAL EDITOR B. W. Terrell B.Sc.

ART EDITOR J. D. Pountney P. A. Loates K. A. Woodruff

ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER D. W. B. Tilleard

t IPC Magazines Limited 1975. Copyright in all drawings, photographs, and articles published in EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS is fully
protected, and reproduction or imitations in whole or part are expressly forbidden.

All reasonable precautions are taken by EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS to ensure that the advice and data given to readers are reliable.
We cannot, however, guarantee it, and we cannot accept legal responsibility for it. Prices quoted are those current as we go to press.

Everyday Electronics Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4. Phone: Editorial 01-634 4452; Advertisements 01-634 4202.
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. EASY TO CONSTRUCT
.SIMPLY EXPLAINED

VOL. 4 NO. 12

CONSTRUCTIONAL PROJECTS
I.C. STEREO AMPLIFIER Easy to build unit by R. A. Penfold

CHRISTMAS LIGHTS FLASHER Provides variable flash rate
HEADS AND TAILS A party game for all by Robert Goffin

PROBE TRACER For easy fault finding by F. G. Royer

by James A. Brett

GENERAL FEATURES
EDITORIAL

TEACH -IN 76 Part 3 A new series for beginners by A. P. Stephenson

FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT Mail order buying by Adrian Hope

JACK PLUG AND FAMILY Cartoon
SPECIAL OFFER Soldering kit

PHYSICS IS FUN The Magnetic Effect of Current

SHOP TALK Component buying and new products

by Derrick Daines

by Mike Kenward

COUNTER INTELLIGENCE A retailer's reminiscence by Paul Young

YOUR CAREER IN ELECTRONICS Technical Publications by Peter Verwig

PROFESSOR ERNEST EVERSURE The Extraordinary Experiments of. by Anthony J.

DOWN TO EARTH Strange Goings on at the Receiving End by George Hylton

INDEX For Volume 4

We are unable to supply back copies of Everyday Electron-
ics or reprints of articles and cannot undertake to answer
readers' letters requesting designs, modifications or informa-
tion on commercial equipment or subjects not published try
us. An s.a.e. should be enclosed for a personal reply. Letters
concerning published articles should be addressed to: The
Editor, those concerning advertisements to: The Advertise-
ment Manager, both at the address snown opposite.

Binders for volumes 1 to 4 (state which) and indexes for
volume 1 and 2 available for £185 and 30p respectively, In-
cluding postage, from Binding Department, Carlton House,
Grezt Queen Street, London, WC2E 9PR.
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An easy to build 4 + 4 watt stereo
amplifier

By R.A.PENFOLD
ms stereo amplifier uses two high per -

1

-r
formance integrated circuit audio amplifiers

(one in each channel), and by considerably
reducing the number of components required in
the circuit when compared with a discrete com-
ponent amplifier, the use of i.c.s greatly
simplifies construction. This also helps to mini-
mise the cost of the unit.

The TBA800 i.c.s used are capable of a maxi-
mum continuous output of 5 watts r.m.s., but in
this application has been restricted to 4 watts
r.m.s. per channel. This provides more volume
than one might imagine, and although not very
high by modern standards, it is more than
adequate for most domestic purposes.

The prototype amplifier has been mainly used
as a record player amplifier, and as such can
be fed from either a crystal or ceramic cart-
ridge, but not a magnetic type. However, the
input sensitivity and impedance (250mV. r.m.s.
into 350 kilohms), are such that the unit can be
fed from most stereo tuners, tape decks, etc.

Output quality is very good, and the amplifier
is suitable for the reproduction of classical, as
well as pop music. The frequency response of
the amplifier extends from about 40Hz to
50kHz, and bass and treble, boost and cut tone
controls are incorporated in the design.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram of the amplifier showing

one channel only is provided in Fig. 1. The tone
controls, volume control, and amplifier are
duplicated in the other channel, but the power
supply unit and balance control are of course
common to both channels.

The tone controls are situated at the input to

the circuit, and these use a well-known Baxan-
dall configuration. Separate bass and treble con-
trols are provided, and with reference to 1kHz,
these provide about 12dB boost and cut at
10011z and 10kHz respectively. The input signal
is fed to the tone controls via VR1, which is
the volume control.

Operation of the tone controls is possible by
virtue of the fact that the reactance of a capa-
citor varies with frequency, and in fact reduces
as frequency increases, doubling the frequency
causing the reactance to be halved.

The tone control networks use a passive cir-
cuit, and therefore have no gain. Thus when
the controls are set to give bass or treble boost,
the boost is relative to other frequencies, and
even at the boosted range of frequencies there
are some losses in the networks.

The input sensitivity of the integrated circuit
is significantly higher than the required input
sensitivity of the amplifier as a whole, and so
its extra gain is used to compensate for these
losses.

The output of the tone controls is taken from
VR2 slider, and connected to the input of IC1
at pin 8.

With this type of circuit, minute voltage drops
in the power supply wiring can. cause an in-
crease in the distortion level, or can even cause
the circuit to oscillate. In order to prevent this
a supply decoupling capacitor must be connected
physically close to the i.c., and this is the purpose

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

including V.A.T.

£13.50
excluding case

*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press
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Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the I.C. Stereo Amplifier.

of C10. Capacitor C5 smoothes the supply to the
pre -amplifier section of the i.c., and ensures a
low mains hum level at the output, even when
a very simple mains power supply unit is used.

As the circuit uses quite a large amount of
negative feedback, its frequency response
would extend well into the r.f. spectrum with
resulting instability, if precautions were not
taken to limit the response. It is the- purpose of
C7 and C9 to provide this roll off in the r.f.
response.

Capacitor C8 provides what is known as boot-
strapping, which in this case consists of coupling
some of the output signal back to the input of
the output stage, in order to provide a greater

- maximum voltage swing on positive half cycles.
This enables the i.c. to operate more efficiently
from the available supply voltage. The output
signal is coupled to the loudspeaker via C11 and
provides d.c. blocking.,

BALANCE CONTROL
Negative feedback is applied to pin 6 of the

i.c. via its internal circuitry. The gain is set to
the required level by decoupling the appropriate
amount of feedback by connecting a decoupling
capacitor in series with a limiting resistor,
between pin 6 and the negative supply rail. This
is the function of C6 and R5. The gain of the
i.c. is determined by the value of the resistor,
the lower its value, the more feedback which is
decoupled, and the higher the gain.

The balance control, VR4, can be used to
boost the gahi of either channel by up to about
5dB, in order to compensate for any inequalities
Everyday Electronics, December 1975

in the amplifier gains, speaker efficiencies, etc.,
between the two channels. Control VR4 shunts
a low value resistance, R6, across R5 to increase
the decoupling effect on the feedback, and so
achieve an increase in the gain of that channel.
This is rather unconventional, but works well in
practice.

POWER SUPPLY
A simple unregulated power supply is used,

which is all that these i.c.s require for satis-
factory operation. A centre tapped mains trans-
former, T1, feeds a fullwave push-pull rectifier
using D1 and D2. The rough d.c. output of these
is smoothed to a continuous d.c. by C13, R7, and
C12. The on/off switch, Sl, should be a double
pole type. A potential of about 28 to 30 volts is
developed across the output under quiescent
conditions, but this drops to about 22 volts at
full output.

CHASSIS
A ready made 230 x 180 x 50 mm 16 s.w.g.

aluminium chassis was used, and drilling and
cutting of this is shown in Fig. 2.

Start by drilling the mounting holes for the
controls, T1, the loudspeaker sockets, and the
mains input cable. Then drill the mounting holes
for the input socket, which is a dual phono type.
No dimensions are shown for these as they
must be varied to suit the particular make of
socket used. The large cut-out for the socket
can be made using a fretsaw.

The approximate position in which the 5 -way
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Fig. 2. Details of the chassis.

Components ....
Note: Component reference numbers prefixed by
100 refer to right hand channel.

Resistors
R1, 101
R2, 102
R3, 103
R4, 104
R5, 105
R6, 106
R7

270k0 (2 off)
271(0 (2 off)
100k0. (2 off)
1 -5ME2 (2 off)
330. (2 off)
390 (2 off)
0.50 1 watt

All -1-W carbon =10% unless stated otherwise

Potentiometers
VR1, 101 1MQ dual gang carbon log. (1 off)
VR2, 102 1 MD. dual gang carbon lin. (1 off)
VR3, 103 IMO dual gang carbon lin. (1 off)
VR4 1 k0 carbon lin.

Capacitors
C1, 101 470pF
C2, 102 4  7n F
C3, 103 150pF
C4,104 1 .5nF
C5, 105 100pF
C6, 106 100,uF
C7, 107 2 -7nF

polystyrene (2 off)
polystyrene (2 off)
polystyrene (2 off)
polystyrene (2 off)
25V elect. (2 off)
10V elect. (2 off)
polystyrene (2 off)

C8, 108 1001F 10V elect. (2 off)
C9, 109 220pF polystyrene (2 off)
C10, 110 100pF 40V elect. (2 off)
C11, 111 1000pF 16V elect. (2 off)
C12 2500pF 30V elect.
C13 2500pF 30V elect.
C14 50pF 25V elect.

Semiconductors
D1, D2 1N4002 or similar 100V 1A silicon

rectifier diodes (2 off)
IC1, 101 TBA800 5 watt audio power ampli-

fier integrated circuit (2 off)

Miscellaneous
S1 mains on/off switch d.p.d.t.
SKI, 101 phono sockets (2 off)
SK2, 102 DIN 2 pin loudspeaker sockets

(2 off)
T1 MT2OV mains/20-0-20V 750mA

secondary (Osmabet)
Veroboard: 0.1 inch matrix 24 strips by 23
holes (2 off); aluminium chassis size 230 x
180 x 50mm; 5 -way tagstrip; knobs (5 off);
aluminium for heat radiators; screened wire;
grommet; mains lead and plug; materials
for outer casing.

636
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Fig. 4 (right). Wiring up details of the
power supply section.
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Fig. 3 (above). The layout of the components on
the Veroboard and the breaks to be made on the
underside. Two of these boards are needed.
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Fig. 5 (left). Wiring up details for the tone
controls. Repeat for the other channel on
the ganged potentiometers.
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tagstrip on which the power supply circuitry is
constructed, is mounted, is shown in Fig. 2, the
exact position not being critical.

Having completed the drilling, the various
components can then be mounted. The hole for
the mains input lead must be fitted with a
rubber grommet for the protection of the cable.
The loudspeaker sockets are both 2 -pin DIN
sockets and these each require two 5mm long
6BA mounting bolts. The input socket is
similarly mounted using four of these bolts.
The transformer requires two 4BA 12mm long
mounting bolts.

Mount the 5 -way tagstrip so that it is spaced
slightly off the bottom of the chassis, by placing
a nut or several washers over each mounting
bolt, between the tagstrip and the chassis. This
tagstrip, as well as the amplifier panels, and a
solder tag to which these panels are earthed,
are all mounted using countersunk bolts.

AMPLIFIER PANELS
The wiring of the amplifier is divided into

three sections, the amplifier panels, the power
supply unit, and the controls. The amplifiers
are constructed first, and are each built on
0.1inch matrix Veroboard having 24 copper
strips by 23 holes.

Start by cutting a couple of panels of the
correct size. Then cut the copper strips at the
points indicated in Fig. 3. Then drill the two
6BA mounting holes in each panel using a No. 31
twist drill.

The i.c.s are intended to be used on specially
prepared printed circuit boards, and have heat
tabs which are meant to be soldered to an area
of copper laminate on the p.c.b. which then acts
as a heat sink.

This obviously is not possible when using Vero -
board, and so instead the tabs of the i.c.s are
connected to aluminium heat radiators.

Bend the tabs flat using a pair of pliers, and
then very carefully drill the ends of the tabs to
accept 8BA bolts. Then about 5mm of the end
of each tab is bent up at right angles. Four
pieces of 18 to 22 s.w.g. aluminium, each
measuring 65mm by 35mm, are then cut out,
and drilled to accept 8BA bolts. The holes are
drilled centrally along one of the long edges
of each piece, 4mm up from the edge. One piece
of aluminium is then bolted to each of the tabs
of the i.c.s, using a short 8BA bolt.

Next mount and solder the i.c.s in position,
and the other amplifier components, according
to the layout shown in Fig. 3. Ensure that the
i.c.s are connected correctly, as it would be
difficult to remove one from its panel once
soldered. Pin 1 is clearly marked on the cases
of the i.c.s. Note that five short link wires are
required for each panel, and that these use
insulated wire.

When both amplifiers have been completed
638

and checked, they can be used as templates to
mark the positions of the two 6BA mounting
holes they each require. The positions in which
the amplifiers are mounted is shown in Fig. 2.
A solder tag is mounted on the bottom of the
chassis just to the left of the amplifier panels,
and these panels are earthed to this using a
fairly heavy gauge lead.

POWER SUPPLY WIRING
A wiring diagram of the power supply unit is

shown in Fig. 4. Note that a solder tag is
mounted on each of the mounting bolts of the
tagstrip. A proper three -pin mains plug (3A fuse)
and cable must be used so that the chassis can be
earthed.

Tin with solder the tags of T1, Si, the tagstrip,
and also the ends of the component leadouts,
before connecting up the components, and then
construction should be quite simple. The leads
in the power supply wiring must use wires having
a fairly substantial gauge.

TONE CONTROL WIRING
The tone control wiring is shown in Fig. 5,

and is shown for one channel only. This is a
very simple point to point wiring system, and
should not prove too difficult provided the tags
of the potentiometers are well tinned; also
tin the ends of the component leads once they
have been cut to length. All leads should be
kept as short as possible, and screened leads
must be used where indicated, so that there is
a minimum of stray pick-up.

Wire the front sections of the dual potentio-
meters first, and these can be wired in the left
hand channel. Finally, connect the leads to the
component panels, and then mount these boards
on the chassis. They are mounted in the same
way as the tagstrip, with the addition of a
layer of insulation tape spread over the chassis
under the panels, to make absolutely sure that
none of the underside wiring of the panels
touches the chassis.

TESTING
Before switching the unit on, check all wiring,

paying special attentiott-to, the mains input
wiring and that of the i.c., -aS mistakes here could
prove expensive or even dangerous. When it
has been ensured that this is all correct the unit
can be placed in its case.

Then connect an input from a record deck
or other equipment, and also connect a pair of
speakers. The speakers should be contained in
proper enclosures, have an impedance of 15
ohms each, and be capable of handling at least
5 watts r.m.s. The speaker leads must of course
be terminated in 2 way DIN plugs. The unit can
then be turned on, and the tone controls, etc.
checked to ascertain that the entire system is
operating properly.
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LASHER
JAMES A. BRETT

THE flasher described is simple to make and
costs little for the increased pleasure it

can give when used with Christmas tree lights
or other decorative lighting. The unit has an
adjustable flash rate so that it can be set for
the most pleasurable effect. A particular flash
rate may give pleasure in one arrangement but
be a source of annoyance in another.

The circuit is designed to be independent of
load current and may be used to operate any
lamp circuit up to 1 amp, i.e. 240 watts on the
standard 240 volt mains.

THE CIRCUIT
The circuit shown in Fig. 1 uses the relaxation

oscillator principle of a capacitor charging to
the breakdown voltage of a neon lamp which
fires, or more correctly ionises, with a visible
glow, the voltage across the neon lamp being
stabilised at a lower voltage.

In this circuit let us assume that the neon
lamp LPI is ionised and glowing, the voltage
across LP1 is therefore fixed at approximately
80 volts. The capacitor Cl slowly charges up
through VR1 and R2, the current also flowing
through the neon lamp LP1 until the voltage

across LP2 rises to the breakdown value, some
120 volts. When LP2 fires the voltage across it
falls immediately to the burning value of ap-
proximately 85 volts. Since the voltage across
the capacitor Cl cannot change instantaneously
the voltage across LP1 is depressed by about
35 volts to approximately 45 volts. This voltage
is not sufficient to maintain ionisation and the
neon lamp extinguishes and ceases to pass any
current.

The capacitor Cl now starts to charge up, with
a reversed polarity, via VR1 and Rl. When the
voltage across LP1 reaches the breakdown
voltage the neon lamp LP1 fires, extinguishing
LP2 and the cycle repeats.

When LP2 is ionised and passing current this
current is fed to the gate of CSR1 causing it
to conduct and light the lamp load. When LP2
deionises the triggering supply is removed from
the gate of the thyristor and the CSR1 will cease
to conduct at the end of the main half cycle.

Adjustment of VRI alters the charging time
of the capacitor Cl and hence provides control
to set the flash rate. Resistor R3 is needed to
ensure that when the neon lamp LP2 is deionised
any internal leakage current in the thyristor
between the anode and gate is allowed to flow
away to the cathode without triggering CSR1
when it is in the non -conducting part of the
flashing sequence.

The use of a full wave diode bridge and a
thyristor instead of a triac, apart from being
less costly, is necessary for two technical
reasons: firstly a triac requires about twenty
times more gate current than a thyristor and
hence, to keep the same flash rate, the resistor
values would have to be reduced by a factor of
twenty and the capacitor value increased to
some 40/.4' which is not very practical in a non
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the Christmas Lights
Flasher.

Components    
Resistors

R1 470kf2
R2 470k0
R3 10kfl
All ± 10% 4-W carbon

WWI
d011§

Potentiometer
VR1 imn linear -1-watt composition

(preferably with insulated spindle)

Capacitor
C1 2.21uF 250V d.c. Mullard C280 type

or similar non -electrolytic type

Semiconductors
D1 1 N4005/6
D2 1N4005/6 or other 1A 600 p.i.v.
D3 1N4005/6 silicon diodes
D4 1 N4005/6
CSR1 General Electric C106D or

Int. Rectifier IRC40

Miscellaneous
LP1 miniature wire ended neon (90V type)
LP2 miniature wire ended neon (90V type)
Enclosure made from single MK moulded box
and insulated blank cover plate, insulated
knob.
Veroboard, 0.15 inch matrix, 13 strips by
13 holes; two terminal blocks, each two way;
two gromets, screws, nuts and wire.

ait) 4tiS
tagaTES

FLASHER

41H ,H
ft 4' 4

Fig. 3. Wire fixing for VR1 when it is not of the
type shown.

CSR1

DIRECTION OF
COPPER STRIPS
ON UNDERSIDE

D2

MAINS INPUT

LP2 LP1
A

CUT TRACK

SLIDER
TO THIS TRACK

'CLOCKWISE END
TO THIS HALF OF

TRACK

TO LAMP

Fig. 2. Construction and wiring details of
the flasher unit.
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polarised non -electrolytic capacitor. Secondly
rectification is needed to provide a d.c. supply
for the neon timing circuit. The fact that the
supply is not smoothed does not matter and in
fact it increases the time for each flashing cycle
without having to use an even larger capacitor.

CONSTRUCTION
Cut a piece of 0.15 inch matrix Veroboard to

give 13 copper tracks by 13 holes. Check that
this piece will fit squarely into the MK moulded
box. Referring to Fig. 2 drill the two holes to
mount the two terminal blocks.

If a potentiometer with end connections is
used drill the Veroboard so that the potentio-
meter can be mounted with its shaft exactly
over the centre of the board. If the potentio-
meter has side connections make a small sup-
porting bridge using two pieces of 1.5mm or
18 s.w.g. tinned copper wire bent and soldered
as shown in Fig. 3. After fitting this bridge over
the shaft of the potentiometer and securing
with a nut, insert the wire ends through holes in
the Veroboard on unused tracks, such as track
numbers 4 and 9 in Fig. 2, and solder in place.
Wire links are fitted to make the connections
between the clockwise end of the potentiometer
and track 5 and between the slider and track 7.

The other components can now be mounted
as shown in Fig. 2 ensuring that there are no
short circuits by sleeving the component leads
where necessary. Note that the heat sink tab
of the thyristor is electrically internally connec-
ted to the anode and that the leads from D3 and
D4 must be spaced off the tab even though they
are insulated, as heat from the thyristor could
soften the sleeve and cause a short circuit.

Drill two holes in the side of the MK moulded
box of a size to suit the cable and gromets being
used, slide in the ends of the two cables for
input and output. Make off the ends of these
cables in to the two terminal blocks.

INSULATION
Drill a 10mm diameter hole in the centre of

the MK insulated coiner plate and fit over the
potentiometer shaft using a second potentio-
meter nut to hold the assembly to the plate.
Offer up the plate to the box and screw together.
Fit an insulated knob to the potentiometer shaft.
For safety reasons this knob should be fitted
with a well recessed screw or be fitted with an
internal spring retaining clip. The knob should
also be large enough to completely cover the
potentiometer nut. These precautions must be
taken to ensure a freedom from electric shocks.

Connect up the lamp circuit and the mains
supply and if the assembly has been carried out
correctly with fault free components the flasher
is finished and ready for use. El
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Start the year-
right on time with
our easy to build

DIGITAL
CLOCK

An easy to build all electronic digital clock
using a "state-of-the-art" Large Scale In-
tegrated chip and a 92mm high fluorescent
display. Constructed in a slim line case
giving a professional finish.

RADIO U111111111.

TRANSMITTER
A single channel transmitter to match the
receiver published last month. Simple
inexpensive construction for model control.

TIRE LAPSE
um TRIGGER

London to Brighton in 5 minutes in your
sitting room-it's possible with our time
lapse trigger and your cine equipment, full
constructional details next month.

everyday
electronics

January issue on sale Wednesday Decem-
ber 17.
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TE/ACIHI---41k11
By A.P. STEPHENSON

Part Three
3.1 THE MULTIRANGE
VOLTMETER

The voltmeter on the Circuit Deck was wired accor-
ding to the theoretical diagram of Fig. 3.1a.

The common negative probe is connected to the
negative terminal of the meter. The positive probe is
connected to any of the four terminals according to
the full scale voltage range required; R4 has already
been calculated as 250 kilohms. Using the same
Ohm's law methods, we can now calculate the other
three.
R1 = 1 volt/100 microamps = 1/100 megohm =

10 kilohm
R2 = 5 volt/100 microamps = 1/20 megohm

50 kilohms (2 x 100 kilohms in parallel)
R3 = 10 volt/100 microamps = 1/10 megohm =

100 kilohms
R4 = 25 volt/100 microamps = 1/4 megohm =-

250 kilohms (100 kilohm and 150 kilohm in series)
These calculations have neglected the resistance of

the fine wire coil inside the meter which would
probably be less than 1 kilohm. Since this "internal
resistance" will always be in series with our external
ones, we should, strictly, reduce all our values by
about 1 kilohm to allow for this. The discrepancy, how-
ever, will be trivial, and for our standards absurd, the

C mmorl
NEGATIVE
PROBE

Fig. 3.1a. Using a bank of series resistors
to make a muitirange multimeter.

POSITIVE
PROBE

3.2 THE VOLTAGE DIVIDER
If a certain component requires a lower voltage than

the battery supply, a resistive voltage divider can be
used, see Fig. 3.2a. Note we are labelling the battery
voltage VIN, ("input voltage"). Resistors R1, R2 form
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meter is about 5
are not trying to
Laboratory.

You may be puzzled to know why we are not going
to use our meter to read current. There are two
reasons:
(a) To measure current we cannot slap the probes
across two points in circuit. A wire must be "broken"
somewhere and the probes complete the circuit via
the meter, this is a nuisance.
(b) The meter can easily be damaged if the current

is much greater than you thought it should be.
(A pointer hurtling across the face at supersonic
speed and ending in a twisted wreck is a very
depressing scene.)

Using the voltmeter, we are relatively safe because
the highest voltage anywhere in the circuit is the
battery voltage, so it is simply a case of using a range
sufficient to cover this voltage. If the pointer only
moves a small amount, it is safe to come down to the
next lowest range. It is seldom necessary to directly
measure current. Measure voltage drop and use
Ohm's law.

per cent tolerance anyway, and we
compete with the National Physical

the voltage divider producing an "output" across R2.
There is a simple way to find VouTI based on the

ratio R2/(R1 R2). For example, since R2 is 4 kilohms
and R1 is 6 kilohms, the output is 4/10 of the input.
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Fig. 3.2a. Using a resistive voltage
divider to obtain a lower voltage.

9 VOLTS 9 VOLTS

4;(.(2

A

k12 VOuT 5k12 'OUT

This can be represented in equation form
below.

as shown Vow- = INPUT = 4.5V VouT = 5/9 INPUT = 5V

10012 19kflR2
VOLIT= VIN [RI + R2]

41/2 VOLTS 20 VOLTS

Since the voltage divider idea is widely used, it is loon VOUT 1k12 'OUTimportant that you develop an instinct for ratios so
some examples are shown in Fig. 3.2b.

Notice that the actual resistor values are
tant, only their ratios matter in these exercises.

unimpor- VouT=f INPUT = 2-25V VoUT = 1/20 INPUT 1V

For those that like juggling formulae around, try Fig. 3.2b. Examples illustrating the principle of theand prove the above equation using Ohm's law. voltage divider.

3.3 VARIABLE RESISTORS

There are four variable resistors on the Circuit Deck
in the form commonly known as "potentiometers" or
simply "pots". The circuit symbol and physical
construction are shown in Fig. 3.3a.

Rotating the knob moves the wiper arm which
varies the resistance between A and B (and between
B and C). The resistance across the "outer" connec-
tions AC remains constant. When we speak of say a
"10 kilohm pot", we mean the resistance across AC.

If the knob is rotated to bring the wiper round to A
the resistance between A and B will be zero, but the
resistance between B and C will be maximum. If the

Fig. 3.3a. The physical construction (schematic) and
circuit symbol for a variable resistor (or potentiometer).

3.4 MEASURING RESISTANCE

A simple arrangement to measure resistance is
shown in (Fig. 3.4a).

The values of R1 and VR1 are calculated such that
when the test prods are shorted together, the meter
reads full scale, which corresponds to zero ohms
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wiper is moved round to C the conditions are reversed,
There are two ways of using potentiometers:

(a) As a simple variable resistor, in which case only
two of the terminals are used, the middle and one
of the outers (the other outer is left "up in the air").

(b) As a variable voltage divider using all three
terminals:
Voer can be varied smoothly from zero volts (slider
at bottom) to maximum volts (slider at top), see
Fig. 3.3b.

A

VIN
vou,

Fig. 3.3b. Using the poten-
tiometer as a variable voltage
divider.

On the Circuit Deck, each potentiometer has its
three wires brought out to screw terminals for ease of
connection which, in experiments, we shall refer to
as "top" and "bottom". If top and bottom are reversed
in an experiment, the knob will work "backwards".
When the. knob is rotated fully clockwise (looking at
the knob), B is shorted to C. (Hold this page up to the
light and look at wiper arm diagram from the back.)

externally. The variable resistor is to enable this
initial state to be adjusted accurately before attemp-
ting a measurement. With the test prods left open,
there is no current so the meter reads zero, corres-
ponding to Infinite external resistance.
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UNKNOWN
RESISTANCE

Rx

ADJUST FOR
ZERO OHMS

Fig. 3.4a. Theoretical circuit diagram of a simple
arrangement to measure resistance.

If the prods are now placed across a resistor, the
meter will read somewhere between zero ohms and
infinite ohms, all that remains is to calibrate the scale
by using a range of known resistors or (more scienti-
fically) to use basic theory as follows:
(a) First calculate the in -series resistors R1, VR1,

assuming we use a 4.5 volt battery and our 100
microamp meter. With leads shorted together,
total in series resistance (R1) must be given by
AT .= 4.5 volt/100 microamps = 45 kilohm, which
allows us to choose say a 39 kilohm resistor and
a 10 kilohm variable for R1 and VR2 respectively.

(b) To calibrate the scale in ohms is a little tricky
because it will be "non-linear" (meaning the

3.5 POWER, HEAT AND ENERGY

When current passes through a resistance, the
electrons "bump" against atoms, causing them to
vibrate and become hot. Since we can't get heat for
nothing it follows that power is being consumed or
"dissipated".

Power is measured in watts and is dependent both
on the current through and the voltage across a resis-
tor the equation being:

Power = voltage x current or P VI

Example
If the voltage across a resistor is 5 volts and it is

passing 4 amps, the power is 5 volts x 4 amps = 20
watts. However, since / = VIR and P = VI, then P
V2/R. Also, since V = IR and P = VI then P = PR,
so we may use any of these equations to find the
power. P = V/ or P = V2/R or P = I2R.
Examples
(a) A 5 ohm resistor passing 2 amps consumes 22 x

5 = 20 watts.
(b) A 2 ohm resistor with 200 volts across it con-

sumes (200)2/2 = 20,000 watts or 20 kilowatts.
Heat is sometimes desirable, such as in electric

fires, but in most electronic circuits it is a menace
and every effort is made to operate components at
low power levels to keep the temperature down.

The resistors specified for the Circuit Deck experi-
ments are rated at * watt, which means they will over-
heat if this rating is exceeded. Larger power ratings
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values will not be evenly spaced over the dial).
Let / be full scale deflection (zero external ohms)

then /-=VBRT. When an external resistor (Rx) is being
measured, the current will then be I=VB/(RT Rx),
so we have, / V5/(RT Rx) RT

Ifs VBIR r RT Rx

Let us call //Ifs the "full scale multiplying fraction"-
(M) so as to write a more conventional equation

RT
M which in percentage terms becomes

RT Rx

M = 100 ( RT) per cent of full scale
RT Rx

In our worked example, we had RT equal to 45
kilohms, so if we were to measure say an external
resistor of value 45 kilohms, M equals 50 per cent
(meaning pointer reads half scale) a 250 kilohm resis-
tor gives approximately 15 per cent full scale reading.

require resistors of larger physical size. Fortunately,
the majority of resistors in circuits operate at milliwatt
level, so heat is not a problem.

Be careful with your arithmetic when dealing with
milli- or microamps. If we square milliamps, we get
microamps.

Example
5 milliamps through a 4 ohm resistor dissipates a

power equal to (5mA)2 x 4 ohm.
25 14A x 4 ohm = 100 microwatts.

If we operate a component at a power of 20 watts
for a period of 5 seconds a certain amount of energy
is used up. Energy is measured in units called joules
and, in this case would be 100 joules. The formula for
energy in terms of watts and seconds, is

Energy = power x time

Note that 20 watts for 2 seconds burns the same
energy as 10 watts for 4 seconds. A battery for in-
stance has a certain amount of stored energy and we
can please ourselves whether we use it at a high
power rate for a short time, or a low power rate for a
longer time.

Mains electricity is paid for in kilowatt hours
known as "one unit". Thus we can burn one kilowatt
for one hour, or kilowatt for two hours, and we shall
still pay for one unit which from the above, is equiva-
lent to 3.6 million joules.
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TEACH -IN '76 EXPERIMENTS
EXPERIMENT 3A
Use of potentiometer as simple variable resistor.

PROCEDURE
1. Connect up as shown (Fig. 3A.1.) using the 50
ohm potentiometer terminals, switch, 4.5 volt battery
and lamp.
2. Switch on and verify that brilliance can be varied
by rotating the control knob of the potentiometer,
switch off again.
3. Remove wire from top terminal of the potentio-
meter and refix it in the bottom terminal. Switch on
and verify that control knob still varies brilliance but
works backwards.
4. Turn knob to maximum brilliance of light. Measure
voltage across batteryterminal (using 5V meter range).
Now switch off and measure battery voltage again.
The voltmeter should read a little higher with switch
off. This is because the battery itself has some
internal resistance and its voltage will therefore drop
when current is drawn.

LP1

B1
4.5V

VR1 5011

VR1 5011

S1

LP1

B1
4-5v

Fig. 3A.1. The layout and
connecting details on the
Circuit Deck for experi-
ment 3A. Also shown
above is the circuit dia-
gram.

EXPERIMENT 3B
(a) To show how a potentiometer can smoothly

control a voltage.
(b) To show the effect of the meter resistance on

circuit behaviour.

PROCEDURE
1. Assemble the circuit shown in (Fig. 3B.1.) using
the 1 kilohm potentiometer, the 9 volt battery and the
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B1 1 VR1
9V 1 1 ka

B1 9V

METER PROBES

TO METER (10V)

Fig. 38.1. Shows the connections on the Circuit Deck
for experiment 3B together with the theoretical circuit
diagram.

meter on the 10V range. Set control fully anticlock-
wise.
2. Rotate the control slowly over its full extent and
note the voltmeter reading will change smoothly from
zero volts up to 9 volts. If the meter flickers or jumps
erratically at certain positions of the control you have
a poor potentiometer, the resistance track is probably
dirty or worn. Replacement is the only cure.
3. Perform the same action all over again but using
the 1 megohm potientiometer. Notice this time that
the meter reading seems to lag behind the control
(large movements of control near the zero volts end
have only a small effect on the voltage). The reason
for this is the meter and its resistance acting as a
heavy parallel "load" of 100 kilohms which, although
negligible with the 1 kilohm potentiometer, is appreci-
able with the 1 megohm potentiometer.

EXPERIMENT 3C
To construct and calibrate an ohmmeter.

PROCEDURE
1. Connect up as shown in (Fig. 3C.1) using the
meter in the 1V range and set the 25 kilohm potentio-
meter fully anticlockwise.
2. Momentarily touch together the two crocodile
clips. If all is well with the meter (needle does not
rush at high speed across the face), leave the clips
connected and adjust to read exactly full scale
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ME)
81

4.5V

1/4

()
IV 5V 10V 25V

CROCODILE
CLIPS

Fig. 3C.1. The layout and wiring details on the Circuit
Deck for experiment 3C. Also shown is the theoretical
circuit diagram.

(100pA) which is "zero ohms". Now separate the clips
as the system is now "set up".
3. Cut a strip of white card 12mm wide and long
enough to cover the scale of the meter and lay it on
the glass ready for calibration. Extreme right, mark
"0", extreme left mark "cc" (infinity).
4. Calibrate the scale between these extremes by
either,

(a) Using your own stock of resistors and noting
each reading when the clips are connected across
each of them in turn.
(b) Using the theory, explained earlier. You will
notice that the scale is very cramped at the right-
hand side and resistors lower than a few kilohms
read almost "zero ohms".
Save the calibrated card because this circuit can
always be assembled again. Never attempt to
measure ohms on a resistor already carrying
current, it could destroy your meter!

CRESCENT RADIO LTD.
11-15 & 17 MAYES ROAD, LONDON N22 6TL

(also) 13 SOUTH MALL, EDMONTON, N.9
MAIL ORDER DEPT.

I St Michaels Terrace Wood Green London N22 45J
Phone 888 3206 & MAIL ORDER 888-4474
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CLEAR PLASTIC
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MELD - 0 to 5m/a
31E11 0 to 10m/a
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P.C. ETCHING KIT
This kit contains all that the constructor
will need to etch the circuits of hie own
design.
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1 lb Ferric Chloride. Large Plastic
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Instructions.
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FERRIC CHLORIDE
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Our Price 29-75. Plus 8% VAT
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TRANSFORMER
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I NEVITABLY, some readers will
sooner or later order something

electronic by mail order through
an advert in this (or another
similar) magazine, and suffer
frustrating delays in delivery of
the goods. It might help both
readers and advertisers alike to
have a few points clarified_

Placing An Advertisement
When a firm places an advert

in a monthly magazine (EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS included), it could be
up to eight weeks before that
advert appears in print on the
news-stands. In printing parlance,
that eight weeks is referred to as
"lag". Any firm worth its salt
knows all about the pitfalls of
"lag" and will try and make sure
that he has plenty of the
advertised goods in stock by the
time the advert appears.

But a lot of unpredictable
things can happen in that time.
There may be an unprecedented
run on the sale line, for instance
as a result of other adverts in
previous issues or other maga-
zines, or perhaps in weekly or
daily papers. And the line may
either be unrepeatable at the
advertised price or further stocks
may be slow coming through from
the manufacturer.

Sometimes the advert has been
placed on the strength of a manu-
facturer's promise to provide
stocks for sale by the date that the
advert is due to appear. But in
each case the result is the same;
the poor chap who has sent in his
money can't have his goods
promptly. And this is where the
problems really begin.

Having been in the position
myself several times, I know only
too well how 'infuriating it is to

By ADRIAN HOPE

have parted with your money but
seen nothing through the post.

As the weeks roll by, one feels
more and more worried about
whether the firm in question has
gone bust. So one writes off,
demanding either the goods or
money back. By now the mail
order firm perhaps has a firm
promise of the goods from the
manufacturer, and thus is reluc-
tant to write back when he hopes
to be able simply to supply the
goods very soon. But then, and it
happens quite often, the manu-
facturer lets the mail order firm
down, and promises another date
for delivery. And so it goes on,
the bad feeling growing.

Acknowledgements
Of course, in a perfect world

the mail order firm would acknow-
ledge every order and follow up
with an apology letter if delivery
is unavoidably delayed. But it is
not a perfect world, and even a
second - class acknowledgement
costs not only secretarial time but
also hard cash in postage.

such costs may seem insignifi-
cant to the chap who has paid his
money and has had no goods in
return, but as a journalist who
spends literally pounds every
week replying to readers' letters,
I can tell you it is not insignificant
for the chap who is writing replies
and paying for the postage.

Pay By Cheque
Let's try to be constructive.

Firstly, readers should try always
to pay for mail order goods by
cheque. This way, you can obtain
from your bank, in the form of a
cancelled cheque, proof positive
that you have paid. The mail

order firm knows this and thus
knows also that the customer can,
if he wishes, check whether or not
his original order has gone astray.

Again, if it were an ideal world,
a firm would not cash cheques
until it could send out the goods.
But often incoming cheques are
handled by one employee as a
routine, while outgoing orders
are handled by another, perhaps
in a separate warehouse. Also,
people have been known to send
cheques that bounce, so there is
an incentive to cash a cheque
before supplying the goods.

Waiting Time
It is probably reasonable to

start getting impatient after two
or three weeks of silence have
elapsed. The first thing to do is
check that your cheque has been
cleared through your bank. Then
write a polite note, confirming
that you have not yet received
any goods, and asking for informa-
tion if nothing is likely to be sent
off within the next week. That will
take the time from ordering up to
around a month.

If a month passes without any
goods, any apology or any reply
to your enquiry, and if your
cheque has long since been
cleared through your bank, it is
reasonable to write again. This
time firmly, but still politely,
demanding either goods by return,
or an explanation by return, or
money back by return.

If that produces no reaction
after a week or so, you should
contact the magazine that ran the
original advert. You owe this not
only to yourself, but to the maga-
zine and future readers of future
adverts from the same firm. But
bear in mind that it is usually a
house rule that such queries will
only be dealt with if they are in
writing. This isn't red tape for
the sake of it, but a precaution
to safeguard everyone. It is not
unknown for someone to claim
non -delivery of goods when in
fact they have received them, but
fancy receiving another batch
free. Although some people are
prepared to tell lies over the tele-
phone, they are usually unwilling
to put them in writing.

One final point. Remember that
although it may be frustrating
not to receive acknowledgements
from a firm prior to despatch of
goods, it is only by cutting corners
like these that the firm can keep
its mail order prices dawn.
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-rxis simple little novelty device demonstrates
how it is possible to electronically simulate

the tossing of a coin. It consists of a box having
a push button switch and two indicator lamps
on the front panel, one lamp being marked
heads, and the other being marked tails.

When the push button is pressed one of the
tamps is illuminated, indicating either heads or
tails.

The circuit is arranged so that it is purely a
matter of chance whether the heads or tails
lamp is illuminated when the push button is
pressed, the circuit thus providing the same
effect as tossing a coin.

A more serious side to the device is that it
illustrates the operation of a well-known and
extremely useful electronic building block-the
bistable multivibrator.

CIRCUIT OPERATION
The theoretical circuit diagram of the Elec-

tronic Heads and Tails is shown in Fig. 1. The two
indicator lamps are the two light emitting diodes
(l.e.d.$), D1 and D2. These are protected against
passing excessive currents by the series resis-
tors R1 and R4. Diode Dl is illuminated when
TR1 is turned on, and D2 will be illuminated
when TR2 is turned on.

If VR1 is ignored for the time being, when
the push button switch, Si. is depressed, the

.`,.... 51., .

A novel device which
illustrates the operation
of a basic circuit con-
figuration

Fig. 1. The circuit diagram of the Heads & Tails
Game.

positive supply will be connected to the circuit.
The transistors will obviously both begin to
turn on, TR1 receiving its base bias current via
R4, D2, and R3, and TR2 receiving its base cur-
rent via R1, D1, and R2.

It is, however, not possible for both transistors
to turn hard on at the same time, as if TR1 is
turned hard on, only a fraction of a volt will

By ROBERT GOMN -
.-Everyday Electronics,Pecember 197&
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ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

excluding V.A.T.

£1.30
excluding case
*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press

Photograph illustrating the construction of
the prototype unit.

CATHODE....

'Components ....
Resistors

R1 47012

R2 82kf2
R3 82kC2
R4 4700

All 1W carbon 1 5%

SEE

SHOP
TALK

Potentiometer
VR1 11d2 horizontal skeleton preset

Semiconductors
TR1 BC109 silicon npn
TR2 BC109 silicon npn
D1 TIL209 or similar l.e.d. with holder
D2 TIL209 or similar I.e.d. with holder

Miscellaneous
S1 push -to -make, release -to -break push
button switch
B1 9V PP3 with connector
Veroboard: 0-15 inch matrix size 7 strips by
16 holes; case type Minos M2; connecting
wire

SI

+ ye

TO B1

O O O O O

O

0 0

0 0
0 0

0 0
O 0
0

0 0
O
O 0
0 0
0 0
O 0
0 O O 0

Fig. 2. Layout and wiring of the complete unit.
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appear at its collector, and TR2 cannot receive
the necessary bias current to turn hard on. If
TR2 turns hard on then the same is true for TR1.

What happens when the supply is connected
is that both transistors begin to turn on, but due
partially to chance, and partially to a slight un-
balance in the resistor values, transistor gains,
etc. of each half of the circuit, one will begin to
turn on faster than the other. In doing so it tends
to starve the other transistor of base current
as its own collector swings towards earth poten-
tial.

On the other hand this enables it to obtain a
heavy base current from the collector of the
other transistor, as this has its collector still at
virtually the full supply potential. This regenera-
tive action results in one transistor being biased
to saturation, and the other being cut off.
Obviously only one of the lamps will light up.

If the unbalance introduced by the component
tolerances could be removed, it would obviously
then be a matter of chance which of the lamps
became illuminated. This is the purpose of VR1,
which compensates for the component tolerances
by supplying a higher supply voltage to one or
other side of the circuit, and is adjusted by trial
and error.

The action of the circuit is of course extremely
fast, and it appears to the observer that the
moment Si is closed one of the lamps lights up.

CONSTRUCTION
Veroboard having 16 holes by 7 strips by

0.15 inch matrix is used as the constructional
basis for the project. Commence construction
by making the three breaks in the copper strip
at the places indicated in Fig. 2. Use either the
special tool or a twist drill to do this.

Then mount and solder into position each of
the components, one by one, leaving the transis-
tors until last and ensuring that an adequate

amount of solder is used for each joint. Also
connect up the 1.e.d.s and Si using approx.
75mm lengths of thin insulated wire, and also
connect the battery clip leads. Make quite sure
that the l.e.d.s are connected xvith the correct
polarity, as if they are incorrectly connected they
will fail to light, and could be destroyed. With
l.e.d.s type TIL209, the longer lead is the
cathode.

The front panel of the case should next be
drilled to take S1 and the diodes. Switch S1 is
mounted in the centre of the panel, and the
l.e.d.s are mounted to the right of this, one above
the other, see photograph.

The case used in the prototype was a Minos
type size 100 x 65 x 50mm with runners to take
the component board.

The light emitting diodes should be purchased
together with the plastic panel holders in which
they are mounted. The required dimensions for
these holes will depend upon the type and make
of components used.

The component panel is mounted vertically
at the extreme left-hand side of the case in
the slots moulded into the outer casing. There
is a space for the battery, a PP3, beneath the two
l.e.d.s.

ADJUSTMENT
Start With the slider of VR1 at a central

position and then press S1 a number of times
(25 or more). It will probably be found that one
lamp lights up much more often than the other.
If D1 lights up more frequently, then VR1 should
be adjusted slightly in an anticlockwise direction
to compensate for this. If D2 lights up more
frequently, then VR1 needs to be adjusted
slightly in a clockwise direction.

Repeat this procedure until the circuit is
properly balanced with each lamp lighting up
approximately the same number of times.

JAM ?LUC & FAMILY...
YOU'RE WRITING TO

THE EDITOR OP
EVERYDAY ELECTRON CS?
WHAT FOR?

I WANT HIM TO DO AN
ARTICLE ON EAR PLUGS
AND THEN YOU CAN
CONSTRUCT THEM FOR
ME -ELECTRONIC EAR
PLUGS THAT MINIMISE
THE COMBINED NOISE...

...OF THE DOOR BLEEPER, THE CONTINUITY
TESTER, THE WHITE NOISE GENERATOR, THE
SIGNAL INJECTOR, THE RAIN ALARM, THE HOME
SECURITY SYSTEM, THE FREEZER TEMPERATURE
ALARM THE...i0

Il
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sPRIAI . %if
TO EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS READERS

All the essentials for simple soldering are contained
in this soldering kit produced by Adcola Products Ltd.
The kit measures approx. 300mm x 160mm x 60mm and
contains an Invader precision soldering instrument-
approved by the Design Centre, a stand, flux cored solder,
two spare soldering bits and an instruction card providing
hints on soldering.

The Invader soldering instrument is thermally controlled
to provide a constant level of the correct heat for soldering.
It features a pencil slim handle for easy control and
weighs less than 2ozs. The standard soldering tip pro-
vided is 475mm (2 in)diameter but two replacement bits
of 3.2mm (kin) and 6mm (fin) diameter are included to
provide complete versatility for the 25W soldering
instrument.

The smaller bit is designed to undertake small detailed
work and the larger for jobs calling for an increased heated
area. These bits are merely inserted in the collet at the
end of the Invader to convert it from one task to another.

An Invader stand is also contained in the kit to provide
the user with a mobile and safe receptacle for the hot
soldering instrument. The stand features an integral
sponge for cleaning excess solder from the soldering bits
and two holders to contain the spare bits. A spring holder
is mounted on the base of the stand at an angle of about
45 degrees, and the soldering tool is simply inserted into
the holder when not in use.

To complete the kit a packet dispenser of Adcola solder
wire-which contains its own flux.

YOUR ORDER WILL NORMALLY BE DESPATCHED IN
TIME FOR YOU TO RECEIVE IT WITHIN 28 DAYS,
BUT PLEASE ALLOW AN ADDITIONAL 14 DAYS TO
COVER ANY CARRIAGE DELAY.
REMITTANCES MUST BE BY POSTAL ORDER OR
CHEQUE (NAME AND ADDRESS ON BACK OF
CHEQUES PLEASE), CROSSED, AND MADE PAYABLE
TO IPC MAGAZINES LIMITED. THIS OFFER IS OPEN
TO READERS IN NORTHERN IRELAND, ENGLAND,
SCOTLAND, WALES AND CHANNEL ISLANDS ONLY.
IT IS NOT AVAILABLE IN EIRE OR OVERSEAS.

SOLDERIMG
KIT

Please complete both parts of the coupon below in
BLOCK CAPITALS.

To: Everyday Electronics,
Dept. EE2, Rochester X, Kent, ME99 1AA

Please send me the Soldering Kit(s) as indicated
at £4  75 each.

I enclose P.O./Cheque No. Value

No. of kits required

Name

Address

If

Tel. No. (Home or Work)

No. of kits required

Name

Address

From: Everyday Electronics,
Dept. EE2, Rochester X, Kent, ME99 IAA

Cut Round Dotted Line
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Build an oscilloscope.
As the first stage of your training,

you actually build your own Cathode
ray oscilloscope! This is no
toy, but a test instrument

that you will need not only for the
course's practical experiments.
but also later if you decide to

develop your knowledge and enter the
profession. It remains your property

and represents a very.large saving
over buying a similar piece

of essential equipment.

PLUS
FREE GIFT!
ALL STUDENTS ENROLLING IN
OUR COURSES RECEIVE A FREE
CIRCUIT BOARD ORIGINATING
FROM A COMPUTER AND CON-
TAtNI NG MANY DIFFERENT .
COMPONENTS THAT CAN BE
USED IN EXPERIMENTS AND
PROVIDE AN- EXCELLENT
EXAMPLE OF CURRENT
ELECTRONIC PRACTICE U

This hobby
brings big
rewards.

A soldering iron and a screwdriver. If you
know how to use them, or at least know one
end from the other, you know enough to
enrol in our unique home electronics course.

This new style course will enable anyone to
have a real understanding of electronics by a
modern, practical and visual method. No
previous knowledge is required, no maths, and
an absolute minimum of theory.

You build, see and learn as, step by step, we
take you through all the fundamentals of
electronics and show you how easily the
subject can be mastered and add a new
dimension not only to your hobby but also to
your earning capacity.

All the training is planned to be carried out
in the comfort of your own home and work
in your own time. You send them in when you
are ready and not before. These culminate in
a final test and a certificate of success.

Read, draw and
understand

circuit diagrams.
In a short time you will be able to

read and draw circuit diagrams,
understand the very fundamentals
of television. radio, computers and
countless other electronic devices
and their servicing procedures.

3

Carry out over 40
experiments

on basic circuits.
'Ne show you how to conduct

experiments on a wide variety of
different circuits and turn the

information.gained into a working
knowledge'of testing, servicing and
maintaining all typeS of electronic

equipment. radio. t.v. etc.

To find out more about how to learn electronics in a new,
exciting and absorbing way, just clip the coupon for a free
colour brochure and full details of enrolment.====== ========== aimmmmim =====

Brochure without obligation to:
BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO
& ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept
P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

EEH 125 (Block caps please)
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Physics
is FUN!

MAGNETIC EFFECT
OF CURRENT

That an electric current causes
a magnetic effect even in a
straight wire can be demonstrated
in a classic experiment which may
easily be duplicated.

Take two stiff pieces of wire of
about 1 metre in length and form
a short right-angle at one end of
each so that they may be sus-
pended from the top of a suitable
length of wood, (Fig. 1). The
bottom ends of the wire should
swing with perfect freedom, clear
of the ruler and of the support.

Fig. 1. Arrangement for demon-
strating magnetic effect of a
current.

In the classic form of the ex-
periment, the ends were just
immersed in a dish of mercury
that provided a frictionless elec-
trical connection between them,
but an effective substitute is pro-
vided by a slack loop of extremely
thin flexible wire; secure it to the
bottom of each wire with a spot
of solder. The same very thin wire

By DERRICK. D.ALN

should be used to connect a
battery to the top of the wires.

If a ruler is secured to the up-
right horizontally, a definite move-
ment will be observed in the
two wires. When the current is
switched on they move away from
each other. Switch off, and they
return to their original positions.

The only farce that can have
caused such a movement is mag-
netism created when the current
passed through the wire. Since the
wires repelled each other, each
wire must have offered the same
polarity to the other.

We can investigate this
phenomenon further by winding
20 turns of enamelled copper
wire in a large rectangular shape,
see Fig. 2. Bare the ends by
scraping. Now cut a square of
thick card and make a vee cut on
opposite sides so that the coil fits
into them. Sprinkle iron filings
over the card before switching on

Fig. 2. Set up to investigate the
magnetic field.

.1

(1_,: ',.,._,I-rt;
- ! I\
i
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the battery. Tap the edge of the
card very gently and the iron
filings will arrange themselves in
circles round, the wires, as shown
in Fig. 2.

The two experiments taken to-
gether give us a picture of a
sheath -like magnetic field sur-
rounding every wire that carries
current and is a very - important
concept to hold. However, isn't
there someting very odd about
those circles of iron filings?
Regular readers will remember a
similar experiment that we did
with a permanent magnet; how
the filings arranged themselves in
arcs between the North and South
poles. So what is odd? Simply
this-in the sheath of magnetism
round a wire, where are the poles?

Suppose we find out. Switch off
the battery and remove the filings.
Switch on the current again and
"map" that magnetic field by
means of a miniature compass.
That is, place the compass near
the wire and make a mark on the
card by the North -seeking point.

Fig. 3. Illustration of the screw-
driver rule.
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Move the compass and repeat
several times. Soon the marks will
be observed to form continuous
circles; there are no North or
South poles!

This single fact makes us stop
and think about the nature of
magnetism and what we think of
as its "direction". Note the flow of
the current and the flow of mag-
netism round the wire; it is easy
to remember as the screwdriver
rule (Fig. 3).

Imagine that you are holding a
screwdriver in the right hand,
pointing in the direction of current

WeW°
ft:p4,5,_.. 

Fig. 4. Magnetic flux can exist
only as a closed circuit.

flow. Then a twist of the screw-
driver to the right gives the direc-
tion of the magnetic flux. If you
change the polarity of the supply
you will observe that the compass
turns round and the mnemonic
still holds good.

Like electrical currents, mag-
netic flux can exist only as a
closed circuit and we may if we
wish think of the circular form we
have seen as the "pure" form that
can exist only when it is contained
in non-ferrous material, but dis-
torted when near iron and com-
pletely conducted in iron, Fig. 4.

of straight or angled bit at the Heads and Tails
turn of a screw.

The recommended price for the Once again no difficult to get
iron-available through normal components for the Heads and
retail suppliers-is £3  77 plus Tails Game. In fact the only part
V.A.T. at 8 per cent. which may not be readily avail -

More news on the catalogue able is the Minos M2 case-this
scene comes from Maplin Elec- is one of the West Hyde Develop-
tronic Supplies. In addition to ments range. This, or a similar
their 132 -page catalogue which type_ and size case, should be
covers an extensive range of available from most retailers.
components, modules, cases, etc.,
and carries plenty of technical
information and circuit data for Probe Tracer
i.c.s, they now send out a news- This Probe Tracer has not been
sheet free with the catalogue. A designed to fit the case men -
new news -sheet (try saying that tioned earlier but could be modi-
quickly) is produced every two fled In layout by anyone who
months. The sheet carries "up to knows what he is doing. However,
the minute" information on new the case described is neat, func-
products, i.c. data, prices, etc. tional and very cheap.

The two they have sent us The only part which needs
carry some great cartoons by a some comment is the headphone,
local "Leonardo", a nice piece this must be of approximately
about Mr. Healey's "add 25 per the correct impedance-so check

C INCE there are very few points cent to everything" scheme and this when buying. Some surplus
`J to discuss concerning supplies plenty of news of kits and new type phones would be suitable
of components for projects in this products not covered by their and probably much cheaper than
issue it gives us a bit more space catalogue. In addition to all this new ones.
to cover other things. A couple the prices quoted in each sheet
of new products of interest have are guaranteed to stand for the
appeared this month, the first is two months' life of the sheet- Christmas Lights Flasher
from Home Radio (Components) not bad in this day and age when
Ltd, and is a ready made signal some suppliers say prices can The circuit of the Christmas
injector case. The case consists only be quoted on the day of Lights Flasher is simple but un-
of a 28mm internal diameter ordering. usual. However, none of the parts
plastic tube 118mm long (may be should be difficult to get, the
easily cut down to about 70mm neons should be the wire -ended

AmplifierStereoC.minimum-due to end stoppers) I.type-not mounted in cases.
with two plastic push -in end One or two of the components Although these are harder to
stoppers, one with an 80mm brass specified for the I.C. Stereo find they are much cheaper than
probe fixed to it. Cost of the corn- Amplifier may not be available the mounted type indicator,
plete thing is 60p including V.A.T. from all the suppliers but most which would have to be dis-

plus 10p post and packing-Home of the larger ones should be able mantled for this application any -
Radio advertise in all our issues. to cover them all. This is where way.

The second product is from catalogues come in handy. One point to watch when buying
GEC -Henley Ltd., and is a 65W Readers must appreciate that to is the insulation of the control
Solon soldering iron with an be fair to retailers we cannot knob; this must be fully insulated
adjustable bit. Just the job for quote one supplier unless he is to protect the user and must cover
heavier type work, say in the car the only supplier we know of, the fixing nut of the control. It
where joints may be difficult to equally we cannot provide a long would also be an advantage if
get at. The iron gives a choice list of stockists for each item. the pot. had a plastic spindle.

New products and
component buying
for constructional
projects

SHOP
TALK
ByM ke Ker ward
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RECORD PLAYBACK
TAPE HEADS
Individual prices of these are:
2 track record playback heads 75p each.
4 track record playback heads £1.10 each.
Erase heads are also available separately -
2 track 505-4 track 859.
MV metal mounting shields 60p each.
2 track heads already fixed on heavy mounting
plate Ith shield £1.85. ALL PLUS 25% VAT

I CONTROLL1
DILL
CONTROLLER

DRILL
Electronically changes

speed from approxi-
mately 10 revs. toSPEMS maximum. Full power at

all speeds by finger-tip control.
Nit includes all parts. Case,

everything and full Inatructiom.
12-50 plus 45p post & VAT

Marie up model also available.

NEED A SPECIAL SWITCH
Double Leaf Contact. Very slight pressure closes

both contacta 12p each.
Plastic puahrod suitable
for operating. 109 each:
10 for 889.

I R.P.M. MOTOR -I -GEAR BOX
Made by the famous Chamberlain & HOokham
Ltd. These could be made to drive clock or
sfmllar. Really robust reliable unit.
Price £1:50 + 30p Post & VAT

MINIATURE WAFER SWITCHES -
2 pole. 2 way -4 pole. 2 way-

"3 pole, 3 way -4 pole, 3 way -2
pole, 4 way -3 pole, 4 way -2 pole
6 way -1 pole, 12 way. Ail at 889
+ 15P poet & VAT each.

MULTI -SPEED MOTOR
Six :speeds are available 500. 850
and 1,100 r.p.m. and 8.000. 12.000
and 15,500 r.p.m. Shaft is I in.
diameter and aPProximatadY I In.
long. 230/240v. Its speed may be
further controlled with the use of
our Thyrlator controller. Very
powerful and useful motor size
approx. 2 in. die. x 5 in. long.
Price 0:40+ 45p post & VAT.

SLIDE SWITCHES
Slide Switch. 2 -pole changeover panel
mounting by two 6B.A. ...arc... Size
approx. lie. x f in rated 250V lamp.
15p +7p post & VAT.
flubMiniaturefilideSwiteh.DPDT19mm
(lin approx.) between fixing centres.

2.81:4- 9p poet & VAT each or 10 for 8110. SP
Change over spring return 250V 1 amp. 25p - gp
post & VAT.

6 DIGIT COUNTER
Resettable. 440 ohm coil up
to 23 impulses per world.
Ex -equipment but guaranteed
perfect, 18.30+40p Post &
VAT each.
2 digit counter as specified for
telephone charge calculator 93p.

PRESSURE SWITCH
Containing a 15 amp change oa ci
switch inoverated by a diaphragm
which tom in operated by air
Pressure through a small metal tube.
The operating pressure is adjustable
but is set to operate in approx. 10in.
of water. These are quite low pressure device,. net
can in fact be operated simply by blowing into
the inlet tube. Original use was for washing
machine to torn off water when tub has reached
correct level but no doubt has many other
applications 9.2.-10 each+25p post & VAT.

TELESCOPIC AERIAL
for portable, car radio or

transmitter. Chrome plated -
nix sections, extends from 74 totransmitter.

47in. 50p+15p Poet & VAT.
KNUCKLED MODEL FOR F.M. 80p+175
Poet & VAT.

LIGHT DIMMER KIT
For dimming up to 250w without heat sink or
750w with heat sink. Thla comprises quadrat
variable control potentiometer, condenser, resist-
ers, tag strip for mounting and data. Price M.95+
30p Post h VAT.

RELAY BARGAIN
Type 600 relay, 2 changeover one open and one
closed contact. Twin 500 ohm coils make this
suitable or closing off DC 6v, DO 12v, DC 24v
or AC mans using resistor and rectifier. 409 each.
Real:dor and rectifier 20p extra..
and Post VAT 20p.

TERMS
CASH DISCOUNTS
25% on order over £500, 203a over £100. 15%
£50, 10% CIO.

SMALL ORDERS
Please add 30p if order under £5.

LARGE ORDERS
Deduct discounts as follows: 430450 deduce 10%;
£604100 deduce 15%; £1004,499 deduce 20%:
over 4500 deduce 25%.

SWITCH TRIGGER MATS
So thin is undetectable under carpet but will switch on
with slightest pressure. For burglar alarms, shop doom, etc.
24in x 18in aim. Poet & VAT 30p.
13in x Oin 81.50. Post & VAT 25P

SMITHS CENTRAL HEATING CONTROLLER
Push batten gives 10 variations as follows: -(1) con-
tinuous hot water and continuous central heating
(1) continuous- hot water but central heating off at
night (3) continuous hot water but central heating on
only for 2 periods daring the day (4) hot water and
central heating both on but day time only (3) hot
water all day but central heating only for 2 periods
during the :lay (6) hot water and central heating on

for 2 periods during the day time only -then for summer time use with central
heating off (7) hot water continuous (8) hot water day time only (9) hot water
twice daily (10) everything off. A handsome looking unit with 24 hour movement
and the switches and other parts necessary to select the desired programme of
heating. Supplied complete with wiring diagram. Originally sold, we believe,
at over 215 --we offer these, while stocks last, at 56-95 each. VAT & Postage
85p each.

WALL THERMOSTATS (SMITHS)
Wall mounting and in a handsome plastic case. (Cream and beige).
Adjustable by slider (lockable) sad may be set to control temperatures
from around freezing through to 5050. The slide panel is engraved and
indicates (frust), (warm). (very warm), etc. The thermostat will control
heaters, etc., up to 15 amp at normal mains voltage and is ideal far
living room, bedroom and greenhouse, etc. Price 11-95. VAT & Postage
80p. Don't miss this.

AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Part of the famous Reditune background mush
system, secondhand, but believed In good order.
However, no guarantee; we are selling for spare,
value only. These are 6 valve amplifiers, the output
valves are 2 x EL 84 In pnah/pull, complete with
mains transformer, rectifier and ample smoothing
equipment. The mains transformer alone, today -
would cost at least £4. Size Is W x or x 41.". Price
only Z2-00 + postage and VAT £1-50.

ISA ELECTRICAL PROGRAMMER
Learn in your sleep: Have radio playing and kettle
boiling as you awake -switch on lights to want off
intruders -have a warm house to come home to.
All these and many other things you can do if you
invest in an electrical programmer. Clock by famous
maker with 15 amp. on/oft switch. Switch -on time
can be set anywhere to stay on up to G hours. Inde

insolent nation armory logger. A beautiful unit. Price 82-95. VAT & Postage
60p, or with glass front, chrome bezel. 11.50 extra.

SHORTWAVE CRYSTAL SET
Although this uses re battery it gives really arnuing
results. You will receive an ' amazing assortment of
stations over the 19, 25, 31, 39 metre bands -Kit contains
chassis front panel and all the parts. £1.50 --crystal ear- '

phone 65p, VAT & Postage 75D.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP
Smiths 24 hr. timer heart, really the "Autoset"
without its plastic case. This is a 24 hr. twice on,
twice off, clock switch which will repeat until re-
programmed. Switches rated at 15 amps. Limited
supplies -f3.95 VAT & post 55p. each.

12 VOLT 14 AMP
POWER PACK
This comprises double -wound 230/240V mains transformer
with full wave rectifier and 2000 mid smoothing. Price
23.75 plus VAT and Post Al.

Heavy Duty Mains Power Pack. Output voltage adjustable from 15-40V in
steps -maximum load 250W -that is from 6 amp at 40V to 15 amp at 15V.
This really Is a high power heavy dnty unit with dozens of workshop uses.
Output voltage adjustment is very quick -simply Interchange push on leads.
Silicon rectifiers and smoothing by 2000111F. Price 2.10-50 plan 135 VAT & post.

TANGENTIAL HEATER UNIT
This heater unit is moat efficient, and quiet
running. Is as fitted in Hoover and blower heaters
costing .215 and more. Comprlsea motor, impeller.
5kW element and lkW element allowing switching
1, 2 and 3kW and with thermal safety cut-out.
Can be fitted Into any metal line ease or cabinet.
Only needs control switch. 15-82 plus VAT Sr
post £1. 2kW Model as above except 2kW 14415
plus VAT & post 75p. Don't miss this. Control
Switch 44p. P. & P. 409.

INSTANT START FLUORESCENT
LIGHTING BARGAINS
Starteriess control gear, complete with tube ends and tube clips for window
lighting, signs. fasciae, etc. 4 ft. 40 te. 81-90; 5 ft. 65w. £200; 5 ft- 80w. MAO:
6 ft. 80w. 52-45; and for pairs as follows: -twin 2 ft. 20w. 9835; twin 3 ft- 30w.
113.55: twin 4 R. 40w. 23-23; twin5 ft. 65w. 58-85; twin 5 ft. 80w. 13.95; twin
8 ft. 125w. £5-75. These are about one half of maker's current prices and can't
be repeated once stocks are cleared. Please add 30p per piece to cover postage
or carriage and 8% VAT.

J. BULL (ELECTRICAL) LTD.
(Dept. E.E.), 103 TAM WORTH ROAD,

CROYDON CRO 1XX

MAINS TRANSFORMERS
All standard 230-230 volt primaries. A p
iv .. .. .. 1 amp (special) 1-76
2.4w . .

ampamparn

6.3v ..
9v9v.. .. 3.5 amp

12w ..
12v .. .. 12 amp 1.50

..
.. .. 3 amp

1-25

2-50

1-75

1-00

135

-95

6-5r-0-6 5v 1 amp 1.50
18v .. 1.50

12-0-19v

52310aLmpixam:

120

24v .. 2.25
24v .. 830

6-0.6v .. .. 50mA 1.20
. I amp 150

18.0.18v .. 2 amps 3-50
. 14 amp 1.25

50v 2 amp & 0.3v .. 1 amp 4-50
60v 5 amp Sc Sr 1 amp .. 7.50

8 amp .. 4.50
37 amp .. 2200

80v tapped 75v & 70v 4 snap .. 5-50
230v-60mA. & 6-3v 1-S amps 1.75
275-0-275v at 90mA &-6.4v 3 aMpa 2-25
EHT Transformer 5000v

Charger Transformers
Sc and 12v .. .. 2 amps . 1 50
6v and 12v .. .. 3 amps .. 2.25
Or and 12v .. .. 5 amps .. 8 -SO
Add 80p per piece to cover postage and VAT 25°...

ONLY £1.50 FOR SEVEN
ELECTRIC MOTORS

7 powerful butt. motors
as used In racing ears &
power models. Output h
types vary for use in
hundreds of different
projects -Tools, toys, models. etc. All br...,1 neu
reversible & for 12-12v. haft, Wiring ding. inc.
VAT & Post 40p. FREE plan for min. power
station.
BLACK LIGHT
As used in discotheques and for stage effecta, etc.
Virtually no white light appears until the rays
impinge on luminous paint or white shirts, etc.

, We offer 9" the tubes complete with starter,
choke, lamp -holders and starter.holder. Price
/2-75+305 post. Tubes only £2. Past & VAT 609.
MULLARD AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
All in module form, each ready built complete

ith heat sinks and connection tags, data supplied.
Model 1153 500neW
power output 21.10+
-top post A VAT.
Model 1172 1W. power
output 21.85+45p post
Sc VAT:
Model EP9000 4 watt
power output 22-40+
509 poet & VAT.
EP 9001 twin channel or
stereo pre amp. 88-60+
509 poet & VAT.

(intermittent) 0-55

LIGHT SWITCH
lutomatically switches on lights
.tt dusk and off at dawn. Can
also be used where light and
lark is a convienent way to
-top and start an operation.
Requires only a pair of wires to
he normal switch. in bakelite

bar, normal switch -plate size.
I amp model 28-75.
VAT and Postage 60p.

MAINS TRANSISTOR PACK
Designed to operate translator sets and amplifiers.
Adjustable output 6v., 9v., 12 volts for up to
500mA (class B working). Takes the place of any
of the following batteries: PPl. PP3, PP4, PIE,
PP7, PP9 and others. Kit comprises: male
transformer rectifier, mooching and load resister
condensers and instructions. Real snip at only
9.1-50. VAT & Postage 60p.
SOUND TO LIGHT UNIT
Add colour or white light
to your :amplifier. Will
operate 1. 2 or 3 lamps
(maximum 450w). Unit in
Box all ready to work.
27:95 plus lisp VAT and
postage -

MAINS MOTOR
Precision made -ace used In
record decks and tapes recur-
Iers-ideal also for extractor
fans ,blower. heaters, etc. New
and perfect. Snip at 959+
VAT & Postage 20p. Postage
209 for tint one then 10p for
each one ordered.

stackmotor 1115 + VAT &
aontage 25p. 12" stackmotor
£1-50+ VAT & Postage 30p.

EXTRACTOR FAN
Cleans the air at the rate
of 10.000 cubic It, per
hoar. Suitable for kitchens,
bathrooms, factories, chan-
ging rooms, etc.. it's so
quiet it can hardly be
heard. Compact, 58" casing
with 52^ fan blades. KIt
comprists motor. fan blades
sheet steel casing, pull
switch. maims connector
and fixing brackets. 84-85
VAT & Postage 81-50.
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Don't miss your copy of

HENRY'S

CATALOGUE
* OVER 5,000 ITEMS - largest UK range of

electronic components for home
constructors.

* 200 PAGES - every aspect of electronics and
components for amateurs and hobbyists -
kits, projects, test gear.

* DOZENS of new lines and new ranges.
* MANY price reductions throughout the new

Catalogue.
* A Discount Voucher with every copy, worth

50p.

NEW ELECTRON STORES OPEN Tel. Nottingham 41161
9496 UPPER PARLIAMENT ST., NOTTS,

731 TOTTENHAM COURT
ROAD. WI. Tel 01.590 3459

Write now for your copy, enclosing 65p remittance.

MIDLANDS:
New Electronics Store Open,
94/96 Upper Parliament Street,
Nottingham. Tel: 0602) 40403

Only
50P
Plus15p HENRY

P&P

I.

ELECTRONIC FOOTBALL
& TENNIS

WITH THE FABULOUS
VIDEO SPORT
ON YOUR OWN TV -6I I
Play three exciting elec-
tronic ball games. I .1
FOOTBALL TENNIS.
HOLE IN THE WALL
on your own TVI Just
plug Video Sport into
the aerial socket of your
TV and away you go.
Completelysafefor you.
vour children and your TV. M'ns operatec.
OUR INCREDIBLE PRICE £29.50,!lki.
Post/Packing + Insurance £2.50.
DEMONSTRATIONS NOW

AM/FM MODULES LPI179 LPII71
Combined AM/FM tuner modules.
together with a small number of R.C.'s
Ferrite aerial, make up a sensitive
FM/MW/LW tuner.
6v. Supply, supplied with
data and circuit sheets.
LP1171 COMBINED IF
STRIP £460 .----
LP1179. FM FRONT
END AND AM GANG £4 60
£6 62 THE PAIR.
Suitable Ferrate aerial 87D

U TV TUNERS
625 Igoe receiver UHF transistorised
tuners UK operation.
Brand new. (Post packing 25p each).
TYPE B 4 -button push button (adi.)
£460.
TYPE C variable tuning E2-190.
TYPED 5 -button UHF/VHF tuner E5-20

ALL HENRY'S PRICES -

INCLUSIVE OF VAT
ElectremcCemris
404-406 Electronic Components & Equipment 01 4028381
354 PA Disco Lighting High Power Sound 01-402 5854
303 Sperial °Hers and bargains store
All mad ro 3123 Edgware Road London W2 1 W

Build the Texan & FM Tuner
TEXAN 20 20 W STEREO AMP

Features glass fibre PC
board, Gardners low field

transformer 6 -IC's
10 -transistors of us

diodes etc. De.
signed by Texas

Instrumentsen
gineers for Henry's

and P.W. 1972. Overall
size 151, x 65" mains

operated. Free teak sleeve with every kit
£2995 (built ex tested £3995) (Carr. 50p)

NENELEC STEREO FM TUNER
Features capacity diode tuning, lead and
tuning meter Indicators, mains operated.
High performance and sensitivity. Overall
size In teak sleeves 8n x sr x 6}". Complete

it with teak sleeve.
£2625 (built & tested L...31 -20) (Carr. 50P).
JOIN THE LARGE BAND OF
CONSTRUCTORS!
SPECIAL OFFER
GARRARD £T4 STEREO CASSETTE

TRANSPORT MECHANISM
 Stereo Heads
 Built in Motor Stabiliser
 Auto Stop+Eiect
 Pause Control
 12V DC Operation
Robust, precision engin- 'Freered mechanism based
on the "STARR" patented design. Ideal
'or use In Car stereo cassette players,
HI-FI stereo cassette recorders, Industrial
and many other applications. Suitable for
the 'PW' Ascot Stereo Cassette Deck.
E!3.50 inc. VAT 13 & p 3So
AVO 9 MOVEMENTS New condition

£6.50 inc. VAT
FREE:
SEND NOW FOR OUR FREE LIST
NO. 36 FOR OUR COMPLETE RANGE
OF OVER 2.060 SEMICONDUCTOR
DEVICES. AT NEW LOW PRICES.

H, F, snd
Electronics
Centres Open
9 - 6 on,

Proedscorrecr et rrme of preparanon Subreer to change wIthout.nonce E 0 E

Become a
radio amateur.
Learn how to become a radio -
amateur in contact with the whole
world. We give skilled preparation
for the G.P.O. licence.

MR NMI MI SI SIN Is MI ME IS NM Off In ME MO or NE nit imi Es Ns ism

I
ADDRESS

Block caps please I

MI NM MI IM OE IM 1.11 IM MN OM IN OE IIO MO ON MI IM I= ON WI In In

Brochure, without obligation to:
To: BRITISH NATIONAL RADIO & ELECTRONICS SCHOOL, Dept.EEBI25,

P.O. Box 156, Jersey, Channel Islands.

NAME
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FOR
the Christmas number our

Editor kindly allows me to
stray slightly from the straight
and narrow. It follows that the
tenor of this article will differ
from the norm. I trust that if it
does not instruct at least it will
entertain. As they say in all the
best serials, "Now read on".

In 1932 we were still in the grip
of the depression. There were
twenty men after every job, and
to be jobless meant near starva-
tion. I was searching for a job,
when an advert caught my eye:

"Wanted radio engineer used to
P.A. work, must be able to drive
car, apply Alexander Black, The
Wireless Doctor, 32 Ebury St,
London SW1".

There was one little snag, I
had never driven a car but
I needed a job and anyway, I
figured, I had driven a motorcycle
and there could not be much
difference. My friends still do not
believe me when I tell them that
my first experience of driving a
car was from Victoria up to
Marble Arch, down Oxford Street
and along Tottenham Court Road
to the Y.M.C.A., but the purpose
of this story is not to tell you
about a trip that still gives me
nightmares, but about the job.

Much of the work consisted of
putting in temporary public
address systems in various London
theatres and controlling them
during the show. Needless to say
our equipment was primitive by
modern standards, big heavy valve
amplifiers, feeding huge exponen-
tial horn speakers. The micro-
phones, believe it or not were
carbon granule, powered by a
nine volt grid bias battery. Woe
betide any singer, who in a
moment of enthusiasm picked one
up. The noise, sounded as if the
roof was falling in.

After a short while I was asked
to do the installation for a new
play opening in London entitled
"Whistling in the Dark". It would

YbiNict.tb

By PAUL YOUNG

also be my duty to travel round
with it. It was an ingenious play
and had a great success in
America where it was made into
a film, but in order that you
appreciate the full flavour of my
later predicament, I had better
briefly explain the plot Some
gangsters capture a writer of
"Who dunnits" and his girl friend.
They threaten to torture the girl
if he does not invent a way to
kill the District Attorney without
detection_

The writer explains how to put
poison in his toothpaste. The
gangsters rip the telephone out,
remove it and leave the hero
and heroine locked in the room
while they go off to commit the
perfect crime. Our hero has got
to get a message to the outside
world somehow. Being a re-
sourceful man, and no doubt
having been a regular reader of
EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS, he has
noted there is a radio set in the
room, and he works out that by
connecting the telephone leads
to the output stage, he could
utilize the speaker as a micro-
phone and call the exchange, and
then by changing the leads on the
detector stage, he could hear their
reply. After several attempts he
succeeds and the D.A. is saved
and all ends happily.

My job was to provide all the
necessary sound effects. We
played the Comedy Theatre, the
old Fulham Shilling Theatre, and
then we went to the Theatre Royal
Chatham. I always used to get to
a new location about two o'clock
which gave me a good four hours
to lay out the cables, plug in the
mains and test. The last job was
usually to connect the two wires
to the microphone battery. The
mains was a long way from the
stage and I ran out my cable and
connected up.

I switched on and bang went all
the main fuses. Having asser-
tained the amplifier was alright I

looked at the cable and to my
horror I found I had been given
1/044, the type of cable you use
for permanent house wiring. I had
already rolled it up and un-rolled
it a few times and having only
one copper wire in each lead, it
was now beginning to break up. I
could not possibly find any new
cable in the short time left, so I
had to search for the breaks with

an Avometer and a pin con-
nected to one test lead. As I found
each break I had to repair it;
there were four of them all told.
By now they were ready to start
Act I.

The stage manager was very
understanding and so were the
actors. They said they could stall
in Act I (where the radio was just
switched on to establish its
presence) but if the outfit did not
work at the appropriate time in
Act II, they would have to return
everyones money. I should explain
here, that at the right moment, a
girl acting as a telephone
operator, spoke into the micro-
phone off stage and the result
came out of the loud speaker of
the radio.

You will never believe this, but
it's true, I connected up the micro-
phone battery with just two
seconds to spare. I held my
breath, and then to my utter
relief, I heard a nasal feminine
voice coming from the stage radio
saying "Number please". You will
now understand that I did not
acquire all my white hair, through
trying to advise you on component
buying!

Happy Christmas.
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off when they are unplugged. Current drain is
small, from a single dry cell in the unit and
should therefore last a long time.

CASE AND BOARD
The tracer is constructed to fit in a plastic

container 70mm long by 35mm in diameter.
The container was originally used for holding
confectionary decorations and spices. The exact
dimensions are not important, provided all the
components can be accommodated.

The prototype circuit board was 0.15 inch
plain matrix board size 55 x 32mm and was cut
so that it would slip inside the container. A
little needed to be filed away each side near the
lid, so that the latter could fit. If the container
is not quite the same size as this, the board is
cut to suit. It is not likely to be easy to fit the
parts in a case which is very much smaller than
that mentioned.

BOARD WIRING
The probe should be fitted first, and is a 6 BA

threaded rod, about 65mm long. It is fixed with
adhesive, and tied using thread passed through
the holes in the board, using a needle, and
similarly smeared with adhesive; Cl is best

PROBE TRACER
SIGNAL tracer allows the presence of a

signal to be followed through the various
sections of a receiver, and can thus be of con-
siderable aid in locating the site of a fault. The
tracer shown here is contained within a small
probe unit, to hold in the hand, with output to
a single earpiece, or pair of headphones. It is
suitable for radio frequency, intermediate fre-
quency, and audio circuits.

THREE -STAGE CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1 and is

basically a demodulator DI followed by two
audio amplifiers; Cl is an isolating capacitor, so
that touching the probe upon various circuit
points does not cause a short circuit, or upset
d.c. working conditions in the receiver or other
apparatus.

Capacitor Cl is rated at 150V, and the unit
is intended for working on transistor equipment,
where only low voltages will be present.

Capacitor C2 couples the demodulator to the
first audio amplifier TR1, and C4 couples to the
second stage TR2. Current for TR1 and TR2 base
is obtained through R5 and the headphones. This
allows the probe to be switched on or brought
into use by plugging in the phones. It is switched
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By F.G. RAPER
soldered to the probe before fixing it in this way.

As the battery rests along the underside of
the board, no leads or joints occupy the centre
rows of holes. Components R1, R6, TM, and
TR2 must be kept inwards so that the board can
be placed in the container, see Fig. 2.

The battery will seldom need renewing, and
leads are soldered to it, the outer case being
negative. Though the HP7 cell can be fitted,
the smaller HP16 cell would be satisfactory, if
necessary.

CASE FITTING
The tracer can be tested before fixing it in

the case. The probe passes through a hole
drilled in the bottom. A washer and nut are put

ESTIMATED COST*
OF COMPONENTS

excluding V.A.T.
£1.80

excluding case
and headphones

*Based on prices prevailing at
time of going to press
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PROBE
Cl

5000pP

RI
100k11

DI
GA81

R2
2.214.0

TR1
BC107

RE 22k12

0-AA/V-4P--\11:

SKI
HEADPHONES

+ Cs
0:47pP

TR2
sem7

BI
1.5V

on here, and insulated sleeving to cover the
probe nearly to its point.

At the top of the case, a hole is made in the
lid so that the jacket outlet bush passes through
it. Run 300mm or so of thin flexible wire (from
the emitter of TR1) through a small hole, and
fit this with a crocodile clip. The lid can then be
put on, followed by the outlet nut.

A surplus pair of 100 ohm headphones was
found ideal for use with the probe, but phones
of other resistance, or single personal type ear-
pieces (except crystal) can be used instead.

Photograph of completed unit and earpiece.
Alternatively headphones can be used.

METHOD OF USE
Tests begin at the earliest point in a receiver

where signals can be heard, and proceed step
by step through the circuit. When the point
where a fault which prevents reception exists
is passed, signals cease. Detailed checks are
then made between this point and the earlier
point, where signals were present.

The typical circuit for which the probe may
be used is shown in Fig. 3. This a superhetro-
dyne circuit and will be helpful in understand-
ing how the tracer can be employed.

Everyday Electronics, December 1975

Fig. 1. The complete
circuit diagram of
the Probe Tracer.

The probe earth dip is attached to the receiver
earth line. Referring to Fig. 3, the probe could
be placed at some later point such as E, to
check that TR1 and TR2 are operating. But
assuming that the method of use is more easily
followed if the circuit is taken from the begin-
ning, a first test could be made with the probe at
A. To obtain sufficient signal strength, a
temporary aerial needs to be attached to the
receiver. If there is no external aerial socket, it
can be taken to A. If signals cannot be tuned in,
Ll, VC1 and T1 and connections to them are

Components ...
Resistors

R1 100k12
R2 2.2MQ
R3 18kS2

R4 IMO
R5 22k1)
R6 1001W.
All 11.t1/ 4- 5% carbon

Capacitors
C1 5000pF 150V working ceramic or plastic
C2 0.047,uF plastic or ceramic
C3 220pF ceramic or polystyrene
C4 0.047,uF ceramic or plastic
C5 0.47/LF ceramic or plastic

Semiconductors
D1 0A81 or similar germanium type
TR1 BC107 silicon npn
TR2 BC107 silicon npn

Miscellaneous
SK1 3.5mm jack socket
B1 1.5V HP7
Plain matrix board size 0.15 inch x 55 x 32mm;
plastic tubular case, connecting wire; 65mm
long 6BA bolt.
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PROBE
TRACER

Fig. 2. The layout of
components and wiring
details on the com-
ponent board.

RECEIVER EARTH LINE.'"

Fig. 3. The circuit of a typical superhetrodyne receiver with
test points to illustrate the method of using the Probe Tracer.
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suspected. Assuming signals are obtained,
moving the probe to B checks L2. Volume will
normally fall considerably, as L2 has few turns.

Signals should be received with the probe at
C. If not, TR1 and its associated components R1,
R2, R3, L3, C2, VC3 and VC4 are suspect.

Volume at D will again fall, due to the loss in
IFT1. If signals are present at C, but not at D,
IFT1 or its connections need checking.

Point E introduces TR2, and considerable gain
should be apparent, compared with D. No signals
at E (when obtained at D) suggest that TR2,
R4, R5, VR1 and C4 need checking, and also
IFT2.

Tests continue at F, then G. With a circuit
board which may have a virtually invisible con-
ductor crack, a test such as at G then at H will
establish if the signal is lost in a typical foil
conductor such as that from G to H.

Point I tests TR3 stage, and point J completes
IF tests.

Audio circuit tests can be at K, and at L, to
check VR1. Location M checks R7, and after this
N checks C9. Point 0 checks TR4 stage. P, Q,
and R are subsequent test points.

When moving ahead in this way through the
receiver, volume may be expected to become
too great. Up to point K this can be avoided
by de -tuning or finding a weaker signal. After
VR1, volume is controllable by this component.

Where sounds from the speaker are trouble-
some when tracing the source of an intermit-
tent contact or some other fault which does
not wholly prevent reception, the speaker can
be temporarily disconnected. A.resistor of about
the same value is temporarily connected in its
place.

When a defective stage has been located, some
fault such as a poor joint, or short-circuit
between conductors, may be obvious. If not, it
is then necessary to check components and con-
nections individually. There may only be a few
items in the part of the circuit which has been
found to be defective.

A voltmeter will show if the expected voltage
is found across C8 (clearing the on/off switch,
etc.) and across C7 (clearing C7 and R8), and
at points such as C, E and I, to check any sus-
pected winding here. Naturally detailed checks
are only necessary over any part of the circuit
which could cause the loss of signals between
consecutive test points, as explained.

A resistor of about 1 megohm may be soldered
directly to the probe tip, and can be included
in the sleeving, to minimise the loading of any
circuit by the probe. This does, hoWever, reduce
sensitivity to very weak signals, and normally
any loading by the probe, or de -tuning produced
by it, will not be of importance in circuit tests
which are intended to locate a fault. El

cot ELECTRONICS
TECHNICAL
PUBLICATIONS

VERY item of electronic equip-
" ment and, indeed, most of the
electronic components with which
they are built, need backing up
with user documentation of one
sort or another. For a component
such as a transistor or integrated
circuit there is at least a specifica-
tion and generally some applica-
tion notes as a guide to the user
on how to best use the component
in practical electronic circuits and
what pitfalls to avoid.

An equipment needs a user
manual to instruct on the method
of operation. This manual will
often include a full description
of how the equipment works and
if so it will also include block

By Peter Verwig
schematic diagrams. It may also
include a section on fault finding
and maintenance. If the equip-
ment includes electro-mechanical
equipment such as magnetic tape
drive mechanisms which are sub-
ject to mechanical wear there may
be a separate overhaul manual
with detailed step-by-step instruc-
tions for dismantling, repair and
re -assembly.

In the early days of electronics
when equipment was simple in
character the task of describing
the equipment, how to operate it
and what to do if it went wrong,
was often left to the design
engineer and was regarded as
almost a part-time job. From a
few jottings by the engineer a
junior clerk might be expected to

knock the text into shape. A
friendly draughtsman could pro-
duce the illustrations.

PUBLICATIONS
DEPARTMENT

The situation is vastly different
today. Even comparatively small
companies have a technical pub-
lications department with full
time authors and illustrators. In
large companies such a depart-
ment may number a hundred or
more people on its staff. They pro-
duce technical manuals which can,
for a big electronics system, run
into hundreds of thousands of
words bound in several volumes.

Even the typical technical hand-
book for an average piece of
equipment will have some 15,000
words and perhaps 20 illustrations
in 50 or so pages. Very small
companies often have their tech-
nical publications produced by
contractors specialising in such
work.

The technical author and tech-
nical illustrator work behind the
scenes but they are important,
well respected, and have a good
career structure with excellent
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Illustrators co -relating drawings with equipment.

salaries. Moreover, because equip-
ment is becoming ever more com-
plex the demand for professional
authors and illustrators is always
increasing. It is a growth area
offering job security as well as
interest, the opportunity to be
creative within certain limits and,
at the end of each project, the
satisfaction of seeing an end -pro-
duct in which your own work is
recognizable.

Note that I have stated in the
preceding paragraph that there is
opportunity to be creative within
certain limits. There is, of course,
no objection to a very creative
person being employed in tech-
nical publications. But a good
technical illustrator does not have
to be an artist and a technical
author does not have to be
literary.

I once knew an illustrator who
had water colours hung at the
Royal Academy and whose
postage stamp designs were
adopted by a number of countries.
A technical author of my acquain-
tance had a rising reputation as
a novelist These special skills
were not, however, needed in their
ordinary work. In the department,
they exercised the same firm
discipline as their fellow authors
and illustrators in presenting facts
plainly and simply, unembellished
by their imaginations.

RACAL GROUP
As most readers of this series

of career articles will have an

engineering rather than artistic
interest, I shall concentrate on
the technical author rather than
the illustrator. For an up-to-date
assessment of requirements I con-
sulted the Technical Handbooks
Manager of Racal Group Services
Ltd., which is a central organisa-
tion serving all the UK -based
manufacturing companies in the
Racal Electronics Group which
employs 6,000 people world-wide
and has a turnover of £75 million
a year.

The Group's business is founded
on radio communications, instru-
mentation, data transmission and
magnetic recording with a wide
product range. The Technical
Handbooks Section of the Group
Publicity Department employs
twenty technical authors and illus-
trators and may be regarded as
typical. The general principles
described are equally relevant to
other manufacturers who may
employ more or fewer people, and
who may have their business in
other sectors of the electronics
manufacturing industry.

Unlike the other careers already
outlined in this series, technical
authorship is not open to the
school-leaver. But if you are a
school leaver intent on building
a career in electronics read on.
You could be a technical author
in five years time and if you think
you have ability and an aptitude
for technical exposition, your
"apprenticeship" will be all the
more valuable if you have a
definite target in mind.

QUALIFICATIONS
What qualifications do you

need? Certainly the ability to
express yourself clearly and con-
cisely. Remember that your work
as well as being clear to English-
speaking operators and engineers
may also have to be translated
into French, German, Spanish,
Arabic, Japanese or Chinese, and
by translators who may have only
a superficial technical knowledge.
But far more important is
engineering knowledge and ex-
perience.

Before you can write on any
subject you must understand it.
And if you are to be effective in
writing on maintenance and over-
haul of equipment you will need
to have done some trouble -shoot-
ing and overhaul yourself
although not neceosarily on the
equipment for which you are writ-
ing the manuals.

You will need a good
personality because the actual
writing of the text is the only
solitary part of the total work and
may take up only half or even less
of your time. The rest is spent
on discussion with design
engineers, with the illustrators
working on your project, with
printers a n d with service
engineers. You also need to be
discreet and trustworthy. This is
because the technical author is
brought in at an early design
stage of a new product so that
the handbooks are printed and
ready to accompany the first units
leaving the factory.

You will need to preserve com-
mercial security. No company
wants to employ people who leak
out confidential information. If
you are working on military pro-
jects you will be bound by the
Official Secrets Act and it may
be that your section of the office
will be isolated physically from
that engaged on commercial pro-
jects.

The blend of qualities needed
for a good technical author are
both complex and considerable.
There are very few really good
handbooks produced in Europe or
the United States and this is a
reflection on the difficulties of
finding good authors and why,
when they are found, they are in
such demand.

A fruitful field of recruitment
is in test departments and in field
engineering departments. Five
years experience in either of these
is a good foundation for a bud -
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ding technical author. In either
of these jobs a thorough know-
ledge of professional electronic
products is obtained together with
trouble -shooting experience and
ability to use initiative and take
responsibility.

You will have acquired a work-
ing knowledge of most techniques
in electronics including analogue
and digital circuits and logic. You
will be capable of reading circuit
diagrams and recognise the func-
tions of each stage of a circuit.
You will probably have acquired
an Ordinary National or Higher
National Certificate.

Given a good test engineer or
field service engineer the rest can
be taught. However brilliant you
may be at English composition
you will never get a job or hold
a job as a technical author unless
you have the technical knowledge
appropriate to your subject. But
the person with the right mix of
experience and only reasonable
competence in exposition can be
successful.

INTERPRETER
Remember that the technical

author is not writing advertising
copy or a great work of literature.
He is above all an interpreter.
He gets notes, either written or
verbal from design engineers and
these are often scanty and in-
complete. He may have to re -write
them, expand them, compress
them, edit them to make them
comprehensible to the person new
to the equipment. In conjunction
with designers he may have to
originate trouble -shooting charts
and overhaul procedures.

It will be seen that this is a
job for an engineer with writing
ability rather than a writer with
a little engineering knowledge.
Given a good engineer, a technical
publications department can train
a newcomer in the craft of tech-
nical writing and this they are
willing to do. A newcomer would
generally work under supervision
for his first few months, perhaps
on amendments to existing
manuals following product modifi-
cation, or on the simpler sections
of a large manual.

As experience is gained so his
responsibilities will be enlarged
so that he is not only meeting
engineers and originating his own
material but also instructing illus-
trators on the diagrams and other
art work which will be used in
support of his written matter. A
senior technical author may
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"employ" a junior author and a
couple of illustrators. Some pro-
jects are so large that they need
a group leader. Salaries for senior
authors are currently in the
£4,000 bracket and a junior may
expect to start in a technical pub-
lications department at £2,500.

Publications dealing with
defence equipment are almost in-
variably produced to a fixed
specification in relation to layout
and contents. These are currently
laid down for the Army, Navy
and Air Force, each of which
differs in certain respects although
there is a move to harmonisation.
For commercial equipment most
departments have their own
internal standards so that most
handbooks have a uniform ap-
pearance and structure of con-
tents. But within the constraints
of standardisation there is room
for initiative in the art of
engineering exposition.

PROMOTION
An author promoted to section

leader status has additional
administrative responsibilities. He
will delegate tasks to authors
under his control, arrange for
equipments to be photographed,
arrange printing orders and
editorially check individual
authors' drafts. At times when
pressure of work is such that sub-
contractors may be called in, he
will usually liaise with them and
supervise the quality of their
work.

To be a technical author is not
a dead-end occupation. There is
opportunity to rise to manage-
ment status. Even at the bottom
of the careers structure the tech-
nical author is generally regarded
as being in the professional staff
category on a monthly salary and
entitled to additional benefits
applicable to salaried staff in the
company. At the least, these bene-
fits will normally include a shorter
working week and longer holidays
than for shop-floor staff.

Technical authorship is a chal-
lenging occupation. It is not easy
at any time and it can be very
frustrating when, for example,
late design changes or modifica-
tions involve re -writing or altera-
tions to circuit diagrams or illus-
trations. But it can also be very
rewarding. A good handbook en-
hances the product and although
your name may not be printed
on the cover it is still a book you
have written or helped to write
and in which you can take pride.

Technical authors may apply for
membershsip of the Institute of
Technical and Scientific Com-
municators who issue a diploma
to those suitably qualified and
experienced. The Institute has
its own quarterly journal and
monthly news letter, holds meet-
ings in London, and arranges
visits to industrial establishments
and seats of learning. The address
of the Institute is 17, Blue Bridge
A v e n u e, Brookman's Park,
Hatfield, Herts.

Engineer and Author discussing PCB circuit details.
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The Extra
ordina

Experi-
ments

of
Profess
Ernest'

Eversure If

by nnthony John 13a55ett
NON-DESTRUCTIVE BREAKDOWN -VOLTAGE TESTER

Professor Ernest Eversure, or the Prof. as his friends call him,
has been experimenting in electronics for more years than
anyone can remember and we thought that you might like to
hear of, and perhaps repeat, some of his extraordinary experi-
ments. Anthony J. Bassett recounts some of these experi-
ments every month so why not follow the Prof's work and
learn along with young Bob, his friend.

F
a safe distance Bob had

seen how, with the Prof's own
breakdown voltage tester, huge
sparks flickered as thousands of
volts flashed out to test com-
ponents for Ids experiments. But
the Prof. was row busily design-
ing a miniature tester which
would be safe for Bob to use him-
self. Soon he had produced a cir-
cuit -diagram for the tester (Fig.
1).

Bob colleted together the
necessary parts. For ME1 he used
a small recording -level meter with
a full scale deflection rating of
ImA. With the Prof's help, he
measured the chassis, marked it
and made holes to mount the
meter, control, switches and ter-
minals. (An aluminium or plastic
case of about 200 X 150 X 60mm is
suitable.)

After they had assembled the
components onto the chassis, and
carefully wired and soldered the
assembly to form the circuit of
Fig. 1, the Prof. carefully checked
it over. In particular he checked

that Cl and C2 were firmly
clamped into the capacitor clips,
and sleeved with insulation to
prevent any short-circuit to
chassis.

When the Prof. was satisfied
that the tester had been safely
and properly constructed, he fixed
the chassis base in place, and
fitted four rubber feet.

TESTS
"This tester can be used for

tests on a wide variety of com-
ponents, Bob," the Prof. began,
"and it can also be used to re-
form electrolytic capacitors, which
is necessary when these have
been in storage over long periods
of time."

"Because the tester is likely to
find most use in the testing and
selection of transistors and diodes,
it has been designed around this
function and is therefore provided
with a transistor socket and an
npn/pnp polarity switch (S4).

"It can be used to test almost
any type of junction transistor,
and because the test -current is

limited by R1 to a very low level,
the test delivers insufficient
energy to damage the properties
of the junction.

"Suppose we start with a BC109
transistor. To test this, beginning
with Si switched off, we will set
the controls on the tester ready
to begin.

"According to the specifications
for a BC109, the maximum col-
lectoriemitter voltage is only 20
volts, so we can set S3 to the 300
volt range as this is the lowest
available on the tester. The BC109
is an npn type, so S4 is set for
npn.

"Now with S2 off, so that you do
not touch the test -terminals whilst
the test voltage is connected, in-
sert the BC109 into the test
socket; S2 can now be switched
on. Leave S6 off; and make sure
that VR1 is turned towards the
S3 end so that when we. switch on
S1 the test voltage will start at
zero.

"In order to measure the test
voltage, we will connect a multi -
meter to the voltage -test terminals
SK1 and SK2. It is best to use a
high -resistance instrument of 20
kilohms per volt or more. This is
because the test -current for the
multimeter also flows through
MEL causing a very small error
in the reading of MEl. If the
multimeter is of sufficiently high
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the breakdown voltage tester.

resistance, the error will be so
small as to be almost impercep-
tible, but if a low -resistance multi -
meter is used, the magnitude of
the error would cause difficulty in
using the tester."

After Bob had connected the
multimeter to the terminals, he
set it to the 50 volt range.

"I think the 50 volt range
should be right for this test,
Prof," he remarked, "as the tran-
sistor is rated at only 20 volts Vc,,
rating."

Seeing that the multimeter was
connected correctly, and that
everything was ready to begin the
test, the Prof. plugged the tester
into the mains and switched 51
on.

The neon indicator came on, but
nothing else seemed to happen
until the Prof. carefully began to
turn VR1. As he did so, the needle
on the meter ME1 began to move
across the scale, indicating that
the transistor was conducting and
allowing a small current to flow.
The voltage indication on the
multimeter, however, remained
near zero.

"A small bias current is now
flowing through 112, and this
causes the transistor to conduct,"
the Prof. informed Bob.

"But if I operate the test switch
S5, this disconnects R2, and con-
nects 113 instead, and this pro-
vides zero bias. The transistor
should then cease to conduct, and
a voltage reading will appear on
the multimeter."

The Prof. operated S5, and
immediately the current reading

swung down almost to zero, and
a reading of several volts
appeared on the multimeter. The
Prof. continued to turn VR1 clock-
wise, and as he did so, the reading
on the multimeter rose until a
voltage of 20 volts was indicated
across the transistor.

SAFETY
"This is the manufacturer's

maximum rating for the transis-
tor, Bob, but in giving this speci-
fication they always allow a mar-
gin between the voltage specified,
and the voltage which the transis-
tor will actually block or with-
stand. By using this tester we can
find out practically how much
higher we can go. This means that
we can continue to turn the volt-
age up, using VR1, until the
collector/base junction of the
transistor fails to prevent a cur-
rent flow through the transistor.
When this happens, the current
flowing will be shown on the
meter MEl."

"I think I understand," said
Bob; "If the makers have allowed
a margin of 5 volts on their speci-
fication of 20 volts, then when
we reach a reading of 25 volts a
current should begin to flow. But
if the margin is higher, say 10
volts, appreciable current will not
begin to flow through the tran-
sistor until we reach 30 volts or
higher."

"That is right," agreed the
Prof., turning the voltage up first
to 25 volts, then to 30 volts. Still
no current was indicated.

"We have now reached another

of the manufacturer's rated maxi-
mum voltage levels, Bob. If you
refer to the data once more, I
think that you will find that 30
volts is given as the absolute
maximum collector/base voltage
in free air at 25 degrees centi-
grade."

The Prof., however, continued
to turn the voltage up until the
voltage had reached 50.

"I think that the maker's mar-
gin for maximum voltage is
higher than you anticipated, Bob.
We'd better change the meter
range."

The Prof? switched off S2 so
that the test voltage was removed
whilst he changed the range on
the meter. Then he switched S2
back on again and continued to
turn the voltage up at a slow but
steady rate. Only when the volt-
age reached nearly 60 volts did
the needle of MEl begin to stir
to indicate a flow of current.

When this happened, as the
Prof. continued to turn VR1, the
current continued to rise, but the
voltage remained around 60 volts.

"The actual maximum blocking
voltage of this transistor has now
been reached, Bob, at about 60
volts, which is far higher than the
manufacturer's specification."

"Why is it, Prof., that the
makers allow such an enormous
margin?" enquired Bob, "Why
don't they claim that this is, say,
a 50 volt transistor and give the
user only a 10 volt margin?
Wouldn't this be sufficient?"
Answers and more tests next
month.
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Down TO EARTH
By GEORGE HYLTON

STRANGE GOINGS ON AT THE RECEIVING END
FROM time to time readers report

peculiar reception of radio
signals. Frequently it involves an
audio amplifier which produces,
unasked, a radio programme or
TV sound. In these cases the
explanation is nearly always that
the reader who owns the audio
gear lives near a radio or TV
transmitter.

Strong r.f. signals get picked up
on the input leads, or the wiring,
or the mains connection, and so
get into the amplifier, where they
are rectified (detected) by a valve
or transistor to produce the pro-
gramme noises. (TV interference
is generally accompanied by the
buzz of the frame sync. pulses,
which sound rather like mains
hum.)

Occasionally, the interference is
not present all the time. There
are just short bursts of speech
which disappear after a few
seconds. People who experience
this generally turn out to be liv-
ing near roads used by vehicles
with mobile radio telephones,
such as the police or "radio taxi"
services.

A much more unusual type of
radio breakthrough is reported by
a Portsmouth reader, S. G. Tel-
ford. He discovered by accident
that his audio amplifier gave out
Radio Sweden in English when he
connected an electrolytic capacitor
across the input. "The reception
was perfectly clear", says Mr.
Telford, "except for slight fading,
but there was another station in
the background."

The unusual thing about this
case was that it involved long-
distance reception. Usually, the
signals from distant stations are
too weak to break through audibly
like this. Our reader thought that
perhaps the particular 470/AF
capacitor he was using was tuning
the equipment, so with great
presence of mind he tried several
others with different values. They
all worked. But a short-circuit of
the input silenced the programme.

What is the explanation? Well,

clearly, this is another case of r.f.
breakthrough, but a most unusual
one. Fortunately our reader
managed, in the short time the
effect lasted, to make some simple
but useful tests. Shorting the
amplifier input silenced the pro-
gramme, so it seems clear that the
transmission was coming in at the
amplifier terminals, not through
the mains or by direct pickup on
the circuit wiring. Secondly, a
capacitor-almost any capacitor-
aided the breakthrough.

Now, the 470/AF capacitance
which first gave the effect has, in
theory, such a low impedance at
any short-wave radio frequency
that it is virtually a short-circuit.
In practice, however, many types
of capacitor-including electro-
lytics-contain strips of conductor
which are rolled up to form the
usual cylindrical shape. A rolled -
up conductor is a coil of sorts. It
has inductance. Not much,. but
enough, perhaps, to tune the
amplifier input very broadly to
somewhere in the short-wave
band.

It's quite possible for capacitors
with very different values of
capacitance to have similar values
of inductance. This could explain
why the radio programme was
still heard when the capacitor was
changed.

SELECTIVITY
Why the selectivity? Only Radio

Sweden came in strongly. There's
no need to assume that there was
any special selectivity. This acci-
dental reception could have been
the result of freak radio propaga-
tion conditions which put a strong
signal from one station into the
amplifier, leaving others too weak
to be heard except as background
noises. It is just possible, however,
that a more selective effect was
at work.

For example, the mains wiring
in the house could have formed
an aerial tuned to Radio Sweden's
frequency. The house-including

the amplifier-would then have
been filled with an enhanced
electromagnetic field which
assisted breakthrough. Then again,
the amplifier itself, though an
audio amplifier, could have had
stray internal feedback which
made it operate as a selective
short wave tuner of fixed fre-
quency. But in this case one would
have expected reception to happen
frequently, not just once.

Another possibility is that the
signals weren't coming directly
from Sweden at all, but were
being re -radiated accidentally by a
receiver in the house next door,
perhaps on a changed frequency.

FADING
Well, that's about as far as I

can go, on the evidence, in ex-
plaining that problem. But another
reader, M. P. Chamberlain of
Thurnby, Leicestershire, says that
the station he's listening to on his
LW/MW radio starts fading in
and out' as soon as it gets dark,
even with an outside aerial. He
doesn't give any further details,
but I'm placing a modest bet with
myself (that way you don't lose)
that it's a medium -wave station,
probably near the high -frequency
end of the MW band, that gives
the trouble, and also that it's a
fairly distant station, 100 miles
away or more.

The fading happens because
signals from such a transmitter
can reach the receiver in two
ways. During the day, they arrive
by only one of these ways-the
"ground wave", which is that part
of the transmission which is bent
round the curved surface of the
earth by the process of refraction.
By day, the rest of the energy
from the transmitter goes off into
space.

At night, on these frequencies,
the ionosphere becomes a reflec-
tor, and the "sky waves" are re-
flected back to earth. So after
dark the receiver picks up both
waves-the ground wave and the
sky wave. If they happen to be of
equal strength, then they can
either add together, giving a
stronger signal, or cancel one
another out. The ionosphere keeps
changing all the time, so some-
times the signals add, and later
they cancel, then they add again,
and so on. The station "fades in
and out". The only remedy is to
live nearer to the station, where
the ground wave is stronger all
the time!
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3.4 Measuring Resistance
3.5 Power Heat and Energy
Experiments 3A to 3C

TEACH -IN 76 MATTERS ARISING

YOUR CAREER IN ELECTRONICS by Peter Verwig
The Electronics Industry
The Importance of Qualifications
The Professional Institutions
Apprenticeship
The Post Office
The Marconi Company
A Future in Valves
Britain's Technical Army
Technical Publications

COMMENT ON CAREERS

WORKSHOP PRACTICE by Mike Hughes
Part I Cabinets and Enclosures

41 Part 2 Professional Finish
92 Part 3 Professional Finish

153 Part 4 Professional Finish
216 Part 5 Professional Finish

SPECIAL INSERTS AND OFFERS

CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES WALL CHART March 1975
CHOOSING AND USING MULTIMETERS-

8 PAGE SUPPLEMENT May 1975

INDEX FOR VOLUME 3
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SOLDERING KIT OFFER
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The Sinclair DM2 Multimeter.

Comprehensive. Accurate. Portable.
And really. rugged.

Yet only 9C5_ _  (PLUS VAT)

State-of-the-art circuit design, incorporating high -quality
components, has resulted in a professional, 31 digit
instrument of outstanding performance and reliability at a
realistic price.

A custom -designed MOS LSI digital processing IC controls
the auto -polarity dual -slope -integration A to D. converter.
The circuit built around this IC use., a MOSFET op -amp input
buffer with 0.1% metal -film resistors. The result is
excellent accuracy and stability with a very high basic input
impedance.

The instrument reads to +. 1999 and has a basic accuracy
on the 1 V DC range of 0-3% ± 1 digit. Four 8 mm LED
displays provide excellent legibility and angle of view.
Battery operation allows complete independence of mains
supply.

The Sinclair DM2 has all the capability you need. Just take a
look at its features and compare them with higher -priced
multimeters. You'll find the DM2 is their equal in virtually
everything - except price I

r- AC 7 rDCi
V mA V mA KO

11 111 3113
1--"" FUNCTION --I RANGE

- 500 V AC max on 1000 V.

1 10 100 1000

Features of the Sinclair DM2
5 functions giving 22 ranges
DC volts -1 mV to 1000 V
AC volts -1 mV to 500 V
DC current - 0.1 p.A to 1 A
AC current - 1 u.A to 1 A
Resistance -1 to 20 M
Easy to use
Automatic polarity, push-button
selection for all ranges and modes
from a single input terminal pair.
Easy to read
Big, bright 8 mm LED display gives
a quick, clear reading.
3i -digit display
Display reads from.000 to 1999.
Overload indicator.
Protected
Separate fuses for current and
resistance circuits.
Accurate

 Dual slope integration. High
stability.

Rugged construction
Tough metal casing takes the
roughest treatment-try standing
on
Two power sources
Supplied with a 9 V battery.
giving 60 -hour typical life. Mains
adaptor also available_
Portable
Weighs only 3 lb approx.
including battery.
Measures only 2 in x 9 in x 6 in
approx.
Optional extras
Mains adaptor - £3.19 inc VAT_
Carrying case - £5.40 inc VAT.
12 -month no -quibble
guarantee
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Use it in your laboratory . The DM2 sits rigidly on its
combined carrying handle stand.

Use it on the move. Keep the DM2 in its carrying case
-it's always ready for use.

All you need to use the DM2... anywhere. Mains
adaptor... carrying case ... multimeter ... you're
ready for quick, efficient metering - whatever the
situation.

Take advantage of this money -back, no -risk offer
today
Test the Sinclair DM2 for yourself. Simply send us a cheque,
your Access/Barclaycard number, or an official company
order, with the coupon below. And in the unlikely event you
find it's not what you need, return it to us within 10 days
and we'll refund your money in full.

Interested in a quantity discount?
Use the coupon to arrange a demonstration and get details
of prices on 5 or more instruments.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,
London Road, St Ives, Huntingdon,
Cambs., PE17 4HJ.
Tel: St Ives (0480) 64646.
VAT Registration No . 2138170 88.

The Sinclair DM2 Multimeter:
full technical story
DC Volts
Range

1 V
10V

100V
1000 V

Accuracy

0.3% 1 Digit
0-5% -,- 1

0.5%_ 1
0.5% 1

Input
Impedance
>100 MO

10 MO
10 MO
10 M

Resolution

1 mV
10 mV

100 mV
1V

Maximum overload - 350 Von 1 V range
1000 Von all other ranges.

AC Volts
Range Accuracy Input Frequency

Impedance Range
1V 1-0% 2 Digits 10 M 0/40 pF 20 Hz -3 KHz

10 1.0%=2 10 M 0/40 pF 20 Hz -3 KHz
100V 2.0%±2 10 M 0/40 pF 20 Hz -3 KHz

1000 V 2.0%+ 2 10 M i-2/40'pF 20 Hz -1 KHz
Maximum overload- 300 Von 1 V range

500 Von all other ranges.

DC Current Input
Range Accuracy Impedance Resolution

100 CIA 2.0% - 1 Digit 101(0 100 nA
1 mA 0.8% j. 1 1 KO 1 q.A

10 mA 0.8%11 1000 10 v.A
100 mA 0-8%.1 1 - 1011 ' 100 qA

1000 mA 2.0% -i- 1 10 1 mA
Maximum overload- 1A (fused).

AC Current
Range Accuracy Frequency

Range
1 mA 1.5% t 2 Digits 20 Hz -1 KHz

10 mA 1.5% . 2 20 Hz -1 KHz
100 mA 1-5% -l- 2 - 20 Hz -1 KHz

1000 mA 2.0% z.--_ 2 20 Hz -1 KHz
Maximum overload- lA (fused).

Resistance
Range Accuracy

1 KS2 1-0% - 1 Digit
101(0 1.0%_-1

100 K S2 1.0% = 1
1000 KO 1.0% ± 1

10 M0 2.0% -1- 1 ..

Overload protection -50 mA (fused).

Measuring
Current

1 mA
100 :J.A

10 qA
1 1A

100 nA

Readers outside the UK, please write for
details of your local distributor to :
Sinclair Equipment International Ltd,
33 Beauchamp Place, London SW1 1 NU.

ro : Sinclair Radionics Ltd. FREEPOST, St Ives,
Huntingdon, Cambs.. PE17 4BR.
Please send me: enclose a cheque for £

Multimeters a £63.72
inc VAT.
Mains adaptors £3.19
inc VAT. -

Carrying cases ra £5.40
inc VAT.

I am interested in 5 or more
multimeters.

Please arrange a
demonstration.

*My Access/Barclaycard
number:

TI enclose an official company
order -signed and dated.

Please send details of .Please complete or delete as
quantity discounts, applicable.

Name

Address

?1,-;ase Dr,,t

LFREEPOST - no stamp needed with address above E E 12
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GIRO NO. 331 7056 Access &
Barclay Cards accepted. C.W.O.
only. P. & P. 25p Discount(
CIS -10% (except net ;terns)
Export Order enquiries welcome

(C5 min. order)

Official Orders accepted from
Educational & Government Departments
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS
CENTRE

MULTI METER 04323
22 Ranges plus AF/lF Oscilla-
tor 20.000/1/Volt.
Vdc-0 -5-1000V in 7 ranges
Vac -2-5-1000V in 6 ranges
Ide-0.05-500mA in 5 ranges
Resistance -5O --IMO in 4
ranges.
Accuracy -5% of F.S.D.
OSCILLATOR-I KHz and 465
KHz (A.M.) at approx. I volt.
Size -160 x 97 x 40mm.
Supplied complete with carrying
case, test leads and battery.
PRICE 68.64 net P & P 75p. U4323

MULTIMETER 04324
34 Ranges. High sensitivity.
20.000 DiVolt. Overload protected.
Vdc-O-6-1200V in 9 ranges. '

Vac -3-900V in 8 ranges.
Idc-0-06--3A in 6 ranges.
lac-O-3--3A in 5 ranges.
Resistance -250.--5M in 5 ranges.
Accuracy -4c and R-2+% of F.S.D.

ac and db--4% of F.S.D.
Size-I57 x98 x 63mm.
Supplied complete with storage case.
test leads. spare diode, and battery.
PRICE 110.64 net p & p 75p.

U4324

TEACH -IN SERIES

COMPONENT KIT
KIT No. T12

ALL COMPONENTS AS SPECIFIED BY E.E.

FULLY GUARANTEED AND NEW STOCK

£15350 ± 60p p & p
NET.

INCLUDING VAT

WOOD KIT
Includes all wood as specified by E.E., cut

to size, ready to assemble and includes

adhesive and screws
£3 NET 75p p. & p.

FULL LIST AVAILABLE. S.A.E. PLEASE

OR FREE WITH CATALOGUE

E. & O.E.

B. H. COMPONENT FACTORS LTD.

ALL STOCK SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY

HAVE YOU
GOT YOURS
CATALOGUE No. 4A
NEW CONVENIENT
SIZE. AND FULLY -

iLLUSTRATEEW'

CONTAINS MANY
HARD TO GET
ITEMS

*DISCOUNTS

"ALL NEW STOCK

'SATISFACTION
GUARANTEE

600' PICTURES

YOUR
COMPLETE
LECTRONIC
STORES,

HAIL
ORDER

AND
SHOP

1.

PAYS FOR ITSELF

WITH DISCOUNT

VOUCHERS

WORTH

20p

-DEPENDABLE
SERVICE

S.A.E. FOR SUPPLEMENT NO. I

(E.E.) LEIGHTON ELECTRONICS CENTRE,
59 NORTH ST., LEIGHTON BUZZARD. BEDS.
Tel. LEIGHTON BUZZARD 2316 (STD. Code 05253)

There's more than one way
to make your time more enjoyable.

GC-1092AE Deluxe Alarm Clock GC -1093 Car ClockTI'imer

Instead of just offering you one digital clock kit,
Heathkit offer you four.Two alarms,a car model and
a superb AM/FM clock -radio.

An d,being Heathkit,they all come in easy to build
kit form -Complete with a step-by-step instruction
manual.So you should enjoy every second.

Post the coupon. en closing a 10p stamp. and we'll
send you a Heathk it catalogue with full details.

Heath (Gloucester) Ltd., Dept. EE -125, Bristol Road.
Gloucester, GL2 6EETe1: (0452) 29451.

GR -1075
AM/FM Alarm Clock -Radio

GC1-1(-714 Digital Alarm Clock

a To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, D
Gloucester GL2 6EE.
Please send me a Heathkit

I catalogue. I enclose 10p for postag
I Name

ept. EE -125,1
Schlumberger

I Address

I
IL

Postcode

e.
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PLEASE M ENTION

EVERYDAY
ELECTRONICS

WHEN REPLYING TO
ADVERTISEMENTS

C CJL LTD, P.O. BOX 34,CANTERBURY,CT11YT

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P8 P AND V.A:r.

AERIALS Telescopic, 15-
120 cm £1.50
KEYNECTORS Rapid connect to
mains -Built-in piano switches,
neon & 13A fuse £3.50
MULTIMETERS Vdc/ac- 10,50,250,
1,000.1dc-0.1A.R -150k £4.95
PRINTED CIRCUIT KITS Contain
all items necessary to produce
printed circuits £3.95
SIGNAL INJECTORS Audio through
video signals, ideal servicing
amplifiers, radio and tv E4.25
TEST SWITCHES 5 miniature
push to test switches £1.00
AUDIO LEADS
5p din plg to 5pdinplg. 1.5m £1.20
20 din plg to 2p din skt.lOrn £1.45
5 pin, dinplugto2phonoplugsE1-20
BIB HI-FI ACCESSORIES
Groov-Kleens /42 £1.95
1"Tape Editing Kits /23 £1.50
Cassette Editing Kits /24 £1.65
Cassette Head Cleaners /31 £0.55
I i-Fi Stereo Test Cassette £2.15

Cassette Wallets (hold 6) £0.90
CASSETTE HEAD DEMAGNETISER
Shaped pole piece -saves tirne£3.65
EARPHONES Stethoscope style,
8 ohm dynamic £1.20
Crystal earphone-lead&plug £0.55
INTERCOMS 2 -station, ideal for
the home -baby alarm ,office,with
cable and staples £6.35
MICROPHONES Dynamic ,remote
start/stop ,200 ohms, 100-10kHz
6,V output £2.15

MINIATURE TRANSISTOR
MODULES
Microphone pre-ampl iffier £2.45
Power amplifier c2.70
STEREO HEADPHONES Superb
stereo listening in comfort and
pr vacy .30-15kH 2,8 ohms £4.85
STEREO HEADPHONE JUNCTION
BOXES 3 way unit selects phones
only ,speakers'only or both £2.30
SPEAKERS Miniature, 75mm
din, 8 ohms £0.95
BATTERY ELIMINATORS
Miniature AC adaptor -9V at 50mA
DC output from mains £4.35
POWER SUPPLY UNITS Pt
Swirchable 65 9V (200mA)ideal
-most small radios etc. £4.85
P2 Switchoble to provide 6, 7.5
9V at 490mA £7.15
SOLDERING IRONS Antes 25W,
X25,240V, ,..ow leakage, 1/8" inter-
changeable icing life bit
3/32;1/873/16( bits each £0.47
X25 Elements £1.10
Stands,573,-ign wade base,
sorino,soonges,accomociatien-
Spare bits £1.10
SOLDER -in rai-cy Sib
dispenser £0.43
WIRE STRIPPERS & CUTTERS
Bib 13B, Elg.tege se ector, o_ito-ratic
OPening,easy Sip ,-.-cnoles £0.85
TRANSFORMERS
Mains tst.t. miniature)
6-0-6V RMS, 100rnA £1.45
12-0-12V RMS, 50mA £1.45

DEN CO (CLACTON) LTD.
Dept. E.E.

357-8-9 OLD RD., CLACTON -ON -SEA
ESSEX. C015 3RH
Our components are chosen by technical
authors and constructors throughout
the world, for their performance and
reliability, every coil being inspected
twice plus a final test and near spot-on
alignment.

Genera/ catalogue showing full product range 32p,
post paid. Please enclose S.A.E. with all other enquiries.

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME

F
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9 MADE IT MYSELF".
Imagine the thrill you'll feel ! Imagine how impressed
people will be when they're hearing a programme on a 7
modern radio you made yourself.

Now! Learn the secrets of radio
and electronics by building your

own modern transistor radio!
Practical lessons teach you sooner

than you would dream possible.
What a wonderful way to learn -and pave the way to a
new, better -paid career! No dreary ploughing through
page after page of dull facts and figures. With this fascinating
Technatron Course, you learn by building!

You build a modern Transistor
Radio . . . a Burglar Alarm. You
learn Radio and Electronics by
doing actual projects you enjoy -
making things with your own
bands that you'll be proud to own!
No wonder it's so fast and easy to
learn this way. Because learning
becomes a hobby! And what a
profitable hobby. Because oppor-
tunities in the field of Radio and
Electronics are growing faster than
they can find people to fill the jobs!

No soldering - yet you
learn faster than you
ever dreamed possible.
Yes! Faster than you can imagine,
you pick up the technical know
how you need. Specially prepared
step-by-step lessons show you how
to read circuits -assemble com-
ponents - build things - experi-
ment. You enjoy every minute of it!
You get everything you need.
Tools. Components. Even a versa-
tile Multimeter that we teach you
how to use. All included in
the course. AT NO EXTRA
CHARGE! And this is a course
anyone tan afford. (You can even
pay for it by easy instalments).

So fast, so easy,
this personalised course
will teach you even if
you don't know a thing
today!
No matter bow little you know
now, no matter what your back-
ground or education, we'll teach
you. Step by step, in simple easy -
to -understand language, you pick
up the secrets of radio and elec-
tronics.
You become a man who makes
things, not just another of the
millions, who don't understand.
And you could pave the way to a
great new career, to add to the
thrill and pride you receive when
you look at what you have
achieved. Within weeks you could
hold in your hand your own tran-
sistor radio. And after the course
you can go on to acquire high-
powered technical qualifications.
because our famous, courses go
right up -to City & Guilds levels.

Send now for FREE
76 page book - see how
easy it is - read what
others say!
Find out more now! This is the
gateway to a thrilling new career,
or a wonderful hobby you'll enjoy
for years. Send the coupon now.
There's no obligation.

POST

TODAY FOR

FREE BOOK

I

To: ALDERMASTON COLLEGE CEE 12
DEPT. CEE 12 , READING RG7 4PF
Also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y 5EJ. Tel: 01-628 2721.
Yes. I'd like to know more about your course. Please send
me free details -plus your big, 76 -page book that tells
about all your courses.

NAME.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE BIET
HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
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Everyday Electronics Classified Advertisements
RATES:12p perword(minimum 12 words). Box No. 35p. extra. Semi -display -£8.00 per single column inch. Advertisements must be prepaid

and addressed to Classified Advertisement Department, "EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS," I.P.C. Magazines Ltd., Fleetway House,
FarrIngdon Street, London EC4A 4AD. (01-634 4379)

CONDITIONS OF ACCEPTANCE OF
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

The advertiser warrants that the advertisement
does not contravene any Of the provisions of the
Trade Descriptions Act 1968172. The Publishers reserve
the right to relive or withdraw any advertisement.
Although every care is taken to avoid mistakes,
the publishers cannot be liable for clerical or printer's

errors or their consequences.

RECEIVERS and COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS GALORE, pack of 500
assorted radio, TV and electronic
components a real bargain at a
realistic price, send only £1-50 C.W.O.
This applies only to United King-
dom and Ireland. Overseas prices by
arrangement. Caledonian Components.
P. 0. Box 3, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland.

STEREO MAIN AMP. PANEL 2)(130695,
2XB0696 or RCA equiv. 6 other trans. requires
27V £2-25 (15p) circuit 20p. Not guaranteed.
BANK OF 20 NEONS 75p (15p) 2M.C. plus M5
Meter. 3-£1 -50 (50p). T.V. CONVERGENCE
PANELS 2XAC128, 3 slugged coils, 3 slide
switches, 11 W.W. pots, 3 carbon presets, 2
ferrite chokes etc. £1 -30p.p. TALKING PAGE
PANEL 2 pots, 12 silicon trans. and SCR. 8 nice
electrolyticS 80p (15p). THREE TRANSISTOR
AUDIO AMP Trans. equiv. to AC128, 0072,
40p (100 3-£1 p.p. COPPER CLAD PAX
PANELS 54 x 54" 6-75p. 12 x 12" 75D. 16 x kr.
75p, 8 x fit" 3-£1.15. All C.P 74 SERIES IC's
ON PANEL(S) 10-859 (10p). STABILISED
POWER SUPPLY PANEL 2 r2N3702. 2 x AC153
Bridge rectifier 2 x 10'50V and 1000, 250 MFD 35V
electrolytics 45p (10p). VALUPAKS 10 Silicon
diodes 650V on tagboard 50p (10p). 100 Si
MICA caps 55p (10p) 100 C280 polyester caps

3Ibs Computer Panels £1.70 p.p.
7Ibs Assorted Components £2-50 p.p.

J. W. B. Radio, 2 Barnfield Crescent Sale
Cheshire M33 1NL.
Postage in brackets Mail order only.

VALVES, RADIO, TV, TRANSMIT.
TING, INDUSTRIAL 1930 to 1975.
2,200 types in stock. Many obsolete.
S.A.E. for quotation list 20p. Postal
export service. We purchase new and
boxed valves. Cox Radio (Sussex)
Ltd, The Parade, East Wittering,
Sussex. West Wittering 2023.

FOR SALE

FIRST NINE ISSUES "Everyday Elec-
tronics." Good condition. Offers (sa.e.)
to HAYES, 1 Trinity Drive, New-
market, Suffolk.
MICROPHONES: AKG D202E1, £4500;
AKG D190C or 'E' £20.00; AKG D224,
£60.00; Sennheiser MD211N, £45.00. All
brand new and boxed. Please add 25%
for VAT. All other AKG and Senn-
heiser mikes. SAE for quote to J. J.
Francis (Wood Green), Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex.
Tel: Matching 476.

ALL BACK NUMBERS of "Everyday
Electronics," binders, Electronics
Course, Radio Mains Unit, etc. Offers:
WRIGHT. Flat 'C', 2 Park Quadrant,
Glasgow G3 6BS.

WANTED
"RADIO AND TELEVISION SERVIC-
ING" books wanted, from 1963-1964
edition onwards. £2.00 paid per copy
by return of post. BELL'S TELE-
VISION SERVICES, 190, Kings Road,
Harrogate, N. Yorks. Tel: Harrogate
55885.

TAPE EXCHANGES

COMMUNICATE THROUGH YOUR
RECORDER. Today's greatest hobby.
Worldwide membership, all ages, all
interests. Britain's largest, friendliest
Tape - X - change: Established 1961:
WORLDWIDE. TAPETALK, 35 The
Gardens, Harrow..

SERVICE SHEETS

SERVICE SHEETS for Radio, TV,
Tape Recorders, Stereo, etc., with free
fault-finding guide, 50p and SAE.
Hamilton Radio, 47 Bohemia Road, St.
Leonards, Sussex.

BELL'S TELEVISION SERVICES for
service sheets, manuals & book? on
radio/TV etc. Service sheets 50p plus
SAE. Service sheet catalogue 25p.
Back issues of magazines from April
'74 onwards cover price plus 120 post.
Free booklists on request. SAE with
enquiries please to:- B. T. S. 190,
Kings Road, Harrogate, Yorkshire.
Telephone Harrogate (Code 0423)
55885.

MISCELLANEOUS

28'50

See close -op work with
less eye strain & fatigue.
Lightweight adjustable
headband. Powerful op-
tically ground. lenses
from Continental glass-
works. Can be worn
over normal glasses. An
essential aid in industry,
Horne, Workshop, Col-

leting, Modelling, Jewellery, Watchmakers. Any
fine work. 2}x msg. 58.50 t 40p D. 6 p. 3x meg.
£9.50 -i 40p p. & p. Also DE LIM 2} and 3x models
with superior quality lenses PLUS hinged lens
mount 51.50 extra_
Access accepted.
JOHN DUDLEY & CO. LTD., Dept. EES,
301 Cricklewood Lane, Pincbley Road, Loudon,
10W2. Tel. 01-458 5917. (Callers welcome).

EXPERIMENTERS. Hundreds of items
cheap. List 9p. Grimsby Electronics,
Lambert Road, Humberside.

LOUDSPEAKERS
Speakers, kits and
cabinets for D.I.Y.,

Hi F1, P.A., Disco,
etc. by EMI, Pane,
Goodmn,
Baker, Kef, Else,
Richard Allan,
Wharfedale, etc.
Send stamp for

free booklet "Choos-
ing a speaker"

WILMSLOW AUDIO
Dept. EE. Swan Works. Bank Sauer*,

Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 UHF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

LOWEST COST IC SOCKETS. Use
Soldercon IC socket pins for 8 to 40
pin DIL's. 50p for strip of 100 pins,
£1.50 for 3 strips of 100, £4 for 1000.
lOp p&p for orders under £2. Add
8% VAT. Instructions supplied -send
sae for sample. SINTEL, 53e Aston
Street, Oxford. Tel: 0865 43203.

HOME SCIENTISTS
Get the key toe FANTASTIC WORLD of
previously U N H EA RD -OF -P R OJECTS.
The NEW Boffin catalogue lists LOTS
of HIGHLY UNUSUAL, LOW-COST
BARGAINS, READY -BUILT MODULES.
Hera are just a few example:, there are
stacks more!

Dazzling MINI -STROBE (pocket size)
1350

PEOPLE DETECTOR 14.20
Big -Ear SOUND -CATCHER 14.20
Mini DREAM LABORATORY a -20

Don't take our word for it though!
GET A COPY & SEE!
SEND ONLY 20p, and we'll RUSH YOU
A COPY (YOU'LL GET THE GOODIES'
)UST AS QUICKLY TOO!)

BOFFIN PROJECTS
4 Cunliffe Road, Stone! sigh,

Ewell, Surrey
(Mail Order U.K. Only)

NEED A DESIGN. We can produce a
design for any project need. Send
s.a.e. for realistic estimate to
DESIGN SERVICES, 11 Crabtree
Place, Norwood, Sheffield 5.

DIGITAL CLOCK COMPONENTS
For beolnners: easy printed circuit board and
components for digital clock, 4 x 0-3" digits (less
case, switches, transformer): £9-95. Extra for
4 x 0.6" 'Jumbo' displays: £3-44.
Success guaranteed! See our free Information
etc. for details. (Can be converted to 4 range
tirnerf'stopwatch' for use in e.g. darkrooms.)
Economy type displays DL -704E & DL -7476
available separately, 85p 6£1.70 each. AY -5-1224
clock chip £3-66, MK 50253 alarm clock chip £550.
Circuit diagrams available free on request (an
S.A.E. would be a help to us). Add 10p per order
and VAT 8%.

GREENBANK ELECTRONICS (Dept. ECE)
94 New Chester Road, New Ferry, Wirral,

Merseyside, L62 5AG.

TRIACS (Plastic) 10A/400V 72p (3+
69p); 4A/400V 64p; DIAC 21p; 2N6027
PUT 33p; NE555 48p; 13 XBC148 £1;
10 XBC158 £1; 300W Dimmer kit £2-10.
VAT inclusive. P&P 15p. T. K. Elec-
tronics, 106 Studley Grange Road.
London W7 21.X.

131111.0 fp TREASURE TRACER

MK III Metal locator

kai

 raricap tuning
 Briton's best selling metal

locator kit
 Weighs only 220s. Fitted with

Faraday shield.
 Speaker and earphone operation
 Knocks down to only 17in.
 Prebuilt search coil assembly
 Thoroughly professional finish
 As seen on BBC1 and 13I3C2 TV
 You only need soldering iron.

screwdriver, pliers and snips
 Five transistor circuit

Send stamped, addressed
envelop* for leaflet

Complete £10.90 Buut 6 tested £15.25Kit
Post 60p 929 VAT(8%) Post 600 £1.27 VAT(6%)

MINIKITS ELECTRONICS.
6b CLEVELAND ROAD,

LONDON. £18 2AN (Mail order only)
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ALUMINIUM PROJECT BOXES
lids and screws included

Box No. length- Vikith" Height' Price
7

5 4 ' !II
II 47p

8 11 4/3p
9 4

42

11 46p
10

. 25i 21
15 49p

1 i Alt1p
1 Up
2 Up
21 75p

GARFIELDS, 295 Rye
Lane, London, S.E.I5

12 3 2
13 6 4
14 7

15 8 6 3 flap
16 10 7 3 £1.14

rfices include VAT (at 8%) but 18p should be
added to the total order value for postage
packing.
WATT 12 VOLT FLUORESCENT LIGHT KIT

Complete Kit including all components, heatslnk,
channel, tube. etc.

ONLY £3-49 inc. VAT p..5 P.
Ready Built £4.10 inc. VAT 0- & P.
Diffuser 59p extra inc. VAT p. & p.
Send cheque or P.O's with your order direct to:

DESIGN ASSOCIATES
Dept. EE., 82 Bath Street,

Walsall, WS1 3DE
Phone: Walsall 33552

THE SCIENTIFIC WIRE CO
Copper - Nickel Chrome - Eureka - Mangan'.

Wires.
Enamelled - Silk - Cotton - Tinned Coverings.

No minimum charges or quantities.
Trade and Export enquiries welcome.

S.A.E. Brings List.
P.O. BOX 30, LONDON, E.4 9BW

SUPERB INSTRUMENT CASES by
Bazelli, manufactured from heavy
duty PVC faced steel. Hundreds of
people and industrial users are
choosing the cases they require from
our vast range, competitive prices
start at a low 75p, Examples, Width,
Depth, Height, Sin x Sin x Bin £1.55,
10in x 6in x 3M £2-20, 10in x Bin x 3in
£2.75, 12in x 10in x 3in £3.60, 8in x
4in x 4in £1-110, 10in x Bin x 4in £2.70,
12in x Bin x 4in £3.60, Tin x Tin x Bin
£2.65, Sin x 10in x Bin £3.60, 12in x
Sin x 7in E4-12, 12in x 12in x Tin
£4.40. Plus 8% Vat and 50p postage,
Over 200 Models to choose from,
Prompt despatch, Free literature,
(stamp would be appreciated). Brazelli,
Department No. 24, St. Wilfreds,
Foundry Lane, Halton, Lancaster LA2
SLT.

MINI ACCUMULATORS
2 volt MULTI -USE
Sealed Lead Acid Re-

chargeable Cells.
Sine L450-I .4" x /  I"

0.44''. 3 for 42- I5.
inc. P. & P.

Size GA2-I -7' x 1-3"
0.5". 3 for £2.65

Suitable ft -Cords
inc. P. & P.

COMPONENTS

D.P.D.T. Foorswitch' 140p
M2I8 Transformer 210p

R26(1 lack socket 35p

EVERYDAY EL:CTRONKS KITS
BETA FUZZ -TREBLE (Jon 73) 400p
(excl. selector switch and transformer)
WAA WAA (Aug 73) 250p
TREMOLO (Dec 73) 350p
FUZZ BOX (Mor 75) 350p
All kits less case and battery.

Price incl. p & p. Mail Order Only,

EXPRESS COMPONENTS
17 ALBERT SQUARE STRATFORD EIS !NJ'

Everyday Electronics, December 1975

BLUE PCB INK
°NLY (ETCH -RESIST)

USE WITH ANY
n PEN!

(30 cc)
In UK VAT & Post FREE
C.WO Please to -

JFHSLIPPLIES,30 BAKER ST L NDON W1 M

MULTIMETER
Type U4324
zo,000nli Overload protected.
Ranges: 0.5, 1-2, 3, 12, 30, 60,
120, 600, 1200V DC: 3, 6. 15, 60,
150, 300. 600, 900V AC; 0-06. 0-6,
6, 60, 600rnA, 3A DC; 0-3. 3. 30,
300mA. JA AC. 5 resistance
ranges to 5M13 dB's -10 to +62.
Size 167 x 98 x 63mm. Supplied
complete with test leads, clips.
spare diode, batteries and
Instructions. Only £01 40.
Send 10p for Illustrated brochure
of sisters.

7Ib BARGAIN PARCELS
Contains hundreds of resistors, pots, capacitors,
awitches, transistors, PC Boards and loads of
odds and ends. Only £3-25.

CAPACITOR PACKS
200 mica ceramic poly caps E1 -13z 100 polyester
caps 0.01 to 10F £130; 200 mainly unmarked
miniature electrolytics. Only £1-35. One of each
pack £2 30.

Mains TRANSFORMERS
12-0-12V 5OreA 85p; 5-0-6V 100mA 90p: 9-0-9V
100mA 95p; 12-0-12V 100mA £1; 6-0-6V 11A £2.00;
12-0-12V 1A £220: 30-0-30V to £3.30; 30V IA
tapped tc give 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 15. 18, 20, 24
or 30V, or 12-0-12 or 15-0-15V £3.20. 2A version
£4-30.

PC ETCHING KIT Mk II
Contains I lb Ferric Chloride, DALO Etch resist
Pen, 100 so Ins copper clad board, etching dish,
abrasive cleaner, instructions and now 2 minia-
ture drill bits as well. Only £3-65.

GREENWELD ELECTRONICS (EEI2)
SI Shirley Park Road, Southampton SO1 4FX
All prices include VAT and Postage in UK
SAE List. Callers welcome 04 Mon -Sat
Telephone (c.. 772501.

Solve your communica-
tion problems with this

4 -Station Transistor Intercom system (1 master and
3 Subs), in robust plastic cabinets for desk or wall
mounting. Call/talk/listen from Master to Sobs arid
Saba to Master. Ideally suitable tor Business, Sur-
gery, Schools, Troesitala and Office. Operates
on one 9V battery. On/off switch. Volume control
Complete with 3 connecting wires each 66f.t. and
other accessories. P. & P. 75p.

MAINS INTERCOM NEW MODEL
No batteries -as aim. Toot plug in the mains
for instant two-way, loud raid clear communication.
On off switch and volome control. Price 881-24
per pair P. a P. 75p.

NEW AMERICAN TYPE CRADLE

TELEPHONE AMPLIFIER

NLY

12-95
VAT 81.01

Latest transistorised Telephone Amplifier with
detached plug-in speaker. Placing the receiver on
to the cradle activates a switch for immediate
two-way conversation without holding the handset.
Many people can listen at a time. increase efficiency
in office, shop, workshop. Perfect for "conference"
calls: leaves the user's hands free to make notes,
commit riles. No long waiting, saves time with
long-distance calls. On/Off switch, volume. Direct
tape recording model at 813.85 + VAT £1.12
P. & P. 70p, 10 -day pricerefund guarantee.

WEST LONDON DIRELY SITPPLERS (PW1E)
189 KENSINGTON HIGH STREET, LONDON, W8

,  6 standard sizes ay.ailable from your
local retailer. *.

 Made from precision extrusions with
integral board guide slots.

 finned sides improviappearance and
radiate heat.

IP:Parallel sides for ease tpf component
. mounting.

VERO ELECTRONICS LTO.
Sas-Heigh, Hants, SO5 3ZR,

Tei: Dfiandler's Ford 2952 Telex: 47551
,Subsidiaries. and Agents

throughout. the Ihrorld

ELECTRE1111NT
"EDUCATIONAL KITS of
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY"

(Audio mag.)
"VALUE FOR MONEY"

(Ev. Elec. mag.)
Build, dismantle and rebuild projects an
number of times and design new circuits
too.

16 PROJECT KIT
£8-30 (IA) radios, amp-
lifiers, mikes, alarms,
worse code. etc.
30 PROJECT KIT
£1045 (2A) as 1A plus
similar more progres-
Sive experiments.
100 PROJECT KIT
£2045 (3A) as 2A plus
electronic birds, cats,
sirens, guns, organs,
metronomes, light and
sound, burglar alarms.
105 PROJECT KIT
£25-25 (3ADX) as 3A
Plus solar cell experi-
ments and complete
sophisticated controls.
150 PROJECT KIT
£33-95(4ADX) as 3ADX
plus Relay and Meter
experiments: ion con-
centration - , volume -,
output field intensity
-, volt -, resistance -,
ammeter, illemino-
meter, etc. and many,
Many more.
ADDON SETS &
MANUALS build from
one kit to another in
easy stages_ -

VALUABLE MANU-
ALS Included with
every kit.
Prices include Battery, VAT. p & D.
Cheque!P.O. (or 10p for literature) to: E.E.

Sate.lacrion guaranteed
ELECTRONI-KIT LTD, 408 StJohn's Street.

London, ECt (01-278 4579)
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ENGINEERS

YOURSELF FOR A

BETTER JOB WITH MORE PAY!
Do you want promotion, a better

iobe higher pay? "New oppor-
tunities" shows you how to get
them through a low-cost. Home
Study Course. There are no books
to buy and you can pay as you
learn.

This easy to follow GUTDE TO
SUCCESS should be read by every
ambitious engineer. Send for this
helpful 76 -page free book NOW!
No obligation, nobody will call on
you It could be the best thing you
ever did.

CHOOSE A BRAND NEW FUTURE HERE
,>.1111 MI MI CUT OUT THIS COUPON E 1.11 MI 11

IELECTRICAL and AUTO and AERO MECHANICAL
ELECTRONICS Motor Mechanics 11 A.M.S.E. (Mech.)
Practical Radio &

IElectronics
(with KIT) 0

IElectronic
Engineering
Certificate 0

pi General Elect. Eng.
III Certificate 0

IC. & G. Elect.
Installations
Elect. Install. &
Work
C. & G. Elect.
Technicians

I

I
I
I

I
I

RADIO and
TELECOM-
MUNICATIONS
Colour TV
Servicing 0
C. & G. Telecoms.
Technician's Cert.p
C. & G. Radio,
TV & Electronics
Mech. Cert. 0
Radio & TV
Engineering
Course
Radio. Servicing &
Repairs 0
Radio Amateur's
Exam: 0

Air Registration
Board Certs. 0
M.A.A./I.M.I. Dip.

 CONSTRUC-
TIONAL
Heating, Ventilating
& Air
Conditioning 0
Architectural
Draughtsmanship
& Design
L.I.O.B.
Carpentry &
Joinery
Plumbing
Technology
General Building 
Painting &
Decorating

C. & G. Motor V.
Mechanics

General Auto
Engineering 0

General Mech.
Eng.

Inst. Engineers &
Technicians

A.M.T.M.I. 0 Maintenance
Engineering

Welding

MANAGEMENT
and PRODUCTION

Computer
Programming

Inst. of Cost &
Managements
Accts.

DRAUGHTS-
MANSHIP and
DESIGN

General
Draughtsmanship D

A.M.I.E.D.
Electrical
Draughtsmanship 

G.C.E.
-58 '0' & 'A' Level Subjects
-over 10,000 Group Passes!

Aldermaston College
Dept. TEE12 Reading RG7 4PF.

also at our London Advisory Office, 4 Fore Street Avenue,
Moorgate, London EC2Y SQ. Tel. 01-628 2721.

NAME (Block Capitals)

ADDRESS

Postcode

Other subjects of interest

Accredited by C.A.C.C. Member of A.B.C.C.

Age

I

I

I

I

I

I

HOME OF BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY

ELECTRU-W.
The good components service
In relatively few years, Electrovalue has risen to a position
of pre-eminence as mail-order (and industrial) suppliers of
semi -conductors, components, accessories, etc. There are
wide ranges and large stocks to choose from as well as
many worthwhile advantages to enjoy when you order
from Electrovalue.

CATALOGUE 8 NOW READY
Enlarged to 144 sages. New item.. Opto-electronics, Diagram
of components, applications, I.C. circuits, etc. Better than
even No. 7. Post free 40p, including voucher for 40p for use on
order over £5 list value.

DISCOUNTS
On all C.W.O. mall orders. except for some items marked NETT.
5 0/0 on

£5 ormore £10
value 1 0 % onZOoordremrsorleist value

FREE POST & PACKING
On all C.W.O. mail orders in U.K. over £2 list value. If under,
add 105 handling charge.

PRICE STABILIZATION POLICY
Prices are held and then reviewed over minimum periods of
3 months.

QUALITY GUARANTEE
On everything in our Catalogue-No manufacturers rejects,
seconds or sub-standards merchandise.

ELECTROVALUE LTD.
All communications to Section 3(12. 211, ST. JUGES ROAD, ENGLEFIELD
GREEN, EGHAM, SURREY TW20 OHB, Telephone Egham 3603, Telex
284475. Shop hours 9-5.30 daily, 9-f pm Sate.
NORTHERN BRANCH: 640, Burnage Lane, Burnage, Manchester
M19 INA. Telephone (061) 432 4945. Shop hours Daily 9-5.30 pm; 9-1pm Sets.

VALVE BARGAINS
Any 5 64p, 10 99p, 50 £4.
Your choice from the
following list: ECH84,
ECC82, ECL80, EF80,
EFI83, EFI84, PC86 PC88,
PCF80, PCF802, PCL82,
PCL84, PCL85, PCL805,
PCL86, PFL200, PL36,
PL504, PY33, PY8I, PY800,
PY88, EH90, 30FLI, 30FL2,
30PL14. 6F28

Colour Valves 25p each
PL508 PL509, PY500/A

Press 4 Button Tran-
sistor UHF Tuners £2.50

AERIAL BOOSTERS
We make three types of
Aerial Boosters all for
set top fitting, with Co -ax
Plugs and Sockets.
B1 I-For Stereo and

Standard VHF Radio
B12-For the older VHF

Television, please
state BBC! and ITV
Channels.

B45-For mon. or colour
this covers the com-
plete UHF band.

All Boosters are com-
plete with Battery and
take only minutes to fit.

Price 0.90 each
BARGAIN PACKS

All Components in the Bargain Packs are unused
and marked.
Pack 1-Polyester (C280) Axial Leads Capacitors-
250V/W & 400V/W, very food mixed selection from

0.01 UP to 2.2 UF. Price 100 £1.25, 1000 £1000 (our
choice).

Pack 2-Light Dimmers. 300 watt Light Dimmers
complete with Plate (replaces existing switch. Takes

only minutes to fit. Price £2-85.
Co -Ax Connectors 8p (70p).
Co -Ax Plug -8p (70p).
Jack Plugs-Standard 17p (£1.50). 2-5mm 10p (85p).

3.5mm 10p (85p).
Din Plugs -2 pin 12p (£1.00), 3 Pin 14p (£1.20), 5 Pin

18p (£1.50). (Price in brackets for Ten).

Prices include V.A.T. P. & P. under £1/15p, £1 to £3/20p,
above £3/25p. Overseas at cost. Money back guarantee on
all orders.
ELECTRONIC MAI LORDER LTD., 62 BRIDGE ST.,
RAMSBOTTOM, BURY, LANCS. Tel. Rams. 3036.

Published approximately the third Friday of each month by IPO Magazine. Ltd., Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London E.C.4 4AD. Printed in England by Index Printers Ltd.
Dunstable, Beds. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon and Gotch (A/Sia) Ltd. South Africa-Central

News Agency Ltd. Everyday Electronics is told subject to the
following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers first given, be lent, resold, hired out orotherwise disposed of by way of Trade at more than
the recommended selling price shown on cover, excluding Eire where the telling price it subject to V.A-T., and that it shell not be lent, resold, or hired out or otherwise disposed of In 
mutilated condition or lo any unauthorised cover by way of Trade, or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or plctoriol matter whatsoever.



BI -PRE -PAIL
The people for component bargains

AL-. Makers of

lltirlino St untl
audio equipment

ORIGINATORS OF PRE -PACKED COMPONENTS IN BRITAIN-AND STILL LEADING!

XMAS OFFER!
B%-Pre-Pa.k

Super Special

* PRICES INCLUDE
V.A.T. AND
POSTAGE AND
PACKING IN U.K.

* TOTAL VALUE £30
-YOU PAY £18,00

* SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

* ORDER NOW-
DELIVERY BY
RETURN

V3VZ
SPECIAL
OFFERS

LM 380 AUDIO IC
(Marked SL60745). Brand
new and to spec. 3 watts
R.M.S. out. With data.

£1 00
Three SN7490. Brand
new I.C. to spec. decode
counters only 01-20a

ve SN7400 Quad 2

input Nan gate ICs.
Orly 60P"

SUNDRY
P.1 PAK-Approx. 170 short -lead semi-
conductors and components. PNP,
NPN, diodes. rectifiers, etc. on PCBs
At least 30% factory marked. Some data
supplied. 50p
UHF 625 line tuner, rotary. E2-50
Rev Counter (for cars) (8%). £1.00
Books by Bernard's Publications.
Newnes-Butterworth's etc. No VAT.7 7.
THE FREE CATALOGUE'

I New edition batter than ever. It's I
Iyour's for free and well worth I
getting-only please send large

IS.A.E. with 10p stamp if we have I
to post it to you.

JMi I

1

BATT/MAINS STEREO F.M. TUNER:AMP

£12TO SHOW YOU
A SAVING OF

if you buy all 4 units together. Bought singly you save 33#% off regular
price of each unit

F.M. TUNER FRONT-END
Ganged tuning; A.F.C. facility.
Reduction -geared drive, 88-108
MHZ. Usual price inc. VAT

25 34£.8.01 m

2I.F. BOARD
Using I.C. Designed for
with above front-end.

use

7 STEREO DECODER, using I.C.
II Designed for use with the above

modules, can also be used with
other mono F.M. tuners. Ready
aligned. (L.E.D. for stereo beacon
available at 20p) usual 8224price inc. VAT Z7-22

A 5-5 WATT MUSIC POWER
11' I.C. AMP

Useful stereo power amplifier
with good performance, at econ-

Usual price inc. omy price. Usual price inc. 2
VAT £6-76 24.50 VAT £13 -01

TOTAL VALUE AT REGULAR ADVERTISED PRICE £30.00
5.34

NEW RANGE TRANSISTOR & COMPONENT PACKS
TP SELECTION

TP5 20 Transistors, PNP German-
ium, Red Spot A.F.

TP6 20 Transistors, PNP German-
ium, White soot RF.

TP7 1 2N174 150w 80Vce Power
Transistor, with mounting
assembly.

TP19 100 diodes, mixed Germanium,
Gold -bonded, etc. Marked! Un-
marked.

TP23 Twenty NPN Silicon uncoded
T05. Similar to BFY5012,2N696,
2191613, etc. Complementary to
TP24.

TP24 Twenty PNP Silicon, uncoded
T05. Similar to BFY64, 2N2904I5

TP29 8 power diodes 400V, 1.25A
Silicon FST 314.

UT SELECTION
UT1 50 PNP's Germanium. AF a RF.

UT2 150 Germanium diodes, min.
glass.

UT4 100 Silicon diodes, min. glass,
similar to IN914, IN916.

UT5 40 250mW Zener diodes OAZ24
range; average 50% good.

UT7 30 Silicon rectifiers 750mA,
mixed voltages, Top Hats, etc.

UT9 40 NPN Silicon planers. Simi-
lar to 2N3707-11 range. Low
noise amps.

UT12 25 2N3702I3 Transistors, PNP
Silicon, Plastic to 92.

ALL ABOVE PACKS -60p EACH.

CPI

CP2

CP3

CP4

CP SELECTION
Mixed bag of capacitors-Elec-
trolytic, Paper, Silver Mica
(Appiox. 150-sold by weight).

200(aPPrOx.) Resistors, various
types, values, watts. (Sold by
weight.)
40 Wire wound resistors, mixed.

12 potS-pre-set, yr/wound
carbon, dual, with,IwithOUI
switches-all mixed.

CP7 Heat sinks, assorted. To fit
SO -Z (0072) TO -1 (AC128).
etc.

TP Tested & Guaranteed; UT Untested, unmarked; CP Components.

CAPACITOR DISCHARGE IGNITION KIT SS300 POWER SUPPLY STABILISER
Simple to assemble and fit. Improves car performance,
saves on fuel. PAP 30p. Z7.50
BI-PRE-PAK X -HATCH GENERATOR Mk.2

Four -pattern selector switch
3" x 51" x 3"
Ready -built
and tested £9.93
In kit form E7.93

Please add 35p for postage and packing
Is invaluable to industrial and home user alike. Improved
circuitry assures reliability and still better accuracy. Very
compact, self-contained. Robustly built. Widely used by TV
rental and other engineers. With reinforced flbreglass case,
Instructions, but less batteries. (Three U2 type required.)

TV SIGNAL STRENGTH METER
Complete kit as described in "Television" E19-50 plus 40p
for Pal.

TERMS OF BUSINESS:
VAT at 25% must be added to total value of order except for items marked

or (8%), when VAT is to be added at 9%. No VAT on overseas orders. POST
& PACKING add 25p for UK orders unless marked otherwise. Minimum mail
order acceptable-E1. Overseas orders, add Et for postage, Any difference
wIll be credited or charged. PRICES subject to alteration without notice.
AVAILABILITY All items available at time of going to press when every
effort Is made to ensure correctness of information.

222 224 WEST ROAD.WESTCLIFF-ON-SEA,ESSEX SSO9DF.

TELEPHONE: SOUTHEND (0702) 46344.

WRITE ORDER SEPARATELY AND ATTACH COUPON IF REQUIRED

Add this to your unstabilised supply to obtain a steady work-
ing voltage front 15 to 50V for your audio system, workbench
etc. Meters can be easily added. £3.2.5*

PLASTIC POWER TRANSISTORS
40 WATT SILICON.
Type Polarity Gain VCE Price
40N1 NPN 15 15 20p
40N2 NPN 40 40 30p
40P1 PNP 15 15 20p
40P2 PNP 40 40 30p

90 WATT SILICON.
Type Polarity Galn VCE Price
90N1 NPN 15 15 25p
90N2 NPN 40 40 35p
90P1 PNP 15 15 25p
90P2 PNP 40 40 35p

If you prefer not to cut coupon out, please mention EE 12 when writing

* PHONE  WRITE - CALL
GIVE US YOUR ACCESS NO. and we will do the rest!

OM NIB NM INN NM IIIM OM I= =I en OM M NM MI
M To BI-PRE-PAK, 224-226 WEST RD., WESTCLIFF.ON-SEA, ESSEX

IPlease send I
for which I enclose Inc, V.A.T . I
Name I
Address

EE12 J



NEW EDU-KIT MAJOR
Completely Solderless
Construction Kit. Build these projects without
soldering iron or solder

* 4 Transistor Earpiece Radio. * 5 Trangstor Push Pull
Amplifier.

* Signal Tracer.

* Signal Injector.
* b Transistor Short Wave

* Translator Tester NPN-PH P. Radio.

* Batteryless Crystal Radio.
* One Transistor Radio.
* 2 Transistor Regenerative

Radio.
* S Transistor Regenerative

* 4 Transistor Posh Pull * Electronic MetroLome * Audible Continuity Teaks..
Amplifier.- * Electronic Noise Generator. * Sensitive Pre -Amplifier.

Components Include: 24 Resistors  21 Capacitors  10 Transistors  34" Loud-
speaker  Earpiece  Mica Baseboard $ 3 12 -way connectors  2 Volume controls
 2 Slider Switches  1 Tuning Condenser  3 Knobs  Ready Wound MW/LW/
SW Coils  Ferrite Rod  64,- yards of wire  1 Yard of siteving etc. Corn-
vlete kit of parts including construction plans.

Total Building Costs 21

ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION KITS

ECK 1
3 Transistor Easy Stage 
Earpiece Receiver Kit. Pull
Medium Wave Coverage. Complete
with Ready Wound Ferrite Rod
Aerial. High Rificiency Air Spaced
Tuning Capacitor. Sensitive Crystal Ear.
piece and Cain ControL Operates from a
9 Volt P.P.7 Battery (not supplied with kit).
This Electronic Construction Kit ie a good
starter for those Interested in kit building and
soldering. Complete kit
of parts including 2.1.Es9uu P.P. and Ins. 45Pconstruction plans.

ECK 2 Self Contained Multi.
Band V.H.P. Receiver Kit.

8 Transistors and S Diodes. Push/Pull
output. 3^ Loudspeaker, Cain Control.
Superb 9 section swivel ratchet and
retractable chrome plated telescopic aerial.
V.H.F. Toning Capacitor, Resistors,
Capacitors, Transistor's, etc. W111 receive
T.V. Sound, Public Service Band. Aircraft,
V.H.P. Local Stations, etc. Operates from a
9 Volt P.P.7 Battery (not supplied with kit)
Complete kit of parts including ronstruction plans £7.95 P.P. and Ins. 0517.

* 7Transistor Loudspeaker
Radio MW/LW.

0.30 P P 6dp

ECK3 5 Traneistor Medium Wave Receiver Kit. Clam ..A" Output with se Loudspeaker. Simple to
operate with full Medium Wave Coverage. Ready Wound 9 Ferrite Rod Aerial No external Aerial required
7 stages, 5 Transistors and 2 Diodes, Tuning
Capacitor, Gain Control. etc. Operates from
4 41 Volt Battery (not supplied). Complete kit
of parts Including construction plane

£5.40 P.P.and Ins 45p

ECK 4
7 TransistOrs, 6 tuneable wavebands, MW, LW, Trawler Band, 3 Short Ware Bands. Receiver Kit. With x 3"
Loudspeaker. Push/Pull output stage. Gain Control, and Rotary Switch. 7 Transistors and 4 Diodes. fi section
chrome -plated telescopic aerial. R- Sensitive Ready
Wound Ferrite Rod Aerial_ Tuning Capacitor.
Resistors, Capacitors. etc. Operates from a 9 Volt
P.P. 7 Battery (not supplied with kit). Complete kit
of parts including 07.25
construction plans w's,

27.50 P.P. ant Ina.

P.P. and Ina. 55p.

EDU-KIT JUNIOR
Completely Solderleas Electronic Constructiou Kit. Build there

protects without Soldering Iron or Solder.
*Crystal Radio Medium Wave Coverage:-No Battery

°One Transistor Radio.
.2 Transistor Regenerative Radio.
*3 Transistor Earpiece Radio Medium Wave Coverage.

.4 Transistor Medium Wave Loudspeaker Radio.
*Electronic Noise Generator.

"Electronic Metronome.
04 Translator Push/Pull Amplifier.

All parts including Loudspeaker, Earpiece, MW Ferrite Rod
Aerial, Capacitors, Resistors, Transistors, etc.
Complete kit of parts inclodiag construction plans

VHF AIR
CONVERTOR KIT
Build this Conceder Kit and
receive the Aircraft Band by
placing it by the side of a radio
tuned to Medium Wave or the
Long Wave Band and operating
as shown in the Instructions
supplied free with all part..
Use a retractable chrome
plated telescopic aerial, Gain
Control, V. H. F. Tuning
Capacitor, Transistor, etc.

All Part, inelnding Case and Plans. 24.35 rms.P.. ;01;1

ROAMER TEN MARK 2
With VHF including aircraft
Now with free earpiece and switched socket. 10 Tram
sisters. Latest 4" 2 watt Ferrite Magnet Loudspeaker.
9 Tuneable Wavebands, MW1, WW2, LW, S'ICI. SW2.
8W3. Trawler Band, VHF and Local Stations also Aircraft
Band. Built In Ferrite Rod Aerial for MW/LW. Chrome
plated 6 section Telescopic Aerial can be angled and
rotated for peak thort ware and VHF listening. Posh /
Pull output using
500mW Translator.. Car
Aerial and Tape Record
Sockets. 10 Transistors
plea 3 Diodes. Ganged*
Tuning Condenser with
VHF section. Separate
coil for Aircraft Band.
Volume on/off. Wave
Change and tone Con-
trols. Attractive Case in
black with Oliver blocking
Size 9" x 7. x 4".
Ea.," to follow halm -
lions and diagrams.
Parte price fist and
Plans 50p free with parte.

Total building costs 21147 Y.Y. and Ins. SSD

:n cal a
TO RADIO EXCHANGE LTD., 6IA HIGH
STREET, BEDFORD MK40 ISA. Tel: 0234 52367, I
REG NO. 788372
0 Callers side entrance "Laveils" Shop.

Open 10-1, 2.30-4.30. Mon -Fri. 9-12 Sat.

I enclose C for

Name

Address

EE 12.j

I
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